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The Mission Support Plan (MSP) contains anticipated Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data
Network (GSTDN) and Department of Defense (DOD) support and configuration require-
ments in support of Shuttle Operations. An MSP will be prepared for each flight. The first
part of the MSP will provide the user with the information needed to understand and
interpret the Site Configuration Message (SCM). Additional information is Included for the
user(s) who must prepare and approve the SCM's in support of flight and test and training
activities.
The appendices contain preliminary SCM's for all GSTDN/DOD S-Band and UHF tracking
stations with a possible orbiter viewperiod for a nominal launch and orbit profile in support
of a specific flight.
SCM's included here will be updated as necessary when major flight plans and/or trajectory







The STS-2 Mission Support Plan (MSP) defines the anticipated GSTDN/DOD station support
and configuration requirements for a nominal flight with an orbital inclination of 38.4
degrees and a circular orbit of 120 nautical miles for the first S orbits and 137 nautical
miles thereafter. A complete set of preliminary SCM's define nominal station AOS/LOS
times and configurations for S-Band and UHF support. This document is intended for use as
a planning tool, providing the necessary guidelines and data base for SCM generation in
support of STS-2.
1.2 SCOPE
This document provides nominal GSTDN/DOD station support and configuration require-
ments for the period from launch through landing rollout for a nominal flight.
SCM's contained in the appendices of this document do not commit JSC or GSTDN/DOD to
the specific support and configurations indicated. They are intended only as a guide and will
be updated as flight plans and strategies are developed.
1.3 REFERENCES
Source data used in the development of this document was obtained from the latest
available issues of the documents listed below. The final version of the MSP will
incorporate changes ,resulting from revisions or changes to this document list.
o OFT Program Requirements Document (PRD), Rev I1
o 3SC-11534, Vol 1, Interface Control Document (ICD)
o S-Band Operational Flight Profile, Vol B. Doc JSC-17064
• C-Band Contacts Summary Tables (MPAD)
• STS-2 Flight Data File
t	 o 3SC-12805, Flight Control Operations Handbook (FCOH)
o STDN No. 601, Network Operations Support Plan (NOSP)
1.4 DOCUMENT MAINTENANCE
This document will be updated periodically and published i , final form prior to network
simulations. Changes occurring thereafter will be reflected in the SCM's transmitted to the
stations by high speed data line/teletype (TTY) prior to station AOS.
The Operations Planner is responsible for the development and maintenance of this
document. He may be reached by phone on 525-4665 (FTS), (713) 333-8352 (commercial), or
SISO mail station 7B during non-support periods. During support periods when the
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Operations Planner console is staffed, he may by
 reached via the OPS PLANNER voice loop
or telephone, number (713) 483-5624/5626, FTS 525-5624/5626.
Future iterations of this document are planned iii support of scheduled STS flights.
Suggestions and recommendations to improve the dockiment in support of all users are
solicited. Comments should be directed to the Ford Aerospace A Communications







Groundtrack Summary Charts, which provide an overview of station coverage and major
activities have been interleaved with the SCM's in the appendices. Groundtrack charts
cover 4-hour periods of time beginning with launch. The SCM's associated with each
groundtrack chart will be found immediately following the chart. S-Band and UHF station
SCM's and charts for a nominal trajectory and missiors will be found in appendix A, C-Band
station charts will be found In appendix B. SCM's for contingency situations (i.e., AOA and
EOM contingency landing), are contained in appendices C and D, respectively.
All S-Band SCM's and station viewperiods are shown on the groundtracks whether scheduled
for support or not. Due to extensive overlapping coverage of the C-Band stations, it was
not practical to display all stations with an orbiter viewperiod. Consequently, only C-Band
stations scheduled for support are shown on the C-Band groundtrack.
BLT, Greenbelt, Maryland is not required to support STS-2, but will be provided with SCM's
for each pass with a viewperiod. The SCM's will supply configuration data to this station for
training and checkout purposes.
2.2 CONFIGURATION/SCHEDULING GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS
2.2.1 S-Band Station Requirements (Refer to F' ure 2-1). Figure 2-1 summarizes the
support requirements levied on the 5-band stations in support of STS-2. In addition, the
following guidelines apply:
o All S-band stations are required to support all orbiter viewperiods except Ponce de
Leon which supports launch and YSC landings, Greenbelt, Maryland, which is not
required for STS-2 support, Vandenberg and Point Pillar California which supports
landing and landing phase contingencies for Edwards or Northrup Strip.
o All S-band stations supporting launch, orbit, reentry and landing phases will have a
digital voice capability.
o Stations providing reentry support will be called up in the Launch Terminal Count to
confirm abort mode readiness.
o	 Voice uplink transmissions will be inhibited at the station during crew sleep periods.
Stations personnel will monitor for D/L voice transmissions.
o Teleprinter configurations will be voiced out to the ground station by MCC Comm
Tech. At completion of teleprinter operations, MCC Comm Tech will reconfigure
ground station by voice for nominal operations. If advance notice is known at JSC,
the Teleprinter information will be included in .he affected stations SCM. S-Band
stations called for support of Teleprinter operation will configure A/G 2 (Voice 2) in
constant key for the duration of the teleprinter uplink.
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
-2.2.2 Antenna Selection. S-band stations with multiple antennas will normally provide
support with the antenna specified in the SCM. Specific antenna are
-
required in -the
-W keyhole) at Merritt Island is prime for launch.MLXS (E
o MADt 30-foot antenna with N/S keyhole is prime for orbit support.
o GDS, 30-foot antenna with N/S keyhole, is prime for EAFB landings and nominal
orbit support. GDX 85400t antenna prine for AOA landing EAR.
C-4 o QUI dual 14-foot antenna is required for uplink support and downlink rangingg the
40-foot antenna is required for downlink voice and telemetry support.
o MAD and GDS 85-foot antennas will only be used for launch/landing support as
required or in the event of 30-foot antenna failure.
2.2.3 Assumptions/Ground Rules
0 MIL launch support is desired vice PDL because of S-Band metric data capabilities.
Brief handovers, are planned to minimize plume effect on RF link.
0 GBI S-Band station will only be used for launch telemetry support.
0 During the reentry phase, a handover from BUC to GDS is currently planned. This
will be accomplished as soon as GDS clears masking so as to obtain S-band metric
data. A handover back to BUC will also be accomplished just prior to GDS LOS.
0 Voice configurations will be designated on the SCM as "ALPHA, BRAVO, CHARLIE,
-Ground Configurations.etc" per the NOSP Air
2.2.4 C-Band Station Support Rnuirements. Figure 2-2 summarizes the support require-
ments levied on the. C-band stations in support of STS-2. In addition, the following
guidelines apply.
0 C-Band passes will be scheduled to augment the S-Band ephemeris solution.
0 Stations should be selected to provide a sufficient number of acceptable passes in a
24-hour period. Stations providing overlapping coverage will normally not be
scheduled for support.
0 ON-ORBIT
a. NASA radars, BDA and WLP will be used for all passes that meet the minimum
elevation requirements.
b. ASC is required for all passes that meet the minimum elevation requirements.
c. No station with a max elevation of less than 5 degrees is required if another
station in the same geographical location has a higher elevation pass.
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(1) BOA AND 2 OF 3 WLP'S RADARS REQUIRED BY RANGE SAFETY(2) HIGH SAkIPLE RATE 10 SEC
LOIY SAMPLE RATE 1 6 SEC
(3) ORDER OF PREFERENCE
(4) BOTH FPS-16S REQUIRED FOR BACKUP
5) REDUNDANT V I EW PERIODS WILL NOT BE SCdEDLLED(6) SCHEDULE AS r,^ANY PISSES AS PRACTICAL EACH 24 TIR °FRIOD
1AI1HOUi REDUNDANT STATIONS
(7` ALL APPROACHAZIC''LTHS 7 0 EAFBWITHAi LEAST 3° MAX EL(8) ALL APPROACH AZIMUTHS TO EAFB, IF AVAILABLE
'9) 2 OF 3 RADARS (DFRC ANC EAFB) RED S-IRED FOR ALL EAFi. LANDINGS
10) ASCENT ADA, LANDING ADA, CONTINGENC Y DEORBIT AND NOMINAL
END OF +ISSION REQUIRF HIGH SAMPLE RATE '10 SEC) DATA
( 1 1) REQUIRED FOR NORTHRUP STRIP AND EDV;ARDS LANDINGS
(12) KSC LANDING SUPPORT
(13) HAWAII CONTINGENCY LANDING 	 FIG. 2.2	 C-BAND STATION SUPPOF(14) HSR REQUIRED ONLY DURING STDN CONTINGENCY MODE
SUPPORT





KMTC KMRC KPTC SNIC SNFC SNSC PTPC PTTC VD8C VDSC VDFC FRCC EAFC EFFC FTHC HOLC MTLC WSSC WHSL SPKC WSPC WSWC
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2.2.5 UHF only Station Support Requirements. The following stations are required for UHF
voice support during STS-2.




The above stations will be required during the entire flight for all passes that break the
horizon. A general purpose SCM (message type 231) will be transmitted for each pass and
will include the following items (Refer to figure 3-2): 1,2,1,4,5,6,7,8,18,19,20.
When one UHF station overlaps another station with UHF capabilities, a UHF handover time
will be specified on both SCM's.
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SECTION 3
SCM STRUCTURE ANn FORMAT
3.1 GENERAL
Information required by the message addressee to su pport the orbiter will be provided in the
Site Configuration 'Messages (SCM's). These messages, GSTDN for S-band stations, and
General Purpose for UHF stations and continuation messages, will be formatted in 4800-bit
blocks for transmission to GSFC by HSDL and to the station by TTY. Figures 3-1 and 3-2
illustrate the format of these messages. Numbers in parentheses refer to the following
notes defining data content.
(1) SCM reference number.
(2) JSC station routing indicator from table 3-1. Reference paragraph 3.2 for use of
rwilt:ple routing indicators.
(3) Vehicle identification code (05 = Shuttle High f req uplink, 08 = Shuttle Low freq
uplink).
(4) Support identification code (2002 = Shuttle 11102).
(5) Orbit number.
	
!6)	 Day of year.
	
(7)	 Predicted acquisition of signal from Predicted Site Acquisition Table (PSAT).
	
(8)	 Predicted loss of signal (from PSAT).
	
(9)	 Link frequency (MHz).
	
(10)	 Support modes.
(10A) Support mode as defined in table 3-1
(IOB) Support mode as defined in table 3-2
00C) Support mode "M" requires the station to monitor and record DFI data in
real time for post-flight shipment. Table 3-3 identifies DFI downlink
characteristics by channel number, and is included for reference purposes.
00D) Support mode a, defined in table 3-4.
	
(11)	 Number(s) referencing applicable note in 'Vote; Section of SCM.
	
(12)
	 Note I is reserved for carrier on/off or handover times if applicable. If time is not
specified, this note will indicate N-A.
	
(13)	 Note 2 will always contain maximum antenna elevation of pass, and keyhole/
masking information if applicable.
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(14) Commentary concerning a vehicle, system, A/G configuration, and/or special
support requirements, as necessary.
(15) Continuation of NOTE commentary from previous page. (S-BAND and UHF
support).
3.2 ROUTING
SCM's will be transmitted to GSFC/NOCC in 4800-bit blocks for subsequent transmission to
the addressee (see figure 3-3). Message rafting shall be determined by reading the user
destination code in the HSDB header. The user destination code in the HSDB header is
obtained from the JSC station acror.ym supplied in the first line of the SCM. Table 3-5
provides the JSC acronyms that will be used on the SCM for message routing. The "S" or
"U" suffix on the JSC acronym designates an S-band or UHF station. Table 3-6 provides a
summary of Network and User Header Codes used in the HSDB for outgoing SCM data.
The first routing indicator, if more than one is specified, wi- Jesignate the station to be
configured. Additional routing indicators, if used, will designate additional stations/centers
required to support the requested configuration. GSFC is currently unable to process
multiple routing indicators.
3.3 FORMATTING
SCM's will be packed in the data field of tr:e 4800-bit blocks and coded in ASCII. The 4626-
bit data field is the maximum number of data bits allowed in one 4800-bit block. This
limitation constrains the SCM to a maximum of 40 characters per line, including appropriate
TTY machine characters at the end of each line, and a maximum of 16 lines.
3.4 SCM NUMBERING SCHEME
An SCM will be prepared for each S-Band and UHF station with an orbiter viewperiod as
shown on the Operational Flight Profile obtained from MPAD (Mission Planning and Analysis
Division), and -cumbered sequ2,ntially with a five-character alphanumeric identifier. The
first character will be a "S" or "U" to identify the type station the SCM is intended for. The
next three characters are sequential numbers ranging from 001-999. 001 will be the first
number used for both S-Band and UHF stations. The last character will be an alpha suffix.
Alpha character "A" will identify the original SCM. Alpha characters B, C, D, etc., will be
used to identify updates to tl-- original SCM. All continuation messages, page 2, will be
assigned the same number as page 1.
In the event the trajectory changes sufficiently such that a station is scheduled which
Previously did not have a viewperiod, the next consecutive unused number will be assigned,
beginning with the last SCM in the MSP.
(Text continued on page 3-16.)
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JSC SCM S ,U ,L21
UID L31 SIC _L41 ORI (S) DAY
ROS 2):
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Figure 3-1. STDN SCM Fermat (Message Type 232) S-Band
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CONTINURTION FORMAT










Figure 3-2. General Purpose SCM Format (Message Type 231)





32 kb/s (1 voice (c 24 Kb/s and I
command @ 8 kb/s)
72 Kb/s (2 voice @ 32 Kb/s and I
command @ 8 kb/s)
32 kb/s (1 voice @ 24 Kb/s and I
command @ 8 kb/s + 7one Ranging)
72 kb/s (2 voice @ 32 kb/s each and
I co-amand @ 8 kb/s + Tone Rang-
ing)
72 kb/s (2 voice @ 32 Kb/s each and
I command @ 8 kb/s + Tone Rang-
ing), SNOM (Shuttle Noise Mode),























S-Band PM Downlink Modes (GSTDN)
SSO-to-GSTDN
Mode Function Modulation
00 No carrier N/A
O1 Carrier only None
02 96 kb/s (1 voice @ 32 kb/s and 	 1 PM	 .
telemetry @ 64 kb/s)
03 192 kb/s (2 voice @ 32 kb/s each and PM
1 telemetry @ 128 kb/s)
04 96 kb/s 0 voice @ 32 kb,s and	 I PM
telemetry @ 64 kb/s + Ranging)
05 192 kb/s (2 voice @ 32 kb/s each and PM
1 telemetry @ 128 kbis + Ranging)
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Table 3-3
S-Band DFI (FM) Downlink Charac
Chan Signal Bandwidth
No. Format or Bit Rate Frequ
I AnJ w 500 N? 12	 1
2 Analog 500 Hz 16 1
3 Analog 500 Hz 20 1
4 Analog 500 Hz 24 1
5 Analog 500 Hz 28 1
6 Analog 500 Hz 32
7 Analog 500 Hz 36
8 Analog 2 kHz 48
9 Analog 2 kHz 64
10 Analog 2 kHz 80
1 1 Analog 2 kHz 96
12 Analog 2 kHz 112
13 Analog 2 kHz 128
14 Analog 2 kHz 144
15 Bi-¢L 12 Kbps 184
PCM Bi4-L 128 kbps 1.0;
3-7
192 kb/s R FM
960 kb/s R FM
128 kb/s R FM
1024 kb/s R FM
60 kb/s R FM














































P/B 192 kb/s, (PCM/TLM @1:1)
P/B 192 kb/s (PCM/TLM @5:1)
P/B 128 kb/s (PCM/TLM @I:1)
P/B 128 kb/s (PCM/TLM @8:1)
P/B 60 kb/s (SSME data @1:1)





P/B 192 kb/s (PCM/TLM @1:1)
P/B 192 kb/s (PCM/TLM @5:1)
P/B 128 kb/s (PCM/TLM @1:1)
P/B 128 kb/s (PCM/TLM @8:1)
P/B 60 kb/s (SSME data @1:1)





P/T SSME data (3 SCO's:
476 KHz, 768 KHz, and
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GSFC	 JSC	 Description	 Location
S-Band Trackers
MIL-3 MILS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, N/S Merritt Island, FL
MIL-A MLXS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, E/W Merritt Island, FL
BLT-A BLXS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, E/W Greenbelt, MD.
BLT-3 BLTS S-Band, 30 F T, X/Y, N/S Greenbelt, MD.
BDA-3 BDAS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, N/S Bermuda Island
MAD-8 MAXS S-Band, 85 FT, X/Y, E/W Madrid, Spain
MAD-3 MADS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, N/S Madrid, Spain
AGO-3 AGOS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, N/S Santiago, Chile
ACN-3 ACNS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, N/S Ascension Island
GWM-3 GWMS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, N/S Guam Island
GDS-3 GDSS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, N/S Goldstone, CA
GDS-8 GDXS S-Band, 85 FT, X/Y, E/W Goldstone, CA
HAW-3 HAWS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, N/S Kauai, Hawaii
ORR-3 ORRS S-Band, 30 FT, X/Y, N/S Orroval, Australia
QUI-S QUIS S-Band, 14 FT, X/Y, N/S Quito, Ecuador
QUI-S QUIS S-Band, 40 FT, X/Y, N/A Quito, Ecuador
SEY-S IO2S S-Band, 60 FT, AZ-FL Mahe, Seychelles
SEY-S IOSS Not Used
PDLS PDLS S-Band, 14 FT, AZ/EL Ponce Del Leon, FLA
BUC-S BUCS S-Band, 14 FT, AZ/EL Buckhorn
BU2-S BURS S-Band, 14 FT, AZ/EL Buckhorn
PPF-Y PTTS S-Band, 40 FT, AZ/EL Point Pillar, CA
TULS TULS S-Band, 14 FT, AZ/EL Whize Sands, N.M.
CAL-Y VDTS S-Band, 30 FT, AZ/EL Vandenburg AFB, CA







BOTZ BOTU UHF Voice Botswana, Africa
DAKZ DKRU UHF Voice Dakar (Senegal), Africa
YARZ YARU UHF Voice Yargaradee, Australia
C-Band Trackers
ANT-Q ANTC C-Band, FPQ-14 Antigua Island
MLA-Q MLAC C- Ban g , F PQ- 14 Merritt Island, FL
KPT-Q KPTC C-Band, FPQ-14 Kaena Point, Hawaii
GTK-Q GTKC C-Band, FPQ-14 Grand Turk Island
AS2-Q ASTC C-Band, TPQ-18 Ascension Island
ASC-Q ASCC C-Band, FPQ-15 Ascension Island
GBI-Q GBIC C-Band, FPQ-13 Grand Bahama Island
KMR-Q KMRC C-Band, ALCOR Kwajalein Island
KMR-T KMTC C-Band, TPQ-18 Kwajalein Island
BDA-Q BDQC C-Band, FPQ-6 Bermuda Island
CAL-Q PTPC C-Band, FPQ-6 Point Pillar, CA
CAL-T VDBC C-Band, TPQ-18 Vandenberg AFB
CAL-F VDSC C-Band, FPS-16 (S/N 21) Vandenberg AFB
CA2-F VDFC C-Band, FPS-16 (S/N 18) Vandenberg AFB
SNI-F SNIC C-Band, FPS-16 (S/N 7) San Nicholas Island
SN2-F SNFC C-Band, FPS-16 (S/N 13) San Nicholas :stand
SN3-F SNSC C-Band, FPS-16 (S/N 15) San Nicholas Island
FRC-F FRCC C-Band, FPS-16 DFRC
PAT-Q PATC C-Band, FPQ-14 Patrick AFB
PA2-Q PAFC C-Band, FPQ-13 Patrick AFB
WLP-Q WLPC C-Band, FPQ-6 Wallops Flight Center
WI2-F WLRC C-Band, FPS-16 .Airport Wallops Flight Center
3-11
t1
C^ Table 3-5	 (Continued)
Acronyms
GSFC JSC Description Location
WLP-F WLIC C-Band, FPS-16, Island Wallops Flight Center
CNV-F CNVC C-Band, FPS-16 Cape Canaveral AFB
EAFF EAFC C-Band, FPS-16 (R-38) Edwards AFB, CA
EA2F EFFC C-Band, FPS-16 (R-41) Edward's AFB, CA
F'rH-F FTHC C-Rand, FPS-16 Ft. Huachuca, AZ.
HOL-F HOLC C-Band, FPS-16 (S/N 8123) Holloman, N.M.
FT2-F SPKC C-Band, FPS-16 Scotis Peak, AZ.
MTLF MTLC C-Band, Capri Mt. Lemmon, AZ.
WH6F WSSC C-Band, FPS-16 (S/N 8127) Stallion Station (WSMR) AZ.
WHSF WHSC C-Bard, FPS-16 (S/N R113) White S,,.nds, N.M.
WH9-F WSPC C-Band, FPS-16 (S/N 8124) Phillips Hill, N.M.
TUL-F WSWC C-Band, FPS-16 (S/N 8125) Wilde Site, N.M.
M1M-F MLMC C-Band, MCB-17 Merritt Island, FL
PPT-F PPTC C-Band, FPS-16 Point Pillar, CA
CNM-F CNMC C-Band, MCB-17 Cape Canaveral AFB
(Mobile), FL.
Centers Required For Support
SMTC SMTC Space And Missile Test
Center
CCC NCCC Central Computer Complex
NOCC NOCC Network Operations Control
Center
70RX WHSS White Sands Missile Range
WTR, Vandenberg AFB, CA.





Network and User Heade.- Codes Summarized
For Outgoing SCM Data
Network Header User HeaderSite Acronym
Source Destination	 Binary Message Type Destination TTYOSCF	 JSC (Octal) Octal)	 FMT Type (Octal) (Octal) RI
MILS	 MILS 160 273 1	 0	 1 O 1 232/231 001 GMIL
MILA	 MLXS GMIL
PDLS	 PDLS 001 GPDL
BDA3	 BRAS 002 GBDA
ACN3	 ACNS 003 GACN
BLTA	 BLXS 037 GBLT
BLT3	 BLTS 037 GBLT
MADE	 MAXS 004 LMAD
MAD3	 MAIDS 004 LMAD







GDS8	 GDXS 010 GGDS
GDS3	 GDSS 010 GGDS
AGO3	 AGOS Oil GAGO
QUIS	 QUIS 012 GQUI
SEYS	 IOSS 035 GSVL




BU2S	 BU XS 014 GBUC
PTFY	 PTTS 036 GPTP
TULS	 TULS 050 GTUL
CALY	 VDTS 160 273 1	 01 0 1 232/231 051 GSVD
ALAY	 WSMS 160 273 t	 t	 0 l	 0	 l 232/231 055 GWDS
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Table 3-6 (Continued)
Network Header User HeaderSite Acronym
Source Destination Binary Message Type Destination TTYOSCF	 JSC (Octal) (Octal) FMT Type (Octal) (Octal) RI
FRCF	 FRCC 160 273 1 01 01 231 016 GFRC
E.AFF	 EAFC 042 GAFT
EA2F	 EFFC C42 GAFT
BDAQ	 BDQC 017 GBDA
CNMF	 CNMC 041 GKAP
MLAQ	 MLAC 020 GMLA
MLMF	 MLMC 041 GKAP
CNVF	 CNVC 041 GKAP
PATQ	 PATC 021 GPAT
PA2Q	 PAt= C 056 GRCC
GBIQ	 GBIC 022 GGBI
ANTQ	 ANTC 023 GANT
GTKQ	 GTKC 024 GGTK
WLPF	 WLIC 025 GWAC
WL217	 WLRC 025 GWAC
WLPQ	 WLPC 025 GWAC
ASCQ	 ASCC 026 JASC
AS2Q	 ASTC 026 GASC
KMRQ	 KMRC 027 GKMR
KMRT	 KMTC 027 GKMR
KPTQ	 KPTC 030 GKPT
PPTF	 PPTC 036 GPTP
CALQ	 PTPC 036 GPTP
CALT	 VDBC 031 GVNB
CALF	 VDSC 015 GVBG
CAY	 VDFC 015 GVBG
YARZ	 '.'ARU 045 GYAR
DAKZ	 DKRU 046 GDKR
BOTZ	 BOTU 160 273 1	 0	 1	 0	 1 231 047 GBOT
?-14
Table 3-6 (Continued)
Site Acronym Network Header User Header
Source Destination Binary Message Type Destination TTYOSCF	 JSC (Octal) (Octal) FMT Type (Octal) (Octal) RI
SN1F	 SNIC 160 273 1 0	 0 1 231 040 GSNI
SN2F	 SNFC 040 GSNI
SN3F	 SNSC 040 GSNI
FTHF	 FTHC 052 GPEK
HOLF	 HOLC 053 GWDS
WHSF	 WHSC 054 GWDS
MT? F	 MTLC 231 013 GMTL
WH6F	 WSSC 2311232 043 GWDS
FT2-F	 SPKC 231 052 GPEK
WF19-F	 WSPC 060 GWDS
TUL-F	 WSWC 273 231 057 GWDS
NCC	 NCCC 217 231/232 061 GNCC
NOCC	 NOCC 273 230 032 GDPS
JORX	 WHSS 230 371 GWDS
5MTC
	
SMTC 231 033 GTEC
RTCS	 RTCS 160 273 1	 0	 1 0	 1 034 GDNS




3.5 RISE AND SET TIMES
	
%I=-
AOS/LOS times listed on the SCM's, have taken into account expected terrain masking and
antenna keyhole effects.
3.6 MODE DEFINITIONS
Station configurations required to support flight operations activities are defined on the
SCM's as MODES. For a definition of the codes used for PM/UL, OD/DL, DF/DL and FM/DL
modes refer to tables 3-1 and 3-4.
The DFI configuration remains constant and is defined in the NOSP. The letter "M" in the
MODE column of the SCM indicates the station will monitor and record the DFI data in real
time for post-flight shipment.
S-Band stations whose coverage is totally overlapped by a 2-way station may not have an
uplink requirement, but will configure to track the downlink, and provide backup uplink
support. Tnese stations will be identified on the SCM with a OFF PM uplink mode.
3.7 FREQUENCY UTILIZATION
5-Band and UHF usage can be found in tables 3-7 and 3-8, respectively.
?.8 REMARKS/NOTES
The REMARKS column of the SCM will contain a number referencing a NOTE. Netes will
be used to further define su pport requirements; i.e., handover times, carrier on/off times,
sleep period configuration, tracking data rates, etc. Note I will always contain carrier on-
off time, or handover time, or if neither of these are applicable, the word N/A. Note 2 will
always contain the maximum elevation angle of the antenna, along with any other pertinent
comments concerning the antenna pattern.
3.8.1 S-Band & UHF Handovei /Carrier On-Off Times. Handover time will be specified on
the SCM if two or more s tations have an overlapping viewperiod. If the viewperiods do not
overlap , but are separated by less than 4 minutes carrier on-off times will be specified. In
either case, a time )ormaliy midway between the overlapping viewperiods for handover, or
between the viewperiods for carrier Dn---,ff will be selected unless the time selected in this
manner interferes with operations activities.
3.8.2 Tracking Da ta Rates. Low speed sample rate is assumed unless otherwise specified.
3.8.3 Crew Sleep Pe,iods. Crew sleep periods will be specified on the S-band SCM's. When
sleep period configuration is specified, the station will change the site configuration to
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UHF Frequenc y Utilization
Emission
Freg Charact Purpose
296.8 MHz AM Air-to-ground and SSC/EVA
Vo ice
259.7 MHz AM ,Air-to-ground and SSO/EVA
voice
243.0 MHz A%i Air-to-ground A i C voice
279.0 MHz AMlFM EVA-2 to EVA-1 ^^a
3-19
^'
3.8.4 SSME Real-T:me or Dump Data Recording Requirements. Any real-time or dump
SSME data downlinked via the orbiter S-Band FM link and received at a GSTDN/DOD station
will be recorded at the receiving station. A NOTE will be included on the SCM to cue the
station to special data handling requirements.
3.8.5 Acquisition Data Sets. Acquisition data sets numbers for Orbit 1 will be voiced by
7SC/TR ACK to MAD, ORR, and IOS. An updated SCM will be transmitted to these stations,
with a comment in the NOTES to confirm the voice transmission.
3.8.6 Communications Air-to-Ground Voice. UHF/S-Band A/G communications configura-
tions will be specified by SCM for all mission phases per NOSP procedures.
3.9 GROUNDTRACK CHARTS
The Groundtrack/Activity charts provide a pictorial overview of the available/scheduled
tracking coverage. They show the station viewperiod, maximum antenna elevation angle,
periods of darkness for the Shuttle, orbit no., and the acronym of the station providing
coverage. The orbit number is incremented Each time the ascending node of the ground
track crosses the equatorial plane. In addition, major milestones and o perations activities
are noted. and on the S-band charts, handover/carrier on-off times have been included. The
charts cover a 4-hour period of time and have been interleaved with the S-Band SCM's on
8-hour centers.
3.10 CONTINGENCY PLAN
In the event of a non-nominal mission, the Gps Planner will notify the affected stations of
any required configuration changes in real time via voice lines. An SCM update will follow
if necessary.
3.11 SCM PROCESSING CONSTRAINTS
a. Only one SCM continuation page can be used for each SCM.
b. The continuation page must be sent within 5 minutes of the first page.
C. GSFC is limited to a throughput rate of 1 SCM per 10 seconds.
3-20
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,JSI: SC" S 009	 MLXS +
UID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 001 IIAY 2.173
AOS 12 : 00 : 00
	




SSO PM UL 2106,4	 25S ' 1,5
SSO OD DL 2257.5 	 05 ' 20	 '
SSO DF DL 22(15.0
	
M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 22
NOTES
' i, H-O TO PDL AT L PLUS 45 SEC(NOMINAL
'	 12:00:45)	 +
'	 H-O FM PDL HT L PLUS 2:36 0 0MINRI
'	 12:02:30)
'	 H-O TO RDA AT 12:06:30
MAX EL. 40,5
+	 (PAGE 1 OF 2)
.ISC#	 002%RT
JSC FORM S0018	 MLXS	 r
' (PRGE 2 OF (0)
' MOTES (CONTV:
' 3. HSR-LSR TRRCKG DATA ON A' T-9 MIN.
' 4. COMM CONFIG ALPHA. TO SRB IGNITIiIN,
'
	
THEN SWITCH TO C(I MM ffiNF I G ?RAUO,
'	 UNF FREQ 29E,8






JSC SCM S 002H	 PDLS
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 001 JAY 2?
AOS 12 : 00 : 10	 LOS 12 : 08 : 23
VEH LINK F40	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24S ' 194
SSO OD IL 22 0W7.5	 03 ' 2
SSO OF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0 	 22
NOTES








' 2. MAX El. 39.3
	
,
' 3. COHN CONFIG IRAVO
	
,
' 4. CONFI6 UL FREQ = 2106.4_ M,HZ.
	 ,
002/RT-JSGN
JSC SCM S 0038	 ILTS +	 ,
V11 05 SIC 2102 ORI Ili DAY 273




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 OFF ' 1,2
SSO 01 IL 22St.5	 05
S'0 DF Dl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 22
NOTES
' i. N-A
' 2. MOk EL.
	 6.0
' 3. COHN CONFIG CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT.








JSC SCM S	 00^A	 yDHS
VID 05	 SIC	 2002	 OPB	 001	 )AY	 273
ROS 12	 :	 05	 :	 00	 LOS	 12	 ;	 it	 :	 55
VEA LINK	 FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL
	
2106.4	 25S	 '	 1-20
SSO OD	 PL	 2287.5	 05	 '	 4
SSO DF	 DL	 2205.0	 M






'	 2. MAX	 E:.	 11.5
'	 3, C09M	 COIPIG	 BRAVO
'	 4. NSR-L SR	 DRTR LN	 AT	 1-9 MI NUTES.
'	 5. MECO	 -	 12:08:30
IGN	 -	 12:10:33
70 CONFIG	 UL	 FRED,	 =	 2 1 06,3	 MNZ,
,ltih^	 IIUL
,1Si: SCM S 005h	 MaI► ^
v1D 05 SIC 2002 OPB 001 DRY 273
AOS 12 : 19 : 01	 LOS 12 : 23 : 3h
UE!I L INK FR E Q	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106, 4	25h ' ii2
SSO OD DL 228?.5	 05 ' 4
SSO DF BL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM D. 2250,0	 113	 ' S
NOTES
MAX EL. 03,6
' 3. COMM CONFIG BRAVO, UHF FREQ 29-6.8
' 4. ACQUISITION DRTR SET 1
' S. MODE 22 SSME DRTR MITI STOP S004,	 '




JSC SCM S 0060	 NRXc I	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 CRI 041 DAY 273
ROS 12 : 18 : 53	 LOS 12 : 23 : 20
VEH LINK F REQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 OFF ' 112
SSO OF 1L 2287.5	 05	 4
SS' 8!-' DI 2295.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 0 ' 5
NOTES
' 1. ?-WRY iUPPORT s IRi.KOP TO MAD
' 2. MAX EL. 08.6
' 3. CORM COVIG BRAVO
' 4. ACQUISITION DRTR SET 9
' 5. MCIE 22 SSNE IRTR WILL STOP SOON
'	 RFTER ROSS CONFIG DECOR FER MODE i?
JSG4
JSC SCR S 0070	 IO2S s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORt 091 DRY 273




SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' is2	 '
SSO OD IL 2287.5
	
03 ' 4
SSO DF DL 2205.e	 M
SSO FM DL 2259.0	 13 ' 5
NOTES
' 1. N—R
' 2. MAX EL. 66.9
' 3, C004 CONFiG DELTAS UHF FREQ. 296.3
' 4. ,	 1SITION DRTR SET #
'	 5. FA „XR WILL IE TMED OFF RFTER DIP
' 6. OM-2 CO AT 12:43:22







JSC FORM 00088	 YRRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 001 DAY 273




' i.COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSS#
JSC SCM S 0098	 ORRS
UIb 05 SIC 2002 ORB 10' DAY 273
AOS 13 : 00 : 57	 LOS is : 15 : 00
OEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' IY2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05 ' 4
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MOX EL. 61.4
' 3. COHN CONFIG CH,IRLIE
' 4. ACQUISITION DR'R SET #
4
11 SG#	 002iRT
JF^ SCM S 0138	 BUCS 9	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 002 DAY 273
AOS 13 : 20 : 03	 LOS 13 : 34 : It
VEH LINK FxEQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL [106.4	 OFF ' 192
	 '
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 03
SSO DF âL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. 3-WAY SUPPORT WITH 1UL
' 2. MAX EL. 03.4
' 3. COMM COMFIG CHARLIE.
JSG4
JSC tCH S 0148	 TULS r	 9	 1
VID 05 SIC 2062 ORS 102 DAY 273
R V` 13 : 30 : 18




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1#2
SSO OD Dl 2287.5
	 03
SSO DF DL 2215.0
	 M
SSO FM DL 2120.0	 13	 ' 4
MOTES
' 1. H-0 10 MIL AT 13:36:00
' 2. MAX EL. 18.7
' 3. CUMM CONFIG DELTA; UHF FREQ 296.9




JSC SCI S 0168	 ILTS 9	 9
VII 15 SIC 2002 Oki 102 DAY 273
ROS 13 : 38 : 53
	 LOS 13 : 42 : 55
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 OFF ' M
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF 11 2205.0	 M




Ir2. nab EL. 2`
' 4. CONN COUF





(	 JSC SCM S 0150	 MILS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 002 DRY 273
ROS 13 : 35 : 14	 LOS 13 : 42 : 01
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1Y2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO OF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2251.0	 23 ' 3
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL AT 13:36:00
'	 H-0 TO ID0 RT 13:41:00
' 2. NOX El. 11.8
' 3. TV REMOTING REQUIRE)+ (PAID OPS)






JSC SCM S 017R	 BDRS s	 ,	 s
VIB 05 SIC 2602 ORI 002 JAY 273
ROS 0 : 38 : 45	 LOS 13 : 46 : 03
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REKRRKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1;2
SSO OD Dl 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0 	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL AT 13:41:00
	
,
' 2. MAX El. 16.7
	
,
' 3. COHN CONFIG IE6TR; UHF FREQ. 296.8 ;
' 4. ACQUIRE IN MODE 23: CHANGE TO MODE ,




JSC FORM UMIR DKRU s	 ;	 ;
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT IKR '
' VII 05 SIC 2002 ORB 062 DRY 273















JSC FORM U019R	 YARU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR






' i.CONN CONFI6 KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
JS6!	 002^R1
JSC SCM S 020H	 ORBS
VIII 05 SIC 2002 ORZ 002 LAY 273
ROS 14 : 34 : 02
	 LOS 14 : 37 : 45
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD IL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.6
	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MAX EL. 19.8




ISC SCM S 0218	 HHWS ,	 !
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 003 DRY 273
ROS 14 : 53 : 14	 LOS 14 : 56 : 27
VEH LINE; FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM U ►_ 2100.4	 25H ' 1!2	 '
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2265.0	 M	 +	 '
SSO FM Ill 2250.0	 23	 ' 4
NOTE:
'	 MAX EL. 02.7
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR ! ;UHF FREQ 246.8	 '
' 4. TV REMOTING REQUIRED (SUP: VTR N-B) 1
Iifir:
	 002%RT
JSC SCM S 0258	 BLCS
UID 05 SIC 2002 ORB W DAY 273




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1!2
SSO OD AL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2250.0	 17 ' 3
NOTES
' I. H-0 TO GIBS 8T 15:03:00
' 2. NAX EL. 34.1'
' 3. SSME DUMP SEQUENCE: CHRN :+-MORE 17
'	 FOR 2 MIN CHhN 2-MORE 7 FOR 2
'	 MIN! CHRN i-MODE 17 FOR 2 MIN,






1SC SCM S 0268	 GISS s	 S	 s
VID 15 SIC 2112 ORI 103 JAY 273




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0
	 N
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 17 ' 4
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM IUC AT 15:13:01
'	 H-0 TO TUL AT 15:17:01
' 2. MAX EL. 33.9
' 3. COHN CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8
r	 s




CSC FORM $0269	 GISS s	 s	 s
' (PAGE 2 OF 2)
' NOTES (CONTI):
s	 s
' 4. SSME DUMP SEQUENCE; CHAN 3 — MODE 17
'	 FOR 2 NINS CHAN 2—M01E 17 FOR 2
'	 MINS CHRN i —MOAE 17 FOR 2 MIN.
'	 SPE;IF.. STATION CONFIGURATIONS POST
'	 PASS VOICE RM) TTY IQM REPORT RNI




JSC SCM S 0278 TULS	 >	 > ,
VID 05	 SIC 2002 ORE 003 DAY 273
AOS iS : 03	 :	 41 LOS 15	 :	 i0 : 34
VEH LINK FREQ M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4 24H ' W
SSO OD IL 2287.5 03
SSO IF IL 2205.0 M
SSO FM IL 2250 .0 17	 '	 4
NOTES
'	 i. H-0 FROM GDS AT 15:07:00
' H-0 TO MIL AT 15:9:30
'	 2. MAX EL.	 39.7
'	 3. COMM CONFIG NELTA9 UHF FREQ 296.8
' (PNE 1 OF 2)
JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM 50270	 TULS I	 I	 I
' (PAGE 2 OF 2)
' NOTES (CONTI):
' 4. SSME IUMP SEQUENCE; CHAN 3-MOLE 17
'	 FOR 2 MIN9 CHAN 2-MODE 17 FOR 2
'	 MINi CHAN i-MOIE 17 FOR 2 MIN.
'	 SPECIAL STATION CONFIGURATION, POST





JSC SCH S 020	 MLXS s	 s	 s
V11 05 SIC 2112 ORB 103 DRY 273
ROS 15 : 19 : 42	 LOS 15 : 15 : 44
VEH LINK FRED	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4 	 25H ' 1s2
SSO 01 1L 2287.5	 05
SSO OF 1L 1205.0	 M
SSA FM 1L 2251.0	 17
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL AT 15:11:31
'	 H-0 TO 11A AT 0:14:11
'	 KEYHOLE 15:15:06 END 15:15:13
2. MAX El, 17.0
' 3. SSME DUMP SEQUENCE: CHAN 31 MODE i7
'	 FOR TWO HIM; CHAN 2s MOJE 07 FOR 2
'	 MIK; (MORE)	 (PAGE 1 OF 2)
JSC#	 802/RT
JSC FORM S0280	 MLXS s	 s	 s
' (PAGE 2 OF 2)
' NOTES (CONTI):
' 3—CONTINUED. CHAN is MODE i7 FOR 2
'	 MIN. SPECIAL STATIO V CONFIGURATION:
'	 POST PASS VOICE AN1 TTY DON REPORT
' All EXPEDITED RATA SHIPMEIT RE—
QUIRE).
s	 s






JSC SCM S 029R	 ILTS
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORI 003 IRY 273
ROS 15 : li : 5 0W 	LOS t5 : 16 : 15
VEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 Of i '	 b4
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 15
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 11 2250.0	 D ' 3
NOTES
' i. N—R
' 2. MAX El. 35.4
' 3. CONFIGURE DECOM FOR MODE 13.
' 4. NOT SCHEMED FOR SUPPORT
' S. CORM CONFIG CHARLIE.
JSGI	 0021RT
JSC SCM S 0340	 )DRS
Vil 15 SIC 2012 ORB 103 DAY 273
ROS 15 : 12 : 28
	 LOS 15 : 20 : $I
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM JL 2116.4	 25H ' 1:2
SSO OD 11 22F7.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.0 	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
H-0 FROM MIL 15:14:01
' 2. MAX EL. 23.2




JSC FORM UO31A	 DKRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORl 113 JAY 2




' i.CONM CONFI6 KILOS UMF FREQ 294.8
JSC#	 602/RT
JSC FERN UO32R	 10TU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT lOT '
' VIl 15 SIC 2102 OR) 013 BY 273




' i.COMM CONFI6 KILO) UHF FREQ 296.8
A15
1S






JSC FORM UO330	 YARU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR
' VID 15 SIC 2002 ORI 003 DAY 273




' i.COMM CONFIG KILOS UNF FREQ 296.8
JSG#	 0024"1
JSC SCM S 0348	 HAMS	 >	 >
VIl 15 SIC 2012 ORZ 004 MY 273
ROS 16 : 24 : 55	 LOS 16 : 31 : 25
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' iY2
SSO OD IL 2257.5	 05
SSO OF ll 2215.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2251.0	 13 ' 3
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF 16:33:00
' 2. MRX El. 65.3
' 3. FM CARRIER RILL RENNIN ON AFTER DAP
' 4. CORM COMFIG DELTRr UHF FREQ 296,8
Al 7
JSG#	 402!RT
JSC SCM S 0330	 JUCS
Vila 05 SIC 2002 ORR 114 DAY 273
09S 16 : 34 : 43 	 LOS 16 ; 42 : 16
UEN LINK. FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 1t2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03 ' 4
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' i. CXR ON AT 16:33:01; H-0 TO GlS
'	 AT 16:36:30 Z.
' 2. MOX EL. 38.8
' 3. CONN C9NFbG CHARLIE
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 0390	 GDSS	 >	 >
Vlll 05 SIC 2002 ORI 904 JAY 273
ADS 16 : 35 : 15
	
LOS 16 : 41 : 27
UEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF 11 2215.0	 M
SSO FM Ol 2250.0	 0
NOTES
' i. HANDOVER FROM ZUC AT 16:36:30
'	 HANIOVER TO TUL RT 16:40:30
' 2. MAX EL. 42.1
' 3. CNN CONFIG DELTA) UHF FREQ 296.8
1\18
JSGI	 002/R1
JSC SCM S 0408	 TULS s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB W DRY 273
90S i6 : 37 : 38	 LOS 16 : 44 : 05
i!EH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
M PM UL 21#6.4	 24H ' 112
SSO OD 9L 2287.5
	 03
"SO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM iL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM HS AT 16:40:30
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT in:43:45
' 2. MP.X EL. 18.7
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
,JSG;	 002%RT
JSC SCh S 041R	 MILS +	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORa 004 ORY 273
ROS 16 : 43 : 15	 LOS 16 : 50 : i'
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD DL "287.5	 05
SSO DF Bl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0
	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM TUL AT 16:43:45
H-0 TO BUR AT 16:48:00
' 2. NAX El.. 13.
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELiAs UHF FREQ 296.8
X119
JSGO	 002/RT
JSC SCM 5 042R	 1lTS	 >	 >
VI1 95 SIC 2012 ORB 104 BRY 273
ROS 16 : 45 : 26	 LOS 16 : 47 : 24
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 OFF ' 112s4
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 13
MOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 21.8
' 29 COMM CONFIG CHARLIE
' 4. NOT SCHEMED FOR SUPPORT.
'	 ENGINEERING TESTING ONLY.
JSGi	 012/RT
JSC SCM S O43R	 1DRS >	 >	 >
VIl 05 SIC 2012 OR1 004 DRY 273
ROS 16 : 45 : 53




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	
05
SSO DF 1L 2265.0 	 M
SSO FM 1L 2250.0
	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FVVO M MIL 16:48:00
' 2. MAX EL. 431.4
' 3. COMM CONFIG BELTR9 UHF FREQ 296.0.
A—o
1SCt	 002ikT
JSC FORM U044B	 IKRU s	 s	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' VID 15 SIC 2402 ORR 004 DAY 273




' 1.COMA CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
2. UHF HRIJOYER TO ACl AT 17:13:01
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 045A	 RCVS s	 s	 s
Ull 05 SIC 2002 ORB 604 DRY 273
ROS 17 : 62 : 27	 LOS 17 : 19 : 31
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2i06.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD IL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF It 2015.0	 A




' i. MAX EL. 43.7
' 3. CONN CONFIG JELTA UHF iREQ 296.8.





' UHF VOICE SUPPORT ROT


















JSC FORM U047R	 YRRU ,	 ,	 ,
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR '
' VIN" 05 SIC 2002 ORI 014 )BY 273













r —	 JSGI	 002/RT
l	 JSC SCM S O48R	 GWMS i	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 004 DRY 273
ROS 17 : 47 : 35
	
LOS 17 : 50 : 55
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM 01. 2106.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD ll 2287.5	 05 '
SSO OF BL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2251.0 	 13
NOTES
'1.N-R
' 2. MRX EL. 03.8
' 3. COHN CONFIG DELTR UHF FREQ. 296.8
JSG1	 012/RT
JSC SCM S O49R	 HRWS >	 >	 s
VII 05 SIC 2602 ORB 115 DRY 273
ROS 17 : 59 : 48
	 LOS 18 : 04 : 41
VEH LINK FR A	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1s2
SSO OD Dl 2287.5
	 05
SSO IF BL 2205.0 	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0
	 13
NOTES
' i. CXR OFF 18:06:30
' 2. MAX EL. 05.2 KEYHOLE STRRT
'	 18:02:54; END 18:03:28.




J SC SCM S 0538	 BUCS s
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORR 005 DAY 273
AOS 18 : 08 : 27	 LOS 18 : 15 : 48
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' is2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 03
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR ON 18:06:301 H-0 TO GIS AT
'	 i8:09:31
s	 s
' 2. MAX EL. 39.7.
' 3. COHN CONFIG CHARLIE.
JS6i	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 654A	 GISS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 115 DAY 273
ADS 18 : 08 : 57	 LOS 18 : 15 : 21
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' IP2
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FBI BL 2250.0
	 U
NOTES
' i. H-0 FRCM BUC 18:09;301H-0 TO TUL AT
'	 18:15910. ANTENNA MRNA6EMEN1 REQ.
' 2. MAX El. 39.7
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8.




JSC SCH S 0550	 TULS s	 s	 s
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 005 DRY 273
AOS 18 : ii : 16	 LOS 18 : 18 : 02
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2146.4 	 24H ' it2
SSO OD IL 216?.5	 03
SSO DF IL 2215,0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM GIS	 18:i5:00.
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT 18:17:45(SSO ANT
'	 MANAGEMENT REQ.).
' 2. MAX EL. 32.0'	 +
' 3. CORM CONFI6 DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.8.
JSG4 0621T
JSC SCM S 0560	 MILS s s
VII 05	 S1: 2012 OR) 105 BAY 273
AOS 18 :	 16	 :	 29	 LOS 18	 :	 24 : 10
VEM LINK	 FkER	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H	 '	 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05




'	 1. H-0 FROM TUL AT 9:0:45.
' H-0
	 TO IDA AT 18:24:80(SSO APT
' MANAGEMENT REQ).
'	 2. MAX EL.	 55.4
'	 3. CORM CONFIG DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.8
'	 4. ORS-3 WAS SCHEDULE) AT APPROX.
' 18:21:90.
A2s
ooz,RT	 )J.ISG#JSC SCM S 0578	 HAS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORP 115 DRY 273
ROS 18 : 20 : 39	 LOS 18 : 24 : 40
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF i L 2205.0	 M
$SO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL 18:24:046SO ANT
'	 NON06EMENT REQI).
' 2. MAX EL. 03.2
' 3. COMM C9016 DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.8






JSC SCM S 0588	 RCVS	 !
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORI 105 DRY 273
ROS 18 : 38 : 89	 LOS 18 : 40 : 55
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' W
SSO OB IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' i. N-R
' 2. MOX EL. 04.0
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.8
A26
JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM U659R	 HOTU
' UMF VOICE SUPPORT ROT
' VIH 05 SIC 2002 ORR 005 IRY 273









JSC FORM U4600 	 YARU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YARU
'	 VI9 15	 SIC 2012
	
ORZ 115	 BY 273




'	 i.CONH CONFI6 KILO ,UHF FREQ 296.8
' 2. ONS •4 CO NAS SCHERULEI RT RPPROX
A27
,ISG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 0610	 GWMS ,	 >	 >
UI â 05 SIC 2012 ORB 016 DAY 273
AOS 19 : 19 : 19	 LOS 19 : 26 : 47
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' W
SSO OD BL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i.
' 2. MAX EL. 46.9
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTR UHF FREQ. 296.8
1SG#	 092/RT
JSC SCM S 0650	 BUGS +	 >	 >
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORI 106 IRY 273
00S 19 : 42 : 08




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' iP2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' i. H-0 TO GIS AT 19:43:11	 '	 I
' 2, MAX EL. 50.2
' 3. CORM CONFIG CHARLIE.






JSC SCM S 0668	 GOSS >	 >	 s
VII 05 SIC 2002 OkB 006 DAY 273
AOS 19 : 42 : 37	 LOS 19 : 49 : 12
VEH :INK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4 25H ' W
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM IUC AT 19:43:00
'	 h-0 TO AL AT 19:48:11
' 2. MOX El. 38.1
' 3. CNN CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8.
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT AOS.
' 4. TV REMOTING REQUIRE â (OSTA — i OPS)
JSG1	 002/RT
JSC SCM S C57A	 TULS	 s
VID 15 S H 2102 Old 116 DRY 273
AOS 19 : 44 : 55	 LOS 19 : 52 : 07
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SCO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' is2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO BF Dl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0 	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM GDS AT 19:48:00
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT 19:52:00.
' 2. MAX EL. 27.2
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTA UHF FREQ 296.8.
'	 UHF VOICE H-0 FROM GDS AT 19:48:00.




JSC SCM S 068E	 MILS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORI 006 DRY 273
ROS 19 : 51 : 26
	
LOS 19 : 56 : 04	 i
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2196.4 25H ' W
SSO 09 1L 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0 	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL AT 19:52:00.
'	 H-0 TO QUI RT 19:56:31
' 2. MAX EL. 03.6
' 3. COMA tONFT6 DELTR UHF FREQ. 296.8
' 4. TV RENOTTING REQUIRED(OSTR -i CPS)
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 0698	 QUIS >	 >
UID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 106 DRY 273




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' l:2
SSO OD !L 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF 9L '!215.0	 M
SSO FM âL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MLX AT 19:56:31
' 2. MAX EL. 05.5
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JSC FORM U6760	 IOTU +	 }
' UHF 'VOICE SUPPORT
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 006 BRY 273




' 1000MM CONFI6 KILO	 :UEF FREQ 296.8
^	 ^	 I
.JSH	 002 RT
JSC SCM S O71A	 NOW ^	 >	 >
VIP 15 SIC 2002 ORB 107 DRY 2113
ROS 21 : 12 : 00	 LOS 21 : 0 : 03
VEN (INK FREQ	 M	 REMRkKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' ij2
SSO OD )L 2287.5 	 65
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 11. 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N • A	 '
' 2. MAX EL. 11.1




JSC SCM S 0756	 BUCS	 s
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 007 DAY 273
ROS 21 : 1^ : 56




S50 PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 1j2
SSO OD DL « Q7.5
	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M	 '	 '
`	 5300 FM DL 2256.0	 23 ' 4
f	 NOTES
' i. H-0 TO THL RT 21:22:00
' 2. MAX EL. 06.7	 '	 !
' 3. COMM COMFIG CHARLIE
' 4. TV PASS N-A RT lUC
JSG#	 0020IRT
JSC SCR S MR GBSS	 i
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 067 DRY 273
ROS 21 : 18 : 08	 LOS 21 : 21 : 21
VER LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS	 r
3SO PM UL 2105.4	 TIFF ' 112
SSO DD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0
	
M
SSO FM DL 2256.0	 23
NOTES
' i. 3-WRY SUPPORT WITH BUC.
MRX EL. 05,5; KEYHOLE STdiT RT	 '	 I
'	 21:19:l5j END RT 21:18:46
' 3. CONN .:ONFIG DELTR UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT P.OS
' 4. TV REMOTING REQUIRED (SUB: NOSL
'	 SETUP RND DEMO)
A33
JS64	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 077R	 TULS
VID u5 SIC 20;2 ORB 007 DRY 273
ROS 21 : 21 : 09	 LOS 21 : 23 : 40
VEH "INK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM âL 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' i. H-O FROK kC OT 21:22:00. 	 '
' 2. MRS' El.	 1.3
' 3. CONK CONFIG DELTR UHF FREQ. 296.8
' 4. TV SUPPORT N-R OT TUL.
JSG4	 002/RT
JSC SCR S OUR QUIS
VID 05 SIC 2042 ORB 007 DRY 273
ROS 21 : 3P : li




SSO PSI UL 2166.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD â L 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2265.0 	 M




' 2. MRX EL. 16.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHRRLIE
A34
JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM U0790	 ZOTU f	 >	 >
' UHF VOICE UPPORT IOT'
' VID 05 SIC 2012 Oki 107 DAY 273




' 1.COlIM CONFI6 KILO 	 tUHF FREQ 296.8
9	 ^
JS6#	 092/RT
JSC SCR S 081A	 102S s	 s
VID 15 SIC 2112 Oki 107 DAY 273
AOS 22 : 08 : 41	 LOS 22 : i2 : 51
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL Mid 24H ' iY2
SSO OD )L 2287.5
	 03
SSO IF IL 2213.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 0
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX El. 04.7
' 4. COMM CONFIG DELTA uHF FREQ. 296.8.
A35
iJS61	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 089	 HRWS
VID 15 SIC 2102 ORI 408 IRY 273
ROS 22 : 44 : 43	 LOS 22 : 50 : 06
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1,2
	
i
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
N-R
' 2. MRX EL.
' 3. COHN CONF16 DELTR UHF FRE0.296.8.
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 0828	 AGJS
VI) 15 SIC 2112 ORI 018 DRY 273
ROS 23 : it : 16
	 LOS 23 : 16 : 15
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMRRKS
SSA' PM UL 2116.4
	 25H ' i,2
SSO 01 )L 2287.5
	 05
SSO )F )L 2215.0	 M








JSC FORK U0838	 JOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT 16T
' VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 108 BY 273









JSC SCM S 0840	 IO2S
Ull 15 SIC 2112 ORB 118 DAY 273
ADS 23 : 41 : 08
	 LOS 23 : 48 : 12
VEM L!hK FREQ
	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 1,2
SSO OB Sl 2287.5	 13
SSO IF BL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 0L 2251.0	 13
,NOTES
' 1. N • A	 '
' 2. MAX EL. 37.7.
' 3. COMA CONFI6 DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.8
A37
I002/RTJSG#
JSC SCM S 0850	 NONS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 Oki 009 DRY 274
OOS 00 : 17 : 41	 LOS 00 : 15 : 12
YEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PH UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
$SO HF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-0
' 2. MRX EL. 47.4






JSC SCM S 0860	 OGOS s	 s	 s
YID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 009 MY 274
ROS 00 : 44 : 33
	 LOS 10 : 51 : 46
YEN LIU FREQ	 N	 REMARKS
SSO PN UL 2106.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM 9L 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-0
' 2. MAX EL. 35.0
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1Sc sc^l S 04,7h	 AGOS
^'ID 05 SIC 2A02 ORB 010 DAY 274
ROS 02 : 19 : 22	 LOS (12 : 25: (1 (1
VE H LINK FRET	 M	 REMRRY,
SS0 Ph UL 2106, 4	2 5H	 1,2.
SSO OD DL 2.287.5	 05
SS1) DF DL 2. 20 5, lI	 M




1. N - R
' 2. MOIX EL. 22.
' 3. CONA CONFIG CHARLIE. INHIBIT
'	 UPLINK ONCE FOR CREW SLEET' PERIOD.
' 4. BUMP HILL BEGIN MODE 15 THEN
'	 POSSIBLY SWITCH Tip MODE 13.
JSG#	 (102.,RT
,iSi_ SCh S O88N	 ACHS ,
NID 05 SIC 2(10). ORD 01u DRY ?74
AOS 02	 34 : 25	 LOS 02. : 40 : 42
UEH LINK .pFy	 M	 R.EM06
SSO PM UL 214.4	 25H	 1-2-2
SS0 OD DL 2287,5	 05
SS0 DF PL 2205.6	 M	 '
SSO FM PL 2250. 0 	15
NOTES
' 2. MAX El. 07.3
'	 KEYHOLE 02:35:16	 END 02:36:i5.
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTH UHF FREQ. 296.8






JSC SCM S 0898	 6WMS ► 	 s	 s
UID 65 SIC 2412 OR) lil DRY 274
AOS 03 : 17 : 04	 LOS 03 : 22 : 07
YEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' is2 ► 3
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.4	 M
•	 SSO FM IL 2251.1	 0
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 12.7
'	 KEYHOLE 03:0:28s END 13:18:16
' 3. CORM CONFI6 IELTAs UHF FREQ. 296.8




JSC SCN S 1910 RIM ► 	 ► 	 ►
VII 15 SIC 2112 091 fit IRY 274
ROS 03 : 53 : 34	 LOS 13 : 59 : 14
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD ll 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2265.0	 M





' 1. MAX EL. 42.6
' 3. MA COMFI6URRTIU CHARLIE. INHIIII
'	 UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW! SLEEP PERIOI.
A41
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 4918	 RCVS ,	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB Oil BAY 274
ROS 04 : 09 : 06	 LOS 04 : 14 : 06
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' i12
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 15 '	 '	 •
MATES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MAX EL. 24.1
,
' 3. C N CONFI6 DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.81
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
JSC#	 0021RT
JSC FORM U0920	 DKRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 012 DRY 274




' i.COHN CONFI6 KILO
	 ,UHF FREQ 296.8




JSC SCR S 0938	 GWMS	 s
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 012 DY 274
AOS 04 : 50 : 08 	 LOS 04 : 57 : 33
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1s2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.0 	 M
SSO FM 11 2256:0	 15
NOTES
' i. N-A
' 2. MAX El. 41.2
' 3. CORM CONFI6 DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.8s
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIM
JSH	 002/RT
JSC SCM S O54A	 860S >	 >	 >
VI3 05 SIC 2012 ORl 112 DAY 274
AOS 05 : 27 : 38	 LOS 05 : 33 : it
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PN UL 2106.4 	 25H ' 1s2
SSO OD âL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 220r.b	 M
SSO FM 1l 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MHX EL. 11.1
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHRRLIEj INHIBIT








































































JSC FORM U095R	 DKRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR








' i.COMM CONFI6 KILO
	 gUHF FREQ 296.8




JSC SCM S 096H Ws
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 013 DOY 274
ROS 05 : 53 : 58	 LOS 05 : 55 : 09
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 172
SSO OD 11 2287.5	 05
SSO DF 11 2215.0
	 M




' 2. MRX EL. 01.3
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTA UHF FkEQ. 296.8




JSC SCH S 09?R	 QUIS }	 >	 >
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 813 DAY 274
AOS 07 : 06 : 08	 LOS 07 : 08 : 32
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 RE;,RRKS
SSO Ph uL 216.4	 25H ' 1s2
SSO Ol IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0 	 15
NOTES
' I. NONE
' 2. MAX EL. 12.7
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
'	 INHIDIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP'
'	 PERIOD.
JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM U4988	 DKRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 OKI 814 DRY 274




' 1.CORN CO4FiG KILO	 tUHF FREQ 296.8
'	 INHIDIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
' 2. UHF H-0 TO MAD AT 07:25:30 Z.
A46
JSGi	 4 2/RT
JSC SCM S 0990	 MRIS s	 ,	 s
ViD 15 SIC 2082 ORB 114 DRY 274
ROS 07 ; 25 : 24	 LOS 07 : 31 : 43
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REIRRKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1a2
SSG OD IL 2207.5	 05
SSO DF h 220.0 M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 i5
NOTES
' 1. N-0
' 2. MAX EL. 15.6
' 3. C4MM CONFIG DELTRs UHF FREQ. 296.8.
'	 INHIJIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLED
'	 PERIOD. UHF H-0 FROM IKR 07:25:31 t
JS61	 002/RT
JSC SCM S BOR	 OARS s	 s	 s
VIo 15 SIC 2812 ORB !14 DAY 274
ADS 08 : 09 : 5-9	 LOS 18 : i1 : 54
VEH LIN& FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSG PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' is2s3
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSG IF IL 2215.0	 M




' 3. CHM •'JNFIGURRTION CHRR! IEs 11 NHIT




J')C SCM S 101A	 QUIS +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2112 ORB 014 DRY 274
ACS 08 : 39 : 01	 LOS 08	 45 : 36
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 R R K S
SSO FM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1+2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM h 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF 13:47:30
' 2. MAX EL. 52.1
' 3. COMM CONFIGURRTION CHARLIE.
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW! SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
.JS51	 002iRT
JSC SCM S MR	 BIAS +	 +
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 815 DRY 274
AOS 08 : 4 4
 : 06	 LOS 08 : 51 : 47
VEH LINK F REQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' i+2+3
SSO 03 â L 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2256.0	 00
NOTES
' 1. CXR nN 03:47:30
' 2. MAX El.
	 1.9














































jSC SCM S 103A	 MARS
VI â 15 SIC 2002 ORB 015 DAY 274
AOS 08 : 59 ' 06	 LOS 09 : 05 : 52
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF BL 2205.0	 M
SSU FM h 2251.8	 13
MOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MPX El. 38.3
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTAi UHF FREQ 296,8
JSCN 002/RT
JSC FORM U104A	 YARU	 > >
'	 UHF	 VOICE SUPPORT YAR
'	 VIB	 05 SIC 2112	 OR â 115	 DRY 274




'	 1.COHN CONFIC KILOS	 UHF FREQ 296.8
Aso
JSGS	 u02^RT
JSC SC % S 1050	 ORBS
VIl 15 SIC 2012 ORI 0:5 HY 174




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD Jl 2?87.5
	 05
SSO DF IL 1.215.0	 M





' 2. MAX EL. 62.1
' 3. COMM CONFI6UROTION CHARLIE.
JS H	 012/RT
JSC SCI S 1468	 MLXS >	 >	 >
VII 04 SIC 2112 OR) 116 JAY 274
ROS 18 : 16 : 59
	
LOS 10 : 22 : 48
VEH L IU FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO FM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1t2
SSO OD ;: 2287.5	 05
SSO IF JL 2'91 15.0	 M




' 1. H-0 TO M 10:21:90
' 2. MAX El. 19.0




JSC SCR S i07A	 IDA$ >	 >	 >
VII 15 SIC 2012 ORB 616 IRY 274




SSO PM UL 2166.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 85
SSO OF 11 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM MIL MUM
' 2. MAX El. 26.5
' 3. COMM CONFIG IELTAs UHF FREQ 296.8
1S61	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 168A	 HIS s
VII 85 SIC 2162 ORZ 116 DAY 274
ACS 10 : 33 : 23
	
LOS 10 : 40 : 62
VEH LINK FRED	 M	 REMARKS
SS(► PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO 01 Dl 2287.5
	 65
SSO DF 9L 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 U
10TES
'	 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 33.3
' J. COMM COMFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
AS 1-1
002/RTJS6#
JSC SCM S 1098	 IO2S	 s
V11 15 SIC 2012 ORI 116 DAY 274
AOS It : 51 : 43	 LOS 10 : 58 : 13
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 1Y2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 0
NOTES
' i. N-8
' 2. MAX EL. 17.7
' 3. COMA CONFI6 DELTRo UHF FREQ 296.8
0021RT-ISCI
JSC FORM MIR	 YARD >	 >	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VII 05 SIC 2102 ORI 016 IRY 274




' i.COMM CONF!6 KILO. UHF FREQ 296.8
AS3
.JS6#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 111A	 ORRS s	 s	 s
VII 05 SIC 2062 ORI 016 DAY 274
AOS 11 : 16 : 20	 LOS li : 20 : 49
VEH LINK FREQ!	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2 06,4	 25H	 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF Il 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 225(1.0	 0
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 39.2
' 3. COHN CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
002/RTJS6#
JSC SCM S 112A
	 TULS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2062 ORI 117 DAY 274




SSO PM UL 2166.4	 24H ' lf2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2^451.0	 13
NOTES
' I. H-0 TO MIL AT 11:51:00
s
' 2. MAX EL. U.?
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DEL1As UHF FREQ 296,8
A-14
11SG4	 0(12/RT
JSC SCK S MR MLXS	 a
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 017 'W'RY 274
ROS 11 : 50 : 19	 LOS 11 : 58 : 33
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
S0 PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1Y2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL '215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0 	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL 9T 11:51:00.
'	 H-0 TO W AT 11:57:10.
' 2. MRX EL. 48.5
' 3. COHN CONFIG IELTRs UHF FREQ 296,8
' 4, TIQ RENTING REQUIRE); (SUI: RMS
'	 DEPLOYME'NT)
I s	 012iRT
JSC SCM S 114A	 HAS
VIl 15 SIC 2012 OR) 017 )BY 274
POS 11 : 54 : 67	 LOS 12 : 12 : 14
VEH LINK r REQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4
	 25H ' is2
SSG OD IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0
	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM MIL 11:57:00
' 2. MAX El. 33.9
' 3. CORM CONFI6 DELTRs	 rKEQ 296,8
' 4. ACQUIRE IN MODE 23
	 N—A TO 3lR)





JSC SCM S 115R	 SLTS s	 s	 a
VID 05 SIC 2612 ORI 017 JAY 274
ROS it : 57 : 06	 LOS li : 58 : 54
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 OFF ' is2s4
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0 	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0 	 0
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 09.7
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT.
'	 EIIGINEERING TESTING ONLY.
JS61	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 116A	 KRIS s	 s	 s
Ull 15 SIS 2012 ORS 117 DAY 274
ROS 12 : 07 : 39	 LOS 12 : 13 : 36
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM -'jL 2116.4	 25H ' is2
SSO Ob IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 h
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. rAX EL. 16.8
' 3. COMM C9NFIG DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.8.
,	 s
' 4. TV REMOTING REQUIRES (SU â : RMS OPS)
ASb
-JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S WA	 IO2S >	 >	 >
V!D 45 SIC 2112 ORB Oil DAY 2l4
A6 y 12 : 25 : 02	 LOS 12 : 32 : 42
QEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PA UL 1831.' 	 24H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 '
SSO DF- Dl 2215.8
	
M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
'1.N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 22.6
' 3. CONN CONFIG DELTAY UWF FREQ 296.8
JSC#	 002181
JSC FORM Ulih	 YARU >	 >	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORD Oil BAY 274	 i
' AOS 12:41:45	 LOS 12:48:54
'	 MAX EL.
' NOTES
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JSC SCM S il9A	 ORBS
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB Oil DAY 274
HOS 12 : 50 : 36	 LOS 12 : 55 : 03
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 132
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSG DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2254.0	 13
NOTES
'i.H-R
' 2. MAX EL. 68.4
' 3. CORN CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
JS6#	 002/Ri
JSC SCR S UOR	 ZUCS	 9
VID 05 SIC 2102 ORZ 018 DAY 2?4
AOo 13 : 18 : 51
	
LOS 13 : 25 ; 07
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2146.4	 24H ' 192
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSA; DF DL 2205.0	 0
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
MOTES
' i. H-0 10 TUL RT 13:21:V'0
' 2. MAX EL. 08.3
' 3. CORN CONFI6 CHARLIE
A59
.JSG!	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 1218	 TULS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2082 ORB OiS DRY 274
AOS 13 : 19 : 53	 Lti;i 13 : 27 : %0
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' is2
SSO OL 11. ?-87.5
	 03
S S 0 DF )L c205.0	 M




H-0 FROM DUC AT 1.3:21:08
'	 n-0 TO MIL AT 0:26:00
MRX EL. 35.2
' 3. CONN CONFIG BE.LTRs UHF FREQ 296,8
002iF:TJ SG#
JSC SCM S 1228	 GDSS s	 I
VID 15 SIC 2062 ORB W DRY 274
P.OS 13 : 26 : 52	 LOS 0 : 24 : 37
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PH UL 2i06.4	 OFF ' is2
SSO OD IL 2287.5
	 03
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 N
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. 3—WRY SUPPORT WITH BUC AND TUL.
' 2. MRX EL. 08.1




JSC SCH S 1238	 MILS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORD 018 DAY 274




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1Y2
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL AT 13:26:66
'	 H-0 TO W AT 13:30:00
,
' 2. MAX EL 18.6.
,
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRi UNF FREQ 296.8
JSG#	 802/RT
JSC SCR S 124H	 ILTS
Vi â 05 SIC 2102 ORI 018 JOY 274
AOS 13 : 28 : 25
	
LOS 13 : 33 : 24
VEH LIV FREQ	 MREMfiRKS
SSO Ph UL 2106.4	 OFF 	 112,4
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 Or.-
SSO DF IL 2205.8	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' i.
' 2. MAX EL. 36.1
' 3. COMM C ONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT.





JSC SCM S 125R	 BDRS f	 f	 f
VID 05 SIC 2061 ORB 018 DRY 274
ROS 13 : 28 : 49	 LOS 13 : 36 : 35
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1i2
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 05
SSO OF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM JL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL 13:30:00
' 2. MAX El. 18.6
' 3. COMM CO'.rIG DELTRY UHF FREQ 296.8
f
JSCf
JSC FORM Ut26R	 DKRU f	 f
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR '
' VID 15 SIC 2W ORB 018 DRY 274






' I.COMM CONFIG KILOY UHF FREQ 296.8
Ao
JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM U1278	 BOTU >	 >	 }
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT BOT
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 0i8 DRY 274




' .'.. ' CONK CONFI6 KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
isci	 012/RT
JSC FORM U128B	 YRRU >	 >
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR
' VID 05 ;^IC 2002 ORI 118 DRY 274









.C SC SCM S 1294	 OR,RS ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 00 019 PRY 274
	 1i
AOS 14 : 24 : 25
	
LOS 14 : 2? : 3?
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO P M UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OIi PL 2257.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
MRX EL. 14.0
' 3. CQMM CONFIUURHTION CMMRLIE.
.ISGI	 (► l12%RT
,CSC SCH S 1308	 HAWS
V I D 05 SIC 2002 ORB 019 D 	 2?4
AOS 14 : 44 : 13
	
LOS 14	 48 : 33
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO 0I ► PL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF PL 2205.0	 M
SSO F M DL 2250,0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF 14:50:00
' 2. MRX EL. @5.5
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA- UHF FREQ 296,8
Ao4
JSGI	 002/RT
`	 JSC SCM S MR	 BUCS 1	 +	 1
UII 15 SIC 2412 ORB I0 DRY 274
ROS 14 : 51 : 45	 LOS 14 : 59 : 52
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 1121
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' i. CXR ON 14:51:00
'	 H-0 TO G)S AT 14:53:00
' 2. MAX El. 61.1
' 3. CORM CONFIG CHARLIE.
' 4. TV SUPPORT N—A AT )UC
JSGI	 012/RT
JSC SCR S 1^j2R	 GISS 9	 9	 1
UID 05 SIC 2102 ORB 419 DRY 274
ROS 14 : 52 : 29
	





SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' is2
SSO 01 1L 2287.5	 05
SSO IF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM BUC AT 14:53:00
'	 H-0 TO TUL AT 14:58:36
' 2. MAX El. 58.7
' 3. CO" "ONFIG DELTRi UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT ROS.




JSC SCM S 1330	 TULS	 s
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 019 DRY 274
AOS 14 : 54 : 21	 LOS 15 : 01 : 44
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF HL 2215.0	 M
SSG FM Dl. 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM 6DS Ai 14:58:30
'	 H-0 TO Mil AT 15:01:31
' 2. MAX El. 30.6
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTA] UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. TV SUPPORT N-0 AT TUL.
JSG0	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 1340	 MLXS
VIP 05 SIC 2002 ORB 019 DAY 274
AOS 15 : 10 : 59	 LOS 15 : 06 : 43
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO 01 Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO DF LL :.215.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL AT 15:01:30
'	 H-0 TO DDA AT 15:06:00
' 2. MAX EL 08.9
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTRi UHF FREQ 296.8





JSC SCM S 1350	 1LTS
VI1 15 SIC 2002 ORB 019 DAY 274
AOS 15 : 0i : 57	 LOS 15 : 07 : 09
VEH LINK FREQ	 h	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 OFF ' i92o4
SSO 01 DL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSA FM BL 2250,0 	 23
NOTES
MAX EL. 54.2
' 3. CORM CONFIG CHARLIE.
' 4, NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT;
'	 ENG14EERING TESTING ONLY.
JSGI	 W/RT
JSC SCM S 1360	 BIAS
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 119 D0Y 274
AOS 15 : 13 : 06




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO 01 DL 2287,5
	 05
SSO IF 9L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250,0
	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MLX AT 15;06:00
' 2. MAX EL, 34,0
' 3, CONN CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4, RCQ IN KOBE 231 (TV N-A AT IW ;




JSC FORM U137H	 OKRU +	 +	 +
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 819 DRY 274




' 1.COMM CONFIG KILO+ UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 UHF H-0 TO RCa AT 15:23:31
JSG#	 OU2: RT
ISC SCM S 1388	 ACAS +	 +
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 119 DRY 274
ROS 15 : 23 : 11	 LOS 15 : 25 : 40
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO 01 11 2287,5	 85
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM ]L 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MAX EL. 2.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR9 UHF FREQ 296.8;
'	 UMF H-0 FROM DKR AT 15:23:38.
I
Awl;
I q, C#	 0021 R 
JSC FORM U139R	 DOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT BOT












' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 019 DAY 274




' 1.COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.3
002ikT
JSC SCM S 141R	 MANS s	 s	 ,
VID 08 SIC 2002 ORB 62t^ PRY 274
ROS 16 : 16 : 14	 LOS 1E : 23 : 02
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1^2
SSO OD DL 228., .5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR O F F 16:24:30
' 2. MAX EL. 33.4




JSC SCM S 145A	 BUCS
VIP 05 SIC 2002 ORB 020 UHY 274
AOS 16 : 26 : 13	 LOS 16 : 34 : 01
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REWKS
SSO PH UL 2106,4	 OFF ' 1!2
S S 0 OI► IL 228?.5	 G3
SSO BF â l 2205.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. 3-WAY SUPPORT WITH GDS FIND TUL
,
' 2. MAX EL. 36.0
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
,T S G #
JSC SCM S 1468	 GDSS ,
VID 05 SIC 20A2 OP° 020 AHY 274
ROS 16 : 26 : 3	 LOS 16 : 33 : 24
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO OA AL 2287.5	 05
SSO IMF PL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Al 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR ON AT 1E:24:30
	
,
H-O TO TUL HT 16:32:30.
' 2. MAX EL. 33.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296,8,
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JSC SCR S 1478	 TULS
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORl 020 DRY 274
ROS 16 : 29 : 00	 LOS 16 : 36 : 02
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2146.4	 24H ' 192
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 03
SOSO IF l! 2215.0	 M
SSO FM h 2251.0	 13
NV ES
' 1. H-0 FROM US AT 16:32:38.
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT 16:35:00
' 2. MAX El. 20.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA UHF FREQ. :j0,8
JS6#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 148R	 MILS >	 >	 ,
Ull 15 SIC 2802 ORl 120 DAY 274
ROS 16 : 34 : 29	 LOS 16 : 40 : 57
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM 11 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL AT 16:35:00
'	 H-0 TC lJR AT 16:38:31
' 2. OAX El. 18.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG IELTP,, UHF FREQ 296.8
A„
JSGi	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 1498	 BITS
VII 15 SIC 2002 ORB 021 DAY 274
ROS 16 : 36 : 51	 LOS 16 : 39 : 08
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1116.4	 OFF ' 1,214
SSO Ol DL 2287.5	 15
SSO IF Dl 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
'i.N-R
' 2. MAX El. 16.3
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHOW E.
t 4. NOT SCHEMED FOR SUPPORT.
'	 ENa1NEERINS (EST!N6 ONLY.
JS6#	 172iRT
JSC SCM S 1508	 HAS
VIl 15 SIC 2012 ORI 121 JAY 274




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO Ol IL 2287.5	 05 ' 3
SSO HF IL 2215.1	 M
$SO FM IL 2251.1	 13
!TOTES
' I. H-0 FW MIL 16:38:31
' 2. MAX EL, 26.6
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DEL'. q , UHF FREQ 296.8
A73
JSGI
JSC SCN S 1510	 ACNS +	 +	 +
VID 15 S!C 2102 ORI 120 DAY 274
AOS 16 : 53 : 56	 LOS 17 : 01 : 30
VIN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 15
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 55.8
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DEL T Rq UHF FREQ 296,8
+
JSCI
JSC FORM U1520	 IOTU +	 +	 +
' UMF VOICE SUPPORT lO1U
' VIl 15 SIC 2012 ORI 121 DAY 274




' l.CCMM CONFIG KILO+ UHF FREQ 296,8
JSC1	 002/R1
JSC FORM U1530	 YARD r	 r	 r
' UHF VOICE SUPPOV YARU
' VII 15 SIC 2111 ORI 020 DAY 274




' 1.COMM CONFIG KILO+ jHF FREQ 296.8
,	 r
dSbi	 062/RT
JSC SCN S 1540	 GMMS ,	 r	 r
Vil 15 SIC 2112 ORI 121 DRY 274
ROS U : 38 : 12
	




SSO PR UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD IL 2267.5
	 15
SSO OF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2 7 51.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A




' 3. COMM CONF16 DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8
\,
,u02/RT-JSG1
JSC SCM S 155H	 HAWS +	 +	 +
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORI 021 DAY 274
AOS 17 : 52 : 16	 LOS 17 : 56 : 56
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OB DL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 M
S$(' FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' I. CXK OFF 17:58:31
' 2. MAX EL. 04.2; KEYHOLE START
'	 17:55:171 END 17:55,:51.
+






JSC SCR S 159H	 IUCS +	 ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORI 021 DAY 274
AOS 18 : 00 : 26
	 LOS 18 : 08 : 22
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 1,2
SSO 09 IL 2287.5	 03
SSO â F DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR ON AT 17:58:31
'	 H-0 TO US AT 18:01:30
' 2. MAX El 46.6





JSC SCM S MR	 C1SS ,	 >	 >
VII! 05 SIC 2012 ORD 121 DRY 274
ADS 18 : IC : 55	 LOS 18 : 08 : 00
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO Ol IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF Dl 2215.n	 M
SSO FM IL 1251.0	 13
NOIES
' 1. H-0 FkOM IUC AT 18:11:30.
'	 H-0 TO TUL RT 18:07:01.
' 2. MAX El. 54.7
' 3. CORM CONFIG HELTh UHF FREQ. 296.8
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT AOS.
JSf!	 012/RT
JSC SCM S 16iR	 TULS +	 >	 >
VID 45 SIC 2012 ORB 121 DRY 274
ROS 18 : 13 : 12
	 LOS 18 : 10 : 39
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 1,2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF 1L 2215.0
	
M
SSO FM )L 2256.0	 13
MOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM HS RT 18:17:00
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT 18:09:30
MRX EL. 52.4
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTR UHF FREQ. 296.8
	 '
JS61	 002iRT
JSC SCM S 162H	 MILS >	 >	 a
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 021 DRY 274
ROS 18 : 08 : 34	 LOS 18 : 16 : 36
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD 1L 2287.5	 35
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M
S O O FM 11 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM 1UL RT 18:09'3:
'	 NO HAMAOVER TO BDA ZSCHEDULEJ.
' 2. MAX EL. 28.5
' 3. COHN CONFIG D LTRs UHF FREQ 296.8
JS6#	 002/R1
JSC SCM S 1638	 BDRS s	 s	 s
'111) 05 SIC 20J2 ORB 121 DRY 274
IDS 18 : 13 ' 45	 LOS 18 : 16 : 21
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 OFF ' 1!2
SSO OD iIL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF k 2205.0	 M
SSG FM IL 2251.0	 00
NOTES
' 1. 3—WAY SUPPORT WITH MIL.
' 2. MRK EL. 00.9
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTAS UHF FREQ 296,8
kk	 A-8
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 164A	 ACNS
VID 15 SIC 2102 ORB 021 DAY 274
ROS 18 : 30 : 55	 LOS 18 : 33 : 27
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD Dl 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF 11 2215.0	 h




' 2. MAX El. 11.1
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSC#	 102/RT
JSC FORM Ui65A	 BOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT ROT
' VID 15 SIC 2112 ORB 621 DRY 274




' i.COMM COkFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
A79
II102,iRT
JSC S0 S 166A	 GWMS s
UID 05 SIC 2002 ORE 022 DAY 274
AOS 19 : 12 : 11	 LOS 19 : 19 : 02
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMPRKS
SSO P M UL 2100.4	 C1 5H ' 1,2	 '
SSO OP DL 2287.5	 (15	 }
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. M-A
' 2. MAX EL. 2(1,2




dSC SCh S 1 ,708	 lucs ,
VID 1)5 SIC 2002 ORB 022 DRY 274




SSO PM UL 2100,4	 24H ' 1!'_
SSO OP PL 2257,5	 03
SSO PF 9L 2205,0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250,0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O TO GDS AT 19;30:00.
' 2. MAX EL 68.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
ASS
JSGi	 902/RT
J sc SCM S '.718	 GDSS +	 +	 +
VII 05 M 2002 ORB 022 DRY 274
AOS 19 : 35 : 08 	 !OS 19 : 41 : 35
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' ls2
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM IUC AT 19:36:00
'	 H-0 TO TUL AT 19:10:00
' 2. MAX EL. 24.7
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA+ UHF FREQ. 295.8
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE RT AOS
JSGI	 002iRT
JSC SCM S 1720	 TULS +	 +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 022 JAY 274




SSO PM Jl 21^.6.4	 24H ' W
	 '
SSO OD lL 2287.5	 03
SSO BF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
MU:ES
' i. H-O FROM GDS AT 19:40:00
'	 CXR OFF 19:46:30
' 2. MAX EL. 16.3
' 3. CORN COMFIG DELTA UHF HEQ. 296.8.
A81
'lSG4
JSC SCM S 173R	 QUIS 1	 9	 9
VID 65 SIC 2002 OR) 022 DRY 274
ROS 19 : 48 : 12	 LOS 19 : 54 : 15
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO IF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM ILL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. CXR ON RT 19:46:30
' 2. MRX El. 9.0.8
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM Ui74R	 BOTU >	 >	 >
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT JUTU
' V T D 05 SIC 2002 CRB 022 JAY 274




' 1.CONM CONFIG KILOi UHF FREQ 296.8
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JSC SCM S MR HAWS
VII 05 SIC 2012 ORB 123 )AY 274
AOS 21 : 04 : 26
	




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1Y2
SSA OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2115.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. NONE
' 2. MAX El. 02.3.	 '	 -
,
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA] UHF FREQ 296.3
002/RTJSG#
JSC SCM S 179A	 IUCS ,	 ,	 ,
UID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 123 )AY 274
OOS 21 : :0 : 02
	 LOS 21 : 14 : 12
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM Ut. 7 116.4	 24H ' 112
SSO 01 IL 1., 287.5	 03
SSO PF IL 2215.0	 M




' 2. MAX EL 03.0
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
A84
JSG#
JSC SCN S MR HIS ,	 I
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 023 DAY 274
ROS 21 : 24 : 03	 LOS 21 : 28 : 45
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H	 112
SSO OB It 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.1	 M
S$0 FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF AT 21:29:31
' 2. MAX El. 07.1
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
JSG#
JSC SCI S 181A	 AGO$	 }
VID 15 SIC 2112 ORB 023 DAY 274




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO Ol IL 2287.5	 05 '
SSO IF Dl 2205.8	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR ON 21:29:30
' 2. MAX EL. 04„
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
JSC#	 002/RT
JS(: FORM Ui82R	 BOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT BOTU
' VIl 05 SIC 2002 ORB 023 â RY 274




' i.COMM CONFIG KILO	 ,UMF FREQ 296.8
,
-jsG#	 402/RT
JSC SCM S MR IO2S
VIB 05 SIC 2012 ORB 023 DRY 274
ROS 21 : 58 : 59	 LOS 22 : 46 : 11
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMORKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 112
SSO OD Dl 2287.5
	 13
SSO OF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251 0	 13
NOTES
' 1. K-R
' 2. MAX EL.  11.0
' 3. COMO CONFI6 DELIN UHF FREQ 296.8,
A86
J56#	 002/RT
J OUC SCM S 1840	 HAWS
VID 15 SIC 2112 ORl 124 DAY 274
ROS 22 : 36 : 35	 LOS 22 : 42 : 56
VEM LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO Ol IL 2287.5	 15
SSO IF IL 2215.1	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. M-A
' 2. MAX El. 16.3
' 3. COMM CONFIG IELTO UHF FREQ 296,8,
1
JSGI	 00247
JSC SCM S 1858	 RGOS s	 s	 ,
VIl 15 SIC 2012 ORI 124 DAY 274




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 10
SSO Ol IL 2287.5	 05
SS4 IF IL 2215.0	 M




' 2. MAX El. 41.2
' 3. CONN CONFIGURATION CHRRLIE,
A8'
JSC4	 002/RT
1SC FORM A86A	 IOTU
UHF VOICE SUPPORT
' VII 05 SIC 2902 ORB 124 DRY 274




' i.COMM CONFIO KILO	 9UHF FREQ 296.8
f	 ,
^S6f	 002/RT
JSC SCR S i87R	 IO2S s	 s	 ,
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORI 124 DAY 274




SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' I
SSG 01 h 1287.5	 0"') f	 f
SSG 8 F I L 2215.0	 M
SSG FM IL 2251.0
	 0 ,	 f
NOTES
' I. N—A
' 2. HAX EL. 16.0
' 3. COMM CONF16 DELTA UHF FREQ, 296.8.
M
JS6i	 00211
CSC SCM S 1880	 HAMS r	 r	 r
VID 15 SIC 2012 OR1 025 IAY 275
AOS 00 : if : 16	 LOS 00 : 17 : 26
VEH LIK FRFQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1+2+4
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF ll 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 21.3
' 3. COHN C0MFI6 DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.8.
JSGi	 002%11
CSC SCM S MR	 A60S r	 r	 r
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORI 125 DAY 275




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' ir2	 '
SSO 01 Dl 2267.5	 05
SSO BF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 27.0
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JSC SCM S 191A	 AGOS +	 ,	 ,
V11 1S SIC 2012 Oki 126 IRY 275
ROS 02 : 11 : 47	 LOS Q : 17 : 29
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112,3
SSO OB Dl 2287.5	 05	 '
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M








' 3, COMM CONFIGURATION CHRRLIb INHIIIT ,
'	 UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP PERIOI. ,
002/RTJSGI
JSC SCM S 19lh	 RCVS ,	 1	 1
VII 15 SIC 2112 ORI 126 DRY 275
ADS 02 : 26 : 23	 LOS 02 : 33 : 42
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1120
SSO OB IL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 16.13
,
' 7 COMM CONFIG. DELTRI UHF FREQ 296.8










JSC $CA S MR GWMS	 a
VII 05 SIC 2112 ORI 027 DAY 275
ROS 03 : 18 : 51	 US 13 : 15 : 13
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.1	 15
MOTES
' i.
' 2. MAX El. 12.8
' 3. COMM CONFIG. DELTA. UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 :!HIIIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW
'	 SLEEP PERIOD.
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 1530	 RGOS	 ,	 a
UID 05 SIC 2002 ORI 027 DRY 275
89S 13 : 45 : 58
	 LOS 03 : 51 : 43
VU LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1Y2
SSO OB IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0 	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' 11
' 2. MAX El. 51.3
' 3. CON CONFIGUkRTION CMRRLIE. INHIBIT
'	 UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP PERIOD.
A9
JS64	 002iRT
JSC 5CM S 1948	 RCVS
VID 15 SIC 2112 OR1 027 JAY 275
AOS 04 : 12 : 41	 LOS 14 : 17 : 07
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1923
SSa 01 1L 2257.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 15
DOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MIX El. ii.49KEYHOLE 14:15:37
' Ell 14:16:26.
' 3. CORM CONFI6. DELTA. UHf FREQ 296.8
'	 IMHI1 ;1PLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOI.UHF H-0 TO IKR 04:16:31.
JSC#	 .112/RT
JSC FORM U1950	 DKRU ,	 s
' URF VOICE SUPPUT
' VII 15 SIC 2112 ORI; 027 DAY 275
' ROS 04:0 4 ;11




' i.COMM CONFI6 KILO
	 fUHF FREQ 296,8
'	 INHIIIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP




JSC SCM S 1968	 GWMS >	 >	 s
VII 05 SIC 2612 ORI 028 IAY 275
ADS 04 : 42 : 46	 LOS 04 : 49 : 37
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 210.4	 25H ' 1iM
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0 	 15
No7E,S
' 1. N-A
' 2. MRX EL. 17.5
' 3. CORM CONFIG. DELTA. UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 IMHIIIT UPLINK H ICE FOR GREW
'	 SLEEP PERIOD.
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCR S 197A
	 RGOS
VII 15 SIC 2112 ORI 628 DRY 275
ROS 65 : 21 : 04	 LOS 15 : 25 : 31
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM Ut 2116.4	 25H ' 112j3
SSO OB IL 2287,5
	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 10,7
' 3, COMM CONFIGURATION CHRRLIb INHI)IT










































































JSC FORM U198R	 DKRU	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT
' VII 05 SIC 2002 ORl 629 lRY 275




' i.COMM CONFIG KILO	 sUHF FREQ 296.8
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
J1G4
JSC SCM S 1998	 MRDS 1	 $	 9
VIb 05 SIC 2002 ORB 029 DAY 275
ROS 15 : 46 : 09	 LOS 05 : 48 : i0
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSG PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' is2s3
SSO OB Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO IF âL 2205.0	 M
SSA FM Dl 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N—R
' 2. MOX El. 04.2
' 3, COMM CONFIG. DELTR. UHF FREQ 296.8






JSC. SCM S 20OR	 QUIS
VIII 15 SIC 2002 ORE 029 I q Y 275
a0S 0 6 : 57 : 28	 LOS ill : 02 : 51
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REmfiRKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H '12,3
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05 '
SSO PF PL 2205.0	 M	 '	 >
SSO FM )IL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MAX EL, 66.7.KEYHOLE ST A RT PIT
'	 0?:01:19 END 07:02:30.
COMO CONFIGURRTION CHMPLIE^ lk'HIIIT
'	 UPLINK VOICE FOR CRE W SLEEP PERIOD.
,iSC.#
JSC FORK iU201R	 DK:RU
UHF VOICE SU PPORT
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 030 DRY 275




' i.COOM CONFIG KILO	 ,UHF FREQ 296,8




JSC SCM S 202A	 MRDS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 030 DRY 275
ROS 07 : 17 : 34	 LOS 07 : 24 : 03
VEH LINK FREQ	 H	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' ii2,3
SSO OD IL 2287.3	 05
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' i.
' 2. MAX EL. 20.6
' 3. CORK CONFIG. DELTR. UHF FREQ 296.8




JSC FORM U203H	 YRRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORZ 130 DRY 275






' 1.COMM CONFIG KILO
	 iUHF FREQ 296.8





JSC SCR S 200	 ORBS >	 >	 >
VIb 05 SIC 2002 ORB 030 DAY 275
AOS 07 : 59 : 19	 LOS 08 : 04 : 44
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' Ii M
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF Dl 2205.0 	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0 	 0
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX El. 21.2
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE, INHIBIT
'	 UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP PER[OD.
JSG1	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 2050	 QUIS >	 >	 ^
UID 05 SIC 2012 ORI 031 DRY 275




SSO NM UL 2106.4	 25H ' IY2 0
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF 11 2205.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF 08:39:11
' 2. MAX EL. 19.7





















































JSC SCM S 2060	 HAS s	 s	 s
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 031 DAY 275
AOS 08 : 40 : 44	 LOS 08 : 45 : 17
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1s2s3
SSO OD :l 2287.5	 05
SSO OF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 15
NOES
' i. CXR O N 18:39:00
' 2. MAX El. 04.2.
^	 t
' 3. COMM CONFIG. DELTA. UHF FREQ 295.8
JSGI	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 2070	 HIS s	 s	 s
VID IS SIC 2012 ORB 131 )AY 275




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287,5	 05
SSO DF )L 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 42.5







JSC FOP.%, U208R	 YARU >	 >	 >
' iIHF VOICE SUPPORT
' VID 05 SIC 2112 ORB 031 DAY 275




' i.COMM CONFI6 KILO	 iUHF FREQ 296.8
JSG;	 GG2ikl
JSC SCM S 209A	 ORBS >	 >	 s
VID 15 SIC 21.12 ORZ 131 DRY 275




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF 11 2215.6	 A
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 62.9
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
Is
\i0_
J^C 5CM S 210A	 MILS +	 +
VID 15 SIC 2012 OR1 132 DRY 275




SSO PO UL <i16. 4 	25H ' 1,2
SSQ OD 1L 2287.5	 05
SSO DF 1L 2215.0 	 M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TC 110 11:13:31
' 2. MAX EL. 15.9, KEYHOLE START A
'	 11:14:56 END 10:15:41
' 3. CORM COMFI6. )ELTA UHF FREQ
11 SG
JSC SCM S 2110	 1IRS i	 +
VI1 15 SIC 2012 OR1 i32 TRAY M5,




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO 01 IL 2287.5
	 15
SSO IF 1L 221.0	 M
SSO FM 11 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. 4 -0 FROM AIL 1;13:38
MAX EL. 47.7









JSC SCM S 212R	 MRDS
VID 15 SIC 2002 OR1 032 JAY 275




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' lr2
SSO 01 1L 2287.5	 05
SSO DF 1L 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 13
MOTES
' 1. M-A
' 2. MAX El. 23.0
' 3. COhM COMFIG. DELTR. UHF FRE(
JSGI
JSC SCI S 213R	 IO2S 1
VID OS SIC 2002 OR1 132 DAY 275
ROS 10 : 43 : 27	 LOS 10 : 51 :
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 192
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 13
SSO DF IL L15.0
	
M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 16.4
3. COMM CONFIG DELTA UHF FREQ.
l	 '
Jscl	 082/RT
JSL FORM U2140	 YARU !	 >	 >
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT
' VI1 15 SIC 2012 OR1 132 DAY 275




' ^.CO" CONFIfi KILO	 iUHF FREQ 296.8
JS61	 112/RT
JSc SCN s ;150	 ORRS ,	 s
VID 15 SIC 2112 OR1 432 JAY 275
ADS 11 : 08 : 49
	 LOS 11 : 13 : 15
VEN LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1t2
SSO OD IL 2287.5
	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.E	 M
SSO FM h 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX El. 39.7
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
\loo
002/RT
JSC SCM S 2168	 TULS s	 s	 s
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 033 HY 275
ROS 11 : 39 : 18	 LOS ii : 44 : 48
JEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' is2
SSO Ol IL 2287.5	 03
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 N
SSO FM IL 2251.0 	 13
MOTES
' 1. H-0 TU MIL AT 11:43:30.
,	 s
,	 s
' 2. MIX EL. 16.7
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA. UHF FREQ 2y6.8
JS66	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 2118	 MILS s	 s	 s
VII 15 SIC 2112 ORI 133 DAY 275




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OB IL 2287.5
	
05
SSO DF DL 2265.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM THL AT 11 :43:30
'	 H-0 TO IiR AT 11 :48:00
' 2. MAX EL. 28.0




JSC SCM S 7180	 SDRS ,	 >	 >
VI) 15 S!i, 2912 ORS 033 JAY 275
ROS 11 : 46 : 32	 LOS 11 : 54 : 36
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' W
SSO Ol IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.1	 13
TOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL 11:48:10
' 2. MAX EL. 25.7
' 3. COMM CONFIG. )ELTO. UHF FREQ 296.8
JS6i
JSC SCM S 2198
	 ZLTS i	 ,	 ,
VID 15 S:C 2112 ORJ 133 DRY 275
ROS 11 : 47 : 47	 LOS 11 : 51 : 24
VEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 21'46.4	 OFF ' 112o4
SSO OJ IL 2287.5 	 15
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.9	 13
ND TcS
' 1. N-R
' 2. MAX EL. 11.5
' 3. COMM CONFIGURRTION CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT.
'	 E46INEERING TESTING ONLY.
All
iSG1	 002/R1
JSC SCK S 2200	 MODS s	 s	 s
VID 15 SIC 2112 ORB 033 DAY 275




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OB 1L 2287.5	 05
SSC DF IL 2295.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0 	 U ' 4
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 06.6sKEYHOLE START AT
'	 12:03:48 Ell 12:04:28
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DEL10s UHF FREQ. 296.8
JSG1	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 221 q	IO2S s	 s	 s
V11 15 SIC 2012 ORB 433 DAY 275




S51 PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 1s2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 03
SSO â F IL 2215.0	 M




' 2. MAX El. 11.0




1SC FORM 02220	 YARU s	 s	 s
' UMF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VID 15 SIC 2402 ORB 833 DAY 275




' 1.COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSG#	 012/RT
1SC SCM S MR ORRS s	 s	 s
V "' 15 SiC 2112 ORZ 033 JAY 275
ADS 12 : 42 : 52	 LOS 12 : 47 : 53
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' ls2
SSO OJ IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M




' 2. MRX EL. 57.0





























































JSC SCM S 2270	 BUGS
VID 85 SIC 2002 ORB 034 DRY 275
AOS 13 : 10 : 37	 LOS 13 : 17 : 43
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 21Q6,4	 24H ' 1,2
SSO OD Dl 2287,5	 03
SSO IF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO GDS AT 13:13:30
' 2. MRX EL. 13.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE,
' 4, TV SUPPORT N-R RT BUC
,1564	 002 R 
JSC S C M S 2280	 GDIS
VII+ 05 SIC 2002 ORB 034 DRY 275
ROS 13 : 11 : 31
	
LOS 13 : 17 : 12
VEH LINK FREQ	 n	 REMRRAS
SSO PM UL 2186.4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205,0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250,0	 23	 ' 4
NOTES
' 1, H-O FROM RUC aT 13:13:30
'	 H -0 TO TUL AT 13:16:30
' 2, MRX EL. 11,6, KEYHOLE START AT
'	 13:11:51	 END AT 13:13:21
' 3. COMM CONFIG DEL T AS UHF FRED 296,8,
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT AOS,





dSC SCM S 229A	 TULS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 034 DRY 275
ROS 13 : 12 : 11	 LOS 13 : 19 : 56
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.6	 23	 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM GDS hT 13:16:31,
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT 13:18:30
,
' 2. MAX EL. 64.3
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8..
' 4. TV SUPPORT N-A AT TUL.
.1 SG#	 0(12-RT
JSC SCM S 230A	 BLTS	 •
VID 45 SIC 2002 ORB 034 DAY 275
ROS 13 : 20 : 5'	 LOS 13 : 25 : 39
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 OFF ' 1-2,4
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
; 1 0 DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM BL ??50.0	 23
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 34.0
' 3. COMM CONFI6URATION CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT,
'	 ENGINEERING TESTING ONLY.
A112
JSGI	 002/RT
JSC SCR S 231R US
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 034 DAY 275
ROS 0 : i? : 55	 LOS 13 : 24 : 14
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 R
SSO FR IL 2251.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM TUL AT 13:18:30.
'	 H-0 TO BDR AT 13:23:08.
' 2. MAX EL. 09.4
' 3. COHN CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8.
' 4. TV REMOTiNG REQUIRED (SU.. VTR
'	 PLAY)APK)
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM 5 2320	 IIAS
VID 05 SIC 2102 ORB 034 DAY 275
AOS 13 : 21 : 10	 LOS 13 : 28 : 59
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 4, 106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL, 13:23:00.
' 2. MAX EL. 19.1
' 3. COHN CONFIG DELTA. UHF FREQ 296.8.
' 4. ACQ IN MOLE 231 (TV N°R AT 110);






JSC FORM U2330	 DKRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT
' VI1 15 SIC 2102 ORB 034 â RY 275




' i.CONN COHFI6 KILO
	 ,UIIF FREQ 296.8
JSCI
JSC FORM U2340 	 BOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORa 034 DRY 275




' 1.CONM COMFI6 KILO
	 ,UHF FREQ 296.8
002/R1
JSCi
JSC FORM U235R	 YARU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT






' 1.CONH CONFI6 KILO




JSC SCM S 230	 ORBS
Ul:, 15 SIC 2002 ORB 034 DRY 275
ROS 14 : 16 : 45	 LOS 14 : 19 : 34
VEH LINK FREE	 M	 RENRRKS
SSO PS UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO 01 11 2287.5	 05
SSO DF â L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13
MOTES
' 1. N•A
' 2. MR), Fl.. 08.8
' 3. COMM CONFIGUFRTION CHARLIE.
.ISG#	 002: QT
JSC SCM S 237R	 HRWS
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 035 HY 275
ROS 14 : 34 : 32
	 LOS 14 : 41 : 25
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PH UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD )L 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF 11 2215.0	 M	 n	 '
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF 14:42:30
' 2. MRX El. 17.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRP UHF FREQ. 296.8
Al I S
JSGif	 002/R1
JSC SCM S 2 , 1A	 BUCS
UID 05 SIt 2002 ORB 035 DRY 275
AOS 14 : 43 : 57	 LOS 14 : 52 : 08
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO °M UL 2106.4	 24H ' i12,
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 83
SSO DF DL 2215.0 	 M
SSO FM ]L 2251.0	 13
MOTES
' 1. CXR ON AT 14:42:31. H-0 TO GB3
'	 AT 14:45:00.
,
' 2. MAX EL. 81.5
' 3. COMM ',ONFIG CHARLIE.
JSGI	 8a21R?
JSC SCM S 242A	 GjISS
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 035 DAY 275
AOS 14 : 44 : 32
	




SSO PM UL 2116,4 	 25H ' li2
SSO OD DL 2287.51 	 05
SSG DF BL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM .°L 2251.0	 0
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM $UC AT 14:45:00
'	 H-0 TO IdL AT ?4:51:70
' 2. MAX El. 67.0
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTh UHF FREQ. 296.84
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT ASS AND H-0 TO
'	 TUL RT 14:51:00.
Al lo
1 SGt	 0(Q/RT
,CSC SCM S 243A	 TULS +	 +
VIP Q5 SIC 2002 OR? 135 DAY 275
ROS 14 : 46 : 46	 LOS 14 : 5:3 : 57
JEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24.4 ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287,5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM ILL 2250, 0	 13
NOTES
' I. H•O FROM GDS AT 14:51:00
'	 H-O TO MIL AT 14:53:4 5'
+
' 2. MAX EL. 24.-
' 3. COMM CON F IG BEL T A+ UH F F REQ 296,8,
Jsb I
	(IO2/RT
0SC SCM S 240	 MLXS +	 +	 +
VID Q5 SIC 2092 ORIt 135 DAY 275
AOS 14 : 53 . 08	 LOS 14 : 59 : 43
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1i2
SSIT OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO fM DL 22`0.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM TUL AT 14:53:45.
'	 H-0 TO 111, AT 14:59:00
r
' 2. MAX EL. "L1,0
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA+ UHF FRED 296,8
Al 17
JSG! 002/RT
3SC SCR S 2458	 ILTS 9	 ,	 1
UID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 035 DRY 275
ROS 14 : 55 : 01	 LOS 14 : 58 : 56
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 OFF ' 1j2t4
SSO OH IL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF DL 2245.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2259.0 	 13 '
NOTES
N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 40.6
' 3. COhM CONFI6 CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT.
.JSG6	 002/RT
1SC SCh S 246R	 IIRS
UID 05 SIC 2092 ORI 935 DRY 275
ROS 14 : 55 : 22	 LOS 15 : 03 : 38
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 152
SSO OD IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO IF DL 2205. f, 	M
SSO FM DL 2256.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL AT	 14:5: - 10.
' 2. MAX El. 51.8




JSC FORM U2479	 DKRU
' UMF VOICE SUPPORT
' U!B 05 SIC 2012 ORB 035 RAY 275




' i.001M COMFI6 KILO	 ,UHF FREQ 296.8 '
	 !
'	 URF H-0 TO ACN RT 15:14:3d.
JS61	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 248A	 ACNS
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 135 LAY 275
ROS 15 : 14 : 14	 LOS 15 : 18 : 58
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2166.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OB BL 2287.5	 05
SSO OF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2251.0 	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL.	 7.7
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTAS UHF FREQ. 296.8
'	 UHF N-0 FROM BKR HT 15:14:30.
,
002/RTJSC#
JSC FORM U:49R	 BOTU
' UHF VuiCF SUPPORT
' V11 05 SIC 2112 ORB 035 DRY 275




' I.COMM CONFIG KILO	 YUHF FREQ 296.8
JSC#
JSC FORM U2510	 YARU +	 s	 +
' 64F VOICE SUPPORT
' VI y 15 SIC 2002 ORB 035 lRY 215




' i.CONA COMFI6 KILO




JSC SCR S 25iA	 HAWS >	 >	 >
Vil 05 SIC 20112 ORB 936 DAY 275
AOS 16 : 08 : 45	 LOS 16 : 15 : 20
VEH LIN( FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1j2
SSO 01 IL 2287.;;	 15
SSO OF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2259.0 	 13
N0T;S
' i. CXR OFF 16:17:11
' 2. MAX El. 18.7
' 3. CORM CONFI6 DELTAY UHF FREQ. 296.8
JSG#	 112/RT
JSC SCM S 2558	 BUS
VIJ 65 SIC 2112 ORB 136 JAY 275




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 112
SSO OB IL 2287.5	 63
SSO BF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 13
HUES
' 1. CXR ON AT 16:17:18. H-0 TO GDS AT
'	 16:19:30
' 2. MAX EL. 21.6.





JSC SCM S 2568	 GDSS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 036 DAY 275
AOS 16 : 18 : 57	 LOS 16 : 25 : 46
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMORK:S
SSO PM UL 2106. 4	25H ' i^2
SSO OD AL 2237.5	 05
SSO DF DL 291 05.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250,0	 13
MOTES
' 1, H-O FROM RUC AT 16:19:30
'	 H-0 TO TUL 16:25:0H
' 2. MAX El. 36.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296,3.
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT AOS.
,)SGf
JSC. SCM S 2570	 T ULS ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 036 DAY 275
AOS 16 : 21 : 20
	 LOS 16 : 28 : 25
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1-2
SSO OD DL 2287,5
	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM AL 2250.0
	 13
NOTES
H-0 F ROM GDS AT 16:25:00
'	 H-O TO MIL AT 16:27:30
' 2. MAX EL. 22.7




JSC SC" S 2588	 MILS
VI; 05 SIC 2002 ORB @36 IAY 275
AOS 16 : 26 : 40	 LOS 16 : 34 : 47
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM TUL AT 16:21:30
'	 H-O TO BDA AT 16:33:00
' 2. MAX EL. 33,3
' 3, C04M CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296,8
,!SG:
JSC SCM S 259R	 BDRS ,
VID OS SIC 2002 ORB 036 IRY 275
AOS 16 : 29 : 42
	 LOS IS : 37 : 15
VEH LINK F PEP	 M	 RENa S
SSG PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF IL 22-05.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0
	 13
NOTES




' 2. MAX EL. 15.3




JSC SCM S 2610	 ACNS +	 ,
VIB 05 SIo; 2002 ORB 136 IAY 275
AOS 16 : 47 : 47	 LOS 16 : 53 : 32
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1+2
'SO OB IL 2287.5
	
05
SSO IF IL 2215.0 	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 0
NOTES
' i. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 18.6




JSC FORM U2610	 IOTU +	 +
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT IOT
' ViA 15 SIC 2102 ORB 036 JAY 275




' 1.COMM CONFI6 KILO+ UHF FREQ 296.8
JSC#	 002/R1
JSC FORM U2620	 YRRU ,	 +	 +
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' u ID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 036 DRY 275
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JSC SCM S 263P	 GWMS, ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORD 03? DRY 275




SSO PH UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2257.5	 05
SSO PF DL 220`.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
N(► TES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 20.8
CPM. CONFIG DELTA! UHF FREQ 296.9
002,fRTJsG#
JSC SCM S 2640	 H ► WS
VID 05 SI B' 2092 GRB 037 r0Y 275
POS 17 : 47 : 03	 LOS 17 : 48 : 52
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OB BL 2297.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 41
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF 17:51:30
' 2. tiAX EL. 02.6 KEYHOLE STORT AT
'	 17:47;21 END 17:48:15




JSC SCM S 268A	 BUCS
VII 15 SIC 2012 ORB 07 DAY 275
ROS 17 : 52 : 41	 LOS 18 : 10 : 41
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 1t2
SSO OI IL 2287.5	 03 ' 4
SSO DF BL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0 	 01 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO GIS ON RTC CUE (BASED ON GIS
'	 PM B—L SIGNAL STRENGTH)
' 2. MAC EL. 63.1
' 3. CORM CONFIG CHARLIE
' 4. SSO ROT PATTERN TEST. EXPECT INTER—
'	 MITTENT PM-FM DROPOUTS (IE: PM ROS
'	 ! MINs LOS 2 MIN; FM 91 SEC CYCLIC)
JSGI	 002i?T
JSC SCR S 269A	 GISS	 >	 >
VlB 15 SIC 2002 ORI 137 JAY 275




SSO PH UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OB IL 2287,5
	
05 ' 4
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 01 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. HANJOVERS ON RTC CUE; (BASED ON PM
'	 DOWNLINK SIGNAL STRENGTH)
' 2. MBX EL. 75.0
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. SSO ANT PATTERN TEST. EXPECT INTER—
'	 MITTENT PM — FM DROPOUTS (IE: PM ROS
'	 1 MAI N; LOS 2 MIN; FM 90 SEC CYCLIC)
Al27
JSGI	 002/RT
3SC SCM S 2760	 TULS	 s
UIP 15 SIC 2012 ORI 137 DAY 275
ROS 17 : 55 : 26	 LOS 18 : 02 : 55
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' if2
SSO Ol IL 2287.5	 03 ' 4
SSO IF IL 2215.0 	 M	 '
SSO FM IL 2251.0 	 01 ' 4
NOTES
' i. HRNIOVERS ON RTC CUE: (IRSED ON PM
'	 DOWNL' U SIGNAL STRE06TH)
' 2. MAX Ci_. 84.2
' 3. COHN CONFI6 JELT09 UHF FREQ 296,8
' 4. SSO RNT PRTTERN TEST. EXPECT INTER-
'	 NITTENT PM-FM DROPOUTS (IE: PM ROS
i MIN, LOS 2 MIN; FM 90 SEC CYCLIC)
JS6#	 002/RT
1SC SCM S 2718	 MILS
UIl 15 SIC 2012 ORI 137 DRY 275
POS 19 : 10 : 59	 LOS 18 : 18 : 31
UEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' i}2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05 ' 4
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.1	 01 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL ON RTC CUE; (IRSED ON
'	 PM IOWNLINK SIGNAL STRENGTH)
' 2. MAX El. 15.7
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTR: UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. SSO ANT PRTTERN TEST. EXPECT INTER-
'	 MITTENT PM-FM DROPOUTS (IE: PM HS
' I i Mink LOS 2 MIN; FM 90 SEC CYCLIC)
Al28
JSC#	 u42%RT
JSC FORM U2729	 BOTU s	 s	 s
' UHF VOICF SUPPORT IOT







' i.CQMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSG#
JSC SCI S 273R	 GWMS s	 s	 s
VI) 4	 SIC 2002 ORI 038 DRY 275




SSO PP UL 2116.4	 25H ' ir2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSG IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' i, K—R
' 2. MRX EL. 10.7




jSC SCM S 2740	 JUCS s	 ,	 f
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 438 DRY 275
A AVS 19 : 27 : 85	 LOS 19 : 34 : 25
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 112
SSO OB IL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF 11 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-J TO GDS Al 19:28:00
' 2. MAX EL. 18.9
' 3, COON CONFIG WRLIE.
,.;,j;	 002/R i
JSC SCM S 2150	 GDSS	 }
VIP 15 SIC 2402 ORB 938 BAY 275
ROS 19 : 27 : 30	 LOS 19 : 31 : 06
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OB IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF 1L 2215.1	 M
SSO FM IL 2258.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM ICU% 0T 19:28:09
'	 H-0 TO T UL HT 19:30:39.
' 2. MRX El: 10.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FEEQ. 296.8
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT AOS.
:1130
aJS61	 412iR1
JSC SCI S 2768	 TULS	 +	 +
VIP 65 SIC 20x2 ORB 138 BRY 275




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 1Y2
SSO OB )L 2297.5	 03 '
'	 SSO OF IL 2265.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2i ;1. d	 13
DOTES
' i. H-0 FROM 61S AT 19:31:36
'	 CXR OFF AT 19:36:0
' 2. MAX El. 09.7




JSC SCM S 2770	 QUIS r	 >	 >
VIl 15 SIC: 2112 ORB 138 DRY 275
ADS 19 : 4t• : 47	 LOS 19 : 46 : 25
UEH LINK FRED	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF 11 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 2256.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR ON RT 19:38:30
' 2. MRX FL. 54.6
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JSC FORM U2780	 BO1U 1	 s	 1
' USF VOICE SUPPORT BO1
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 038 DRY 275




' i.COMM C ht'16 KIL09 UHF FREQ 296,8
JSG1	 002/RT
JSC SCA S 279A	 HRWS	 s	 s
Vli 65 SIC 2802 ORB 039 DAY 275
ROS 26 : 55 : 37	 LOS 20 : 58 : 34
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' ls2
SSO OD â l 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM 11 2256.0 	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX El. 02.21 KEYHOLE STRRT RT
'	 21:55:52 EN9 20:56:39
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTA+ UHF FREQ 296,3
A133
J561	 002'RT
JSC SCM S 280A	 QUIS >	 >
UID 15 SIf 2812 OR1 139 DAY 275




$SO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 15
SSO BF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 2254.1	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF RT 21:21:00
' 2. MRX EL. 02.5
' 3. CON CONFI6 CHARLIE
JS61	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 28iA	 860S i	 >	 >
UID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 139 DAY 275
AOS 21 : 21 : 52	 LOS 21 : 25 : 32
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1P2
SSO OD 9L 2287.5 	 05
SSO BF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 22:1.0	 13
ROTES
' i. CXR ON AT 21:21:10
' 2, MAX EL. 04.79 KEYHOLE START AT
'	 21:22:47 END
' 3. COhN CONFI6 CHARLIE.
\13-1
llSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM U2828	 â OTU i	 >	 >
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT lOT '
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 039 DRY 275




' i.COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 28x8	 IO2S
VID 15 SIC 2062 OR9 039 DRY 275
ROS 21 : 50 : 49	 LOS 21 : 58 : 38
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' lf2
SSO OD 1L 2287.5
	 03
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MAX EL. 22.7
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA] UHF FREQ 296.8
ABS
JS61	 802/RT
JSC SCM S 2840 HEW
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 040 JAY 275




SSO FM UL 2116.4 	 25H ' 112
SSO OD IL 22F7.5	 15
SSO IF IL 2215.8	 r
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. 1-0
' 2. MAX EL. 28.2
' 3. CONN CONFI6 DELTA] UHF FREQ 296.8
JS6t	 002iRT
JSC SCM S 2850	 HGOS >	 >	 s
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORI 141 DAY 275




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1 12
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 85
SSO DF IL 2285.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 83.1
' 3. COMM CONFI6 CHARLIE
N 13a
JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM U286R	 BOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT BOT
' X11 85 SIC 2012 ORB 040 DAY M




' 1.CONM COMFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
JS6#	 (I 02/RT
JSC SCM S 287A	 IO2S
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 148 DAY 275
AOS 23 : 25 : 35	 LOS 23 : 31 : 56
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 03
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSG FM IL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' i.
' 2. `SAX El. 07.4
' 3. COMM COMFIG DELTAt UHF FREQ 296.8
A137
JS64	 00?/R1
JSC SCM S 2888	 HAWS s	 s	 s
V1D 15 SIC 2112 ORI 141 IRY 276
ROS 80 : <<2 : 50	 LOS 00 : 09 : ii
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1:2
	 '	 J
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 i3
MOTES
' i. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 15.31 MASKING START AT
'	 01:07:31 END 00:07:55.
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRI UHF FREQ 296.8
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 289R	 RGOS 1	 s	 s
Vi l 15 SIC 2012 ORI 041 DRY 276
ROS 01 : 29 : 13




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 85
SSO DF IL 2215.1	 H
SSO FM IL 2251.8	 13
NOT(*S
' 1. N—R
' 2. MAX EL. 23.3






































JSC SCI S 2918	 RGOS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 042 DRY 276




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. NRX EL. 26.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHRRLIEi INHIBIT UPLINK
'	 VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP PERIOD,
JS64	 082/RT
JSC SCR S 291A	 RCVS >	 >	 >
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 142 DAY 276
ADS 82 : 18 : 21




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1-2
SSG OR Dl 2287.5
	 05
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' 2. M RX EL. 35.0
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR9 UHF FREQ 296,8




JSC SCM S 2928	 GWMS >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORI 043 DAY 276
ROS 03 : 00 : 4'	 LOS 13 : 07 : 47
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1:2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF )L 2265.0	 M
SSO FA IL 2251.0 	 15
NOTES
' i. N°A
' 2. MAX EL. 24.6
' 3, CONN CONFIG DELTA, lJHF FREQ 296.8	 '
'	 INHIIIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
JSG#	 802^RT
JSC SCM S c93A	 AGOS >	 >	 >
VI) 05 SIC 2112 ORI 143 BOY 276
AOS 03 : 37 : 58 	 LOS 03 : 43 : 53
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4 	 25M ' 1,2
SSO Ol IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO IF )L 2215.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2251.0	 15
NOTES
MAX El. 43.7
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHAkLIE, INMI)IT




JSC SCM S 2948
	
ACNS ,
Vll 15 SIC 2012 ORB 143 DAY 276
AOS 03 : 54 : 47
	




SSO PM UL 2116.4
	
25H ' 1,2
SSO OJ IL 2281.5
	
05
SSO DF IL 2205.0
	
M	 '




' 2. MAX El. 4.8
' 3. CONN CONFI6 JELTA, UHF FREQ
'	 IMMI):T UPLINK VOICE FOR CRE
'	 PERIOI.
JSC#
JSC FORM U2958	 DK
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT





i.CONM CONFIS KILO, CHF FREQ 29








jSC SCR S 296R	 6WMS	 z
VIH 15 SIC 2112 ORI 044 DAY 276
ROS 14 : 35 : 35	 LOS 14 : 41 : 05
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4 25H ' W
SSO OB IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF â L 2215.6	 M
SSO FM k 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 2. nAX EL. 08.3; MASKING START RT
'	 04:41:81tE p 1 04:41:45.
' 3. CORN CONFIG DELT89 UHF FREQ 296.8
' 10111T UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
JS61	 012/RT
JSC SCR S 2910	 RSOS 9
UII 15 SIC 2112 ORI 144 DRY 276
ROS 15 : 13 : 46	 LOS 15 : 16 : 40
VEH LINT( FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4 	 25H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL :251.9	 15
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 05.9
' 3. CORN CONFIG CHRRLIEY INHIIIT UPLINK











JSC FORM U298R	 IKRU >	 >	 >
' UHF QUICE SUPPORT 1KR
' VII 15 SIC 2002 ORB 045 DRY 276




' i.001M CONFI6 KILOf UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 INHIIIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP.
JS6i	 6l2/RT
JSC SCI S 2991	 ilAIS I	 >	 >
VIl 15 SIC 2012 OR; 145 HY 276
ROS 15 : 36 : 32 	 LOS t5 : 41 : 39
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2111.4 	 25H ' i,2
SSG 01 Dl 2287.5	 15
SSO IF IL 2215.1	 M
SSO FM 11 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. NOME	 '
' 2. MRX EL. 17.4^EXPECT EXTENSIVE
'	 DRTR IROPOUTS DUE TO MASKING.
' 3. CON CONFIG DELTAo UHF FREQ.296.8.





JSC SCI S 3010	 QUIS ,	 s	 s
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORI 145 )AY 276
0OS 06 : 49 : 12 	 LOS 06 : 54 : 57
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO 01 IL 1287.5	 05 '	 ►
SSO OF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' t. NONE
' 2. MX EL.  15.9
' 3. CORM CONFIG CHARLIE9 INHIIIT UPI-*NK
'	 VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP PERIM
JSG1	 002/RT
TSC SCI S UIR MOIS s	 s
VI â 15 S; ,: 26:2 oil 146 DAY 276
0QS 07 : 19 : 34	 LOS 87 : 16 : 19
VEK LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' is?
SSO 01 IL 2217.5	 05
$SO IF IL 2215.0 	 M
3SO FM IL 225!.0	 15
NOTES
1. NONE
' 2. MIX EL. 26.1
' 3. CAMM CONEIG DELTh UHF FREQ.296,8,




JSC FORK U311A	 YARU >	 >	 >
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 046 DAY 276




' i.COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 INHI â IT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP.
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 343H	 ORBS ,	 s
UID 15 SIC 2012 ORB 146 IAY 276
ROS 07 : 51 : 20
	 LOS 17 : 57 : 01
VEN LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H	 1:2
SSO 01 DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. NONE
' 2. MAX EL. 31.'
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIEY IMI)IT UPLINK






JSC SCR S 3140	 QUIS
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 146 DRY 276
ROS 08 : 24 : 09	 LOS 08 : 29 : 43
VEN LINK F^EQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL X186.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO OF IL 2215.1	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' i. NONE
' 2., MAX EL. 89.3
' 3. COHN CONFI6 CHRRLIE) INHIIIT UPLINK
'	 VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP PERIOD.
JS63	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 305R	 MILS	 a	 ,
VII 15 SIC 2012 ORI A7 IRY 276
ROS 08 : 29 : 48
	 LOS 48 : 32 : 31
VEN LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1)2
SSO 01 IL 2287.5
	
nj
SSO DF IL 2215.0
	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 DO
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO 110 OT 88:31:45.
MIX EL. 11.0
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTh UHF FREQ.295,8.




1SC SCM S 3068	 HAS +	 +	 ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 047 DRY 276
ROS 08 : 31 : 16	 LOS 08 : 37 : 51
VEH LIU FREQ	 N	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1^2
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO BF IL 2265.0	 M
SSO FM JL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL 08:31:45
' 2. MflX ELI., 07.6+KEYHOLE START AT
'	 88:32:36 EN) 08:33:03
' 3. COIN CONFIG DELTA] UHF FRE0.296.8,
'	 INHIIIT UPLINt VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
JS6#	 802/RT
JSC SCM S 3176	 MRDS +	 ,	 }
V I D 05 SIC 2012 Ul 147 JAY 276
ROS 08 : 43 : 42




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD IL 2287,5	 05
SSO DF DL 220.0	 M
SSO FM 1 1_ 2 --50.8	 13
NOTES
MAX EL, 43,1
' 3. CON CONFI6 DELTRf UHF FREG.2^76,8,
A149
JSC1	 002/RT
JSC FORM U308R	 YRRL	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 047 DAY 276




' 1.COKM CONFIG CILOi UHF FREQ 296.8
JS6i	 902iRT
JSC SCM S 3098	 ORRS >	 >	 >
Ull 15 SIC 2102 ORl 047 PAY 276
ROS 19 : 26 : 15	 LOS 19 : 30 : 56
VEN LINX FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106. 17 	 25H ' 112	 '
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL L215.O	 M	 '
SSO FM IL 2258.0	 0
NOTES
' 1. NONE	 '
' 2. MAX EL. 51.d
' 3. CORM CONFI6 CHARLIE
Al 50
	N	 =	 ^	 C
C
.X
Y=	 xs	 xx	 sx
rit
	 Yy	 sc	 aacr
,1SGl
JSC SCM S '3108	 MILS
V I b 05 SIC 2002 ORE 048 DRY 27i
ACS 10 : 00 : 42	 LOS 10 : 08
VEH LINK FRED	 M	 REMARK(,
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD ILL 2247.5	 05
SSO bF AL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTE
' 1. H-0 TO BDM 11T 10:0?:00.
' 2. MAX EL. 35,4
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRY UHF FRET
,1Sh#
JSC SCM S 3118	 BDHS ,
V1D 05 SIC 2802 ORB 048 DAY 271
ROS 10 : 04 : 22
	 LOS ld : l''
VEH LINK FREQ
	 h	 REMRRK'
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2247.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM AIL 10:07:00
' 2, MRX EL, 86.5




ISC SCM S MA	 MRDS ,	 a
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 848 )AY 276
ROS 10 : 17 : 53	 LOS 10 : 23 : 20
VEH LINK F;EQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF )L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM lL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. NONE
' 2. MAX El. 21,0




JSC SCN S MR IO2S
Vll 15 SIC 2812 ORB 848 BOY 27 6




SSO FM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 43
SSO OF )L 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
'	 N—R
' 2. MAX EL. 38.1
' 3. COMI CONFI6 DELTAY UHF FREQ 296,8
IS3
JSc#	 002iRT
JSC FORM U314R	 YARU	 f
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR
' VII 15 SIC 2002 ORB 048 DRY 276








JSC SCI S WA ORBS >	 >	 >
VIII 05 SIC 2012 ORI 048 DRY 276




SSO ?M UL 2116.4	 25H ' IP2
SSO OA IL 2287.5	 05
SSC DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM K 2254.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. NONE
' 2. MAX EL. 4;.2
' 3. COMM CONFiS CHARLIE
A].54
JSGI	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 316A	 TULS s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 049 BAY 276




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 112
SSO OD )L 2287.5	 03
SSO IF DL 2295.0	 M
SSO FM 1l 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 TO AIL AT 11:36:04
' 2. MAX EL. 11.8
s	 s
' 3. COMO CONFI6 DELTA: HF FREQ,296.8.
JSG#	 0021FR
JSC SCN S 317A	 BUCS s	 s	 s
VID 95 SIC 2002 ORB 049 BAY 276




SSO PM UL 2106.4
	
OFF ' 112
SSO OB IL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. 3-WAY SUPPORT WITH TUL.
' 2. MAX EL. 00.6





JSC SCM S 3iRA	 !IILS
VID a5 SIC 2002 ORE 049 DAY 276
AOS 11 : 35 : 02	 LOS, it : 42 : 49
VEH LINK, FRED	 M	 REMARKS
SSO Phi UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1.,2
SSO OD DL 2207.5	 05
SSO DF Dl 220`.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
1. H-O FROh TUL RT 11:36:00
'	 H -O TO ID9 AT 11:41:00
'	 MOX EL. 19.1
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELIRi UHt FREUQ,296,8.
(^ 02 %R THG#
"IC SCH S 3194	 BDHS ,	 ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 049 DAY 276
AOS 11 : 38 : 46
	
LOS 11 : 46 : 40
VE H L IO. FR.EQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSti PH UL 2106.4 	 25H ' 1,2
S I)O OD DL 2237.`	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1, H-0 FRO PI HL 11:41:00
' 2, MAX EL. 21.4




JSC SCR S 320A	 BLTS r
VlD 05 SIC 2002 ORB 049 DAY 276
ROS 11 : 39 : 28	 LOS li : 43 : 34
VEH LINK FREQ	 '!	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2:06.4	 OFF ' 1t2
SSO OD JL 1.-287,5	 05
SSO DF IL 2265.0	 M
SSO FM DL 225e.0	 0
NOTES
' 1. NOME
' 2. MRX EL. 21.7
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTRs UHF FRE4.296.8.
' 4. NOT SCHEHLEE FOUR SUPPORT
JS6 ;	O 	 RT
JSC SCR S 329
	
KRIS >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 Oil 149 DAY 276
ROS ii : 52 : 39
	
LOS 11 : 56 : 00
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106:4	 25H ' 1.*2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
550 9F DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
NONE
' 2. MRX EL. 04,0
' 3. CON CO ►NFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ.296,8.
A157
-1S64	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 3220	 IO2S >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2102 ORB 049 DRY 276
ADS 12 : 10 : 32	 LOS 12 : t5 : 31
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2831.7	 24H ' 1s2
SSO 01 IL 2282.5	 03
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO ,'M IL 2251.0 	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-0
' 2. MRX EL. 05.0
' 3. CORN CONFI6 DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8
JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM iJ3231.	 YARD
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' UTD 15 SIC 2002 ORD 049 DAY 276




' 1.COMM CONFIG KILO) UHF FREQ 296.8
A1S8
IJSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCH S 3240	 ORBS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2102 ORI 049 BAY 276
ADS 12 : 34 : 49	 LOS 12 : 39 : 15
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO 3F IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.8	 13
MOTES
' 1. NONE
' 2. NiX EL, 38.8
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE
JSGI	 002/RT
'SC SCM S 3250	 IUCS
VID 15 SIC 2112 091 150 HAY 276




SSO PM Ut 2106.4	 24H ' 1P2
SSO OD IL 2281'.5
	 93
SSO /F IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 1L 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO GIS hT 13:05:31
' 2. MAX El. 21.3








.^.	 rte• J •-^ ^!	 •	 •	 •	 1---+T
A1b0
JS6I	 0 oil %RT
JSC SCH S 326P	 GDSS
UID 05 SIC 2001 ORB 050 DAY 276




SSO Pn UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO 9F DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 F ROM ZUC AT 13:05:30
'	 H- 0 TO TUL AT 13:09:08
' 2. MPX EL. 15.69 MASKING START Al
'	 13:05:01 END 13:05:25
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ. 296.8
'	 REMOTE UHF AT ROS
JSGI	 u02%RT
JSC SCM S 327 A 	 TULS
VID 05 SIC 2i^02 ORB 050 DAY 276
80S 13 : 04 . 23	 L 0 S 13 : II : 53
VEH LINK FRED
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1!2
SSO 0P DL 211 87, .5	 03
SSQ @F DL 22(15.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 F^ON GDS
	 13: 09	 0
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT 13:11:45
' 2. MAX EL. 69.9






JSC SCh S 328R	 MLXS !
VIII 05 SIC 2002 ORB 050 DRY 276
ROS 13 : 10 : 46	 LOS 13 : 16 : 55
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMaR.KS
SSO Ptl LL 2106.4	 25R ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO D F DL 2205.0	 h
SSO FM PL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM TLL RT 13:11:45
'	 H-O TO W RT 13:14:00
' 2. MOX EL. 03.2! MASKING START AT
'	 13:11:03 END 13:11:24
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR! UHF FREQ, 296,8
l?SG#	 (102 RT
JSC SCh S 3298	 BLTS !	 !	 !
V1D 05 SIC 2002 ORB 050 DRY 276
A 0 S 13 : 12 : 56	 LOS 13 : 1- 7 : 40
VEH LINK FRcQ	 p	 REMARKS
SSO Ph LPL 2106.4	 OFF ' 1!254
S S 0 OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. NONE
' 2. MRX EL. 36.1
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOP, SUPPORT,
ENGINEERING TESTING ONLY, 	 i
9,ltihs	 0(12/RT
JSC SCE± S 3308	 HAS ,
UTD 05 SIC 2002 ORB 050 DAY 276
AUS 13 : 13 : 18




SSO PM U1 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
S S 0 FM DL 2254, a	 43
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM p IL 13:14:00
' 2. MX EL. 21.1





' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' VIP 05
	 SI ►: 2002	 OP.B 050	 DRY 276	 '







' i.COMM CONFIG (ILO! UHF FREQ 296.8
JSC#	 0;► 2/RT
JSC FORM U332R	 BATU
' UHF VOICE SUPFOPT BOT
' VID H5 SIC 2002 ORB 054 DAY 276
' 80S 13:43:41	 LOS 13:47:57
'	 MHX El.
' NOTES




JSC FORM U333R	 YRRU >	 >	 >
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR







' i.COMM CONFIG KILOi UHF FREQ 296.8
JS6A	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 334R	 ORkS
VID 05 SIC 2112 ORB 151 DRY 276
ADS 14 : 09 : 40	 LOS 14 : 11 : 17
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
S53 01 IL 2187.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM !L 2251.0	 13
NOTiS
' i. DONE
' 2. MAX EL. 05.2





(	 JSC SCM S 3358	 HAWS >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2082 ORB 951 DAY 276
ROS 14 : 26 : 22	 LOS 14 : 33 : 4
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4 	 25H ' lo2
SSO 00 DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF )L 2295.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF AT 14:35:00
' 2. MAX EL. 35.6
' 3. CORM CiJNFIG DELTR9 11HF FREQ i
' 4. TV REMOTING REQUIRB (SU1: Vl
'	 PLAYJACK)
JSG1
JSC SCM S 336R	 IUCS
VIP 05 SIC 2012 ORP 151 DAY c76
ROS 14 : 36 : 03	 LOS 14 : 44 : 11
VEH LINK t-REQ	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF !L 2205.0	 M
SSO FN )L 2251.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. CXR ON AT 14:35:11
'	 H-0 TO GDS AT 14:37:36
' 2. MAX El. 56.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
' 4. TV SUPPORT N—A RT lUC
JSGI	 002/RT
JSC SCR S 3378	 G1SS	 >	 >
VIP 05 SIC 2002 ORB 051 BAY 276
ROS 14 : 36 : 33	 LOS 14 : 43 : 31
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4 	 25H ' 1,2
SSO 01 1L 2287.5	 05
SSO BF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM JUC RT 14:37:31
'	 H-0 TO TUL RT 14:43:00
' 2. MAX EL. 54.6
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTR9 UHF FREQ. 296.8
'	 RENOTE UHF RT ROS
' 4. TV REFOTING REQI (SUI:VTR PLRYIRCK)
JSGI	 112/RT
JSC SCM S 3380	 TULS
VII 15 SIC 2102 ORB 151 IRY 276




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' it2
SSO 01 IL 2287,5	 13
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 h
SSO FN IL 2251.0	 23 ' 4
10TE"
' i. H-0 FROM 61S 14:43:11
'	 H-0 TO MIL RT 14:45:15
' 2. MAX El. 21.6
' 3. CONN CONFI6 DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.8.




JSC SCM S 339A	 MILS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 051 DRY 276
AOS 14 : 44 : 46
	
LOS 1.4 : 52 : 00
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1^2
SSO OA DL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF DL 2205.0	 M
%SO FM DL 2250.0	 23	 4
NOTES
' 1. 4-0 FROM TUL OT 14:45:15
' 4-0 TO BDR AT 14:50:00
' 2. MAX EL. 12.0
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA! UHF FREQ. 296.8
' 4. TV REMOTING REQUIRES (SUB: VTR
'	 PLRYI3LRCK;)
1"G;
JSC SCM S 3408	 BLTS ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORE 051 )AY 276
ROS 14 : 47 : 12	 LOS 14 : 51 : 10
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 OFF ' 1,294
SSO OD DL 2287,5
	 03 '
SSO DF BL 2205,0	 M




' 2. MAX El. 34.4
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT,
'	 EIGINEER106 TESTING ONLY.	 '
JSr1 0(12,RT
JSC SCM S 341A IDAS
VID 05	 SIC	 2002 OR1	 051 ilRY	 276
AOS 14	 :	 47	 ;	 25 LOS 14 '.	 55	 :	 42
UEH LINK	 FREQ RPARKS




SSO DF	 PL	 2205.0 M
SSO FM DL	 2250.0 23 4
NOTES
'	 I. H-0	 FROG	 MIL 14;50,00
'	 2. MAX	 EL.	 35.3
'	 3. C04M CONFIG DELTR^	 UHF FREQ. 296.3.
'	 4. ACQ	 IN	 MODE 23!	 (TV 0-0	 AT	 IDA);




JSC ^OPtl U342A	 PKRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR.
' VID 05 S14 2002 ORB 051
	
DRY 276




' i.COMM CONFIG KILOi UHF FREA 296,5
'	 UHF H-0 TO ASC AT 15;04;30
A168
I?SG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 3430	 ACNS
VIP 05 SIC 2002 ORB 051 DAY 276
ROS 15 : 04 : 18	 LOS 15 : 11 : 30
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1^2
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	
05
SSO DF DL 2205.0
SSO Fri DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. M-0
' 2. W EL. 17.4
' 3. C"M CONFIG DELTOi UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 UHF H-0 FROh DKR OT 15:04:30
.ISC#	 (102/RT
JSC FORM U3440	 ZOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DIET
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 051 DPY 276








JSC FORM U345A	 YARD +	 +	 ,
' UHF VOICE SIIPPORT YAR
' VID 05 S!C 2002 ORB 051 BAY 276







' 1.COMM CONFIG KILO+ UHF FREQ 296.8
JSGO	 W/RT
JSC SCM S 3460	 HU S +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2062 6RB $52 DAY 276
AOS 16 : 01 : 11
	




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OI IL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0 	 13
MOTES
' 1. CXR OFF AT 16:08:30
' 2. MAX EL. 11.6
' 3, COMM CONFIG DELTA+ UHF FREQ 296.8
,
JSG!	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 347A	 IUCS >	 >
VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 052 :SAY 276
R8S 16 : 10 : 34	 LOS 16 : 18 : 24
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMPRKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 1f2
SSO OD lL 2287.5	 03
SSO IF IL 2115.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2251.1	 1.3
•	 NOTES
' 1. CXR ON Al 16:18:30
'	 H-0 TO G)S AT 16:11:31
' 2. MAX El. 34.1
' 3. COHN CONFIG CHARLIE.
JSG;	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 3488	 GDSS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 052 DRY 276
ROS ;6 : ii	 63	 LOS 16 : it : 53
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4 	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF â L 2265.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.6	 13
MOTES
' 1. H-0 FRCA BUC AT 16:11:30
'	 H-0 TO TUL AT 16:16:30
' 2. MAX EL. 37.7
s	 s
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ. 296.8
'	 REMOTE UHF AT AOS
A171
.1SG!
JSC SC" S 349A	 1ULS ,	 4
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORE 052 DAY 276
ADS 16 : 13 : 24	 LOS 1-; : 20 : 34
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSQ PM L► L 2106.4	 24H ' 1-2
SSO 01) DL 2287.5	 03
S SO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO Ph DL 2250,0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 P ROM GDS	 16:16:30
'	 H-0 TO hIL AT 16:19:30
' 2. NAX EL. 26.6
' 3. COMM CON F IG DEL T A UHF FREQ. 296.8.
002- R 
.1SG!
JS( SCh S 350N	 MILS; 1
VIP 05 SIC 2002 ORB 052 DRY 276
ROS 16 : 18 : 40
	 LO S 16 : 26 : 56
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106. 4	25H ' 1-2
SSQ OD it 2217.`	 QS
SSO DF DL 220:.0	 M	 '




J SC SC M S 3518 	 HAS
VID 05 SIG 2002 ORE 051 I RY 276
ROS ih : 22 : 00




SSO Ph UL 2106. 4	25H ' 1-2
S,O OD IL 2287.5	 05
SS,0 BF DL 22e5.6	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
MOTES
' I. H-0 FROM MIL 16:24:30
'	 MAX EL. 0;.1
' 3. COMM CONF16 DELTRr LiMF FREQ 296,8
TSG!	 OU2iRT
JSC SCM S 3520	 RCNS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 052 DRY 2116




SSO P4 UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO OD 1L 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.0
	
M
SSO FM IL 2250,0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 11.7
'	 STRRT KEYHOLE i6:43:22-EN1 16:43:56
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► 	 JSC#	 002/RT
SC MR U3530	 JOTU s	 +	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT BOT '
' VID 15 S1^ 2002 ORB 052 DAY 276
' AOS 16:51:35	 LOS 16:54:52
'	 MAX EL.
' to , ES
' i.CONM CONFI6 KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSCf	 012/RT
JSC FORM U354R	 YARU s	 s	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VID 15 SIC 2002 ORB 152 JAY 276










JSC SCA S 355P	 G4MS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 053 IiRY 27S
ADS 17 : 21 : 50	 LOS 17 : 29 : 19
VEH LINK FREA	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2186.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OP DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF PL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM I!l 2250.0	 13
MOTES
' 1. K -A
' 2. MAX EL. 51.5
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296,8
002%R1JSGI
JSC SCM S 356A	 HAWS 9
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 053 DA'. 276
IRO  i? : 40 : 31 LOS 17 : 40 ; 33
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2186.4	 25H ' 1,214
SSO OIL DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250,0	 00
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 00.4
' 3. COMM CONFIG DEL T Rp UHF FREQ 296.8





JSC SCM S 3570	 BUCS >	 >	 >
VI) 95 SIC 2102 OR1 053 DAY 27 6
ROS i7 : 44 : 43	 LOS 17 : 52 : 44
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' is2
SSO 01 Dl 2287.5	 03 '
SSO DF DL 2295.0	 K
SSO FM DL 2259.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO US AT 17:46:00
^	 s
' 2. MAX EL. 82.7
' 3. COMM COIIFIG CHARLIE,
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCA S 3580
	 GDSS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 OR1 03 DRY 276
ROS 17 : 45 : 12




SSi; PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF DL 2265.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0
	 13
MOTES
' 1. H—O FROM IUC RT 17:46:00
'	 H-0 TO TUL AT 17:5i:?8
' 2. MAX EL. 62.0
s	 ,
' 3. COMM "ONFIG DELTRs UHF FREQ. 296.8
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT ROS.
-A17 7
11SG4	 0O2%RT
JSC SCM S 359R	 TULS
VII 65 SIC 2002 ORB 053 DAY 276
AOS 17 : 47 : 23	 LOS 17 : 54 : 53
VEH LINK FRED	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1^2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03	 '	 ►
SSO P  "L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM ill 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM GDS	 17:51:30
'	 H - O TO MIL R T 17:54:30
MRX El. 51.4
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR q
 UHF FREQ 296,8
.1SGI
JSC SCM S 360R	 MLXS ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 053 PAY 276
00S 17 : 54 : 11	 LOS 1 0. : 00 : 00
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO OD PL 2297, 5 	05	 '
SSO V, DL 2265.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM T UL AT 17:54:30
'	 H-O TO QUI AT 17;59:54
' 2. MAX El. 08.5







JSC SCM S 3610	 QU1S >	 >
VIB 05 SIC 2002 OR11 053 DAY 276
AOS 17 : 59 : 38	 LOS 18 : 12 : 13
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' it2
SSO 01 DL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF Dl 2215,0	 M
SSO FN DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' I. H-0 FROM MLX AT 17:59:50
' 2. MAX El. 03, MRSKIN6 STARTS AT
'	 18:81:04 EM âS AT i8:li:32





' UHF VOICE SUPPONT 10T
' VII 85 SIC 2012 ORB 153 IRY 276




' i.COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSGI	 102/RT
JSC SCM S 3630	 6WMS
VID 15 SIC 2002 OR1 054 DAY 276
AOS 18 : 57 : 37	 LOS 19 : 02 : 22
VEH LINK FPEQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2146.4	 25H ' it2
SSO 01 DL 2287.5 	 05
SSO IF DL 2265, .0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 05.4 ► KEYHOLE STARTS AT
'	 19:0i:l^& ENDS Al L9:12:17
' 3. CONN CONFIG BELTRi UHF FREQ 296.8
Al-9
JS51	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 3648	 BUCS
VID 05 SIC 2102 ORB 054 HAY 276
90S 19 : 19 : ii	 LOS 19 : 25 : 55
JEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' W
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO IF ILL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' i. CXR ON AT 19:18:10
'	 H-0 TO GDS AT 19:21:31
' 2. MAX El. 12.0
' 3. CORN CONF16 CHARLIE.
JSGI	 002/RT
JSC SCR S 365A
	 GDSS	 >	 >
UIH 05 SIC 2002 ORB 054 DAY 276
AOS 19 : 19 : 44	 LOS 19 : 25 : 04
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSG PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1+2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 15
SSO IF âL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 i3
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM âUC AT 19:20:30
'	 H-0 TO TUL AT 19:23:01
' 2. MAX EL. 07.9;KEYHOLE STARTS AT
'	 19:23:95 ENDS AT 19:24:17
' 3. COFA ;ONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ. 296.8





0 0 2 R 
(	 JSC SCM S 3668	 TULS +	 +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 0`4 DRY 276




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1!2
SSO OD PL 2287.5	 03
SSO BF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM GDS 19:23:00
' 2. MAX EL. 05.1
' 3. C"M CONFIG DELTA UHF FREQ. 296,8,
JSG#	 0N2iRT
JSC SCM S 3678	 QUIS +	 +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 154 DAY 276
AOS 19 : 32 : 26	 LOS 19 : 39 : 24
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1+2
SSO OD BL 22,87,5	 d5
SSO DF BL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251,0	 13
NOTES
' i. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 42.3
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE
JtiG!	 002%RT
JSC FORM U368A	 BOTU
	 +
UHF VOICE SUPPOPT HT












JSC SCM S 3698	 IO2S
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORE 054 DAY 276
AOS 20 : 12 : 52	 LOS 20 : 13 : (10
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMP76
SSO PM± UL 1831.7	 24H '	 2
SSO OD 11 2287.5	 03 '
SSO DF â L 22 ill
SSO FM DL 2259.0	 00
NOTES
' t. N-R
' 2. MAX EL. 04.6




JSC SCM S 3708	 HAWS
VID 05 SIC 2001 ORB 655 PRY 276
AOS 20 : 47 : 35	 LOS 20 : 51 : 59
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1f2
SSO OD DL 2247.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
ROTES
' i. CXR OFF AT 20:53:00
' 2. MAX EL. 06,2*, EXPECT DATA DROPOUTS
'	 DUE TO MASKING AND KEYHOLE.
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JSC SCM S 3718	 RGOS	 ,	 y
VIB 05 SIC 2612 ORB 055 BAY 276
ROS 21 : 13 : 00 	 LOS 21 : 18 : 05
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 21l6,4	 25H ' io2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF DL 2215.6	 M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 4A.3
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MRX EL. 14.4
' 3. COHN CONFIG CHARLIE
JSGI 002 /RT
JSC FORM V720 BOTU
	 f
' UHF VOICt SUPPORT IOT






' i.CONM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
JS6#	 102/RT
JSC SCM S 3738	 IO2S
VI1 05 SIC 2112 ORB 155 DRY 276
SOS 21 : 42 : 39
	




SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 112
SSO 01 PL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF I L  2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i.
' 2. MAX EL. 60.0
' 3. COMB CONFIG DELTRo UHF FREQ 296.8
A184
t	 JSC4	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 3740	 HRWS	 +
VIl 05 SIC 2002 ORE 156 DAY 276
ROS 22 : 26 : 07	 LOS 22 : 27 : 36
VEH LINK FREQ	 K	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL M6.4	 25H ' 1+2
SSO 01 IL 2257.5	 05
SSO DF 1L 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL X150.0	 13
NOTES
' i. CXR OFF AT 22:19:00
' 2. MRX EL. 61.2
+	 +
' 3. M CONFI6 DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.3
J 1%,fb1	 002/RT
JSC SCH S 3750	 860S a	 +
VIl 05 SIC 2042 ORI M DAY 276
ROS 22 : 47 : 15




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 2U ' is2
SSO 01 IL 2257.5
	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 N
SSO FN k 2251.6	 13
MOTES
' i. N—R
' 2. MAX EL. 54.3
' 3. CORN CONFIS CHRRUE
JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM U37S0	 HTU f	 +	 +
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT IOT '







' i.COM CONFI6 KILO+ UHF FREQ 296.8
A185
JSGI	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 3178	 IO2S ,	 +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 057 DAY 276
ROS 23 : i$ : 44	 LOS 23 : 22 : 51
VEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7 	 24H ' 1+2
SSO 01 Dl 2287.5 	 03
SSO IF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. N-A
' 2. MAX El. 02.i;MASKING STARTS AT
'	 23:19:23 ENDS AT 23:20:03
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA+ UHF FREQ 296.8
JSGI	 00211T
JSC SCR S 370	 HAMS +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 157 DAY 276
ROS 23 : 55 : 36




SS1 PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' i+2
SSO 01 DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF Dl 2205.0
	
M
SSO FM DL 2250.0
	 15
NOTES
' i. CXR OFF AT 00:02:00
' 2. MAX CL. 05.2
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTA+ UHF FREQ 296.8.




JSC SCM S 3798	 AGOS	 +
VID 05 SIC 2612 ORB 057 DAY 277
AOS It : 21 : 38	 LOS 10 : 27 : 21
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 112
SSO i D 1L 2287.5	 05
SSO IF 11 2205.0 	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 i5
NOTES
' i.
' 2. MAX EL. 22.1
' 3. COHN CONF IG CHRRLIE
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
JS6t	 112/RT
JSC SCM S 384A	 ACNS	 3
VID 15 SIC 2402 ORB 057 DAY 277
AOS 60 : 38 : 41
	 LOS 18 : 41 : 45
VEH LINK F iEQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1186.4 	 25H ' 112
SSO 01 DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO IF DL 2215.0
	
M
SSO FM IL 2251.0	 15
NOTES
' i. N-A
' 2. MRS EL. 12.8
' 3. COMN COIlFIG DELTAS X FREQ 295-8














































JSO SCM S 38iA	 GWMS	 >	 >
Vil 15 SIC 2102 ORB 058 DAY 277
AOS 01 : 2e : 25	 LOS 0'_ : 23 : 0
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4 	 25H ' is2
SSO 01 Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO DF Dl 2215.0	 M
SSO FN DL 2254.0	 15
MOTES
' i. N—A
' 2: XRX EL. 12.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS U'IF FREQ 296.8.




JSC SCM 5 382A	 AGOS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORI 158 BAY 277
AOS 01 : 55 : 55
	 LOS 02 : 11 : 39
VEH LINK FREQ	 K	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116,4 	 25H ' 112
SSG OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF 1L 2245.0 	 M
SSO FM IL 2256.0	 15
MOTES
' i. N—A
' 2. MAX EL, 31.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE. INHIDIT UPLINK '




jSC SCR S 3838	 RCNS +	 +	 +	 ^^
VID 15 SIC 2082 ORB 058 DAY 277
AOS 02 : i0 : 24	 LOS 02 : 18 : 08
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1+2
SSO 01 IL 2287.5	 05
SSO IF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2 2 50.0	 15
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MRX El. 76.0
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTA+ UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 INHIIIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREN SLEEP
'	 PERIO).
JSGI	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 3848	 GNMS +	 +	 +
VID 15 SIC 2012 ORI 159 DAY 277
ROS 02 : 52 : 35




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1+2
SSO OD IL 2287.5
	
05
SSO IF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2256.0	 15
NOTES
' i. N-R
' 2. MAX EL. 58.2
+
' 3. CONN CONFIG DELTA+ UHF FREQ 296.8.
'	 INHIIIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
A100
. i ': G 	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 385A	 RGOS ► 	 ► 	 ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 059 DRY 277
ROS 03 : 29 : 46	 LOS 03 : 35 : 54
VEK LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF 11 2205.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MRX EL. 28.9
' 3. COMA CONFIG CHARLIE, INHIBIT UPLINK
'	 VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP PERIOD.
11SCi	 002/RT
JSC FORM U3869	 HKRU +	 }
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' V!D 05 SIC 2002 ORB 160 DRY 277




' i.COMM COWFIG KILO, UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
IjSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 387R	 GWMS
VlD 05 SIC 2002 ORB 060 DRY 277
ROS 04 : 28 : 32	 LOS 64 : 32 : 01
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 21x6.4	 25H ' 1^2
SSO OD HL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF BL 2205.0	 N
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MAX EL, 03A
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 4^96.8,


























































JSC SCM S 3889	 HGOS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 060 DAY 277
ROS 05 : 05 : 58	 LOS 05 : 07 : 23
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD BL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO F y




' 3. CORM CONFIG CHARLIE, INHIBIT UPLINK
'	 VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP PERIOD.
JSCi	 002/RT	 f
JSC FORD U389R	 DKRU 1	 s	 s
' UWF VOICE SUPPORT D(R
' Vil OS SIC 2102 OR) 161 IRY 277




' 1.CONM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
PERIOD.
JSG4	 0021T
JSC SCM S 391A
	 MARS 1	 1	 1
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 061 JAY 277
AOS 05 : 28 : 13
	 LOS 05 : 33 : 56
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2237.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2245.0
	
M




' 2, MOX El. 18.9; KEYHOLE START AT
'	 05:32:101 END AT 05:32:23
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA. UHF FREQ.296.8





JSC SCM S 391A	 QUIS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 061 DRY 277




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD IL 2237,5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 34.E
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE. INHIBIT UPLINK




JSC SCR S 3920	 MADS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 062 IRY 277
ROS 07 : 01 : 24	 LOS 07 : 08 : 03
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 21h.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287,5	 05
SSO BF DL 2205A	 M
SSO FM IL 2258.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MOX El. 31.9.
' 3. CORO CONFIG DELTR. UHF FREQ 296,8
,isct	 002 R 
JSC FORM U393P	 YRRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR
' VIP 05 SIC 2002 ORB Oo? DAY 277
' ROS 17:35:39
	




' i.COMM CONFIG KILO! UHF FREQ 296,3
A194
Js G1.	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 3949	 ORBS s	 s	 s
VII 05 SIC 2012 ORB 062 DAY 277
AOS 07 : 43 : 05	 LOS 17 : 48 : 53
UEH LINK FREQ	 "	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 1s2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSG DF 1L 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 11 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. NONE
' 2. MAX EL. 45.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
JS6#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 3958	 QUIS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 163 DAY 277
AOS 08 : 18 : 38 	 LOS 08 : 20 : 30
UEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' !s2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM 11 2251.0
	 13 '
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO MIL AT 08:20:15
' 2. NU El. 03.0.





JSC SCM S 3968	 ML`,S
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 063 DAY 277
ROS 08 : 20 : 05	 LOS 08 : 25 : 1-4
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05 '
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M	 '
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13	 '
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM QUI AT 03:20:15
'	 H-0 TO HR AT 08,123:30
' 2. MRX EL. 04.5
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA. UHF FREQ. 296.8
002%RTJS'G#
JSC SCM S 3978	 HAS ,
UID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 063 DAY 277
ROS 03 : 22 : 38	 LOS 08 : 30 : 05
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD Dl 2237.5	 05
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FRO G! MIL AT 03:23:30
,
' 2. ► AX El. 14.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA. UHF FREQ. 296,8-
A196
IJ q-
 riI	 (1 2 R 
JSC SCM S 3980	 MRDS	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 063 DAY 277




SS6 PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
DSO FM DL 2250,0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 39.4
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR. UHF FREQ 2_96.8
' 4. TV REMOTINGREQUIRED7 (SUB: PRINTER
'	 MESSAGE REMOVAL)
JSG4	 002iRT
JSC. scM S 399A	 IO2S
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 063 DRY 277
ROS 08 : 55	 18	 LOS 09 : 59 : 14
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO P M UL 1831.7	 24H ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 02.1
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296,8 	 '
,1ST'!
	 0 0 2 i R T
JSC FORM U40OR	 YRRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR
























































JSC SCH S 401R	 ORRS s	 s	 s
UID 05 SIC 2902 ORB 063 DRY 277
ROS 09 : 18 : 28	 LOS 09 : 22 : 50
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2166.4	 25H ' i12
SSO OD DL 22S1.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205,0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.9	 13
NOTES
' 1, NONE
' 2. MRAX EL, 42.8
' 3. COMI CONFI6 CHRRLIE.
JSG4
JSC SCM S 402R	 MILS s	 s	 s
UID 05 SIC 2001 Oki 064 âRY 277
ROS 09 : 52 : 28	 LOS 10 : 60 : 40
QEH LINK FREQ	 "	 REMO RKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 4J2
SSJ OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM D! 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO B y'R HT 09:58:30
' 2. QX EL. 75.5	 '




JSC SCM S 463H	 E9AS
VID 05 VC 2602 ORB 664 DAY 277
HOS 09 : 56 : 11	 LOS 10 : 04 : 23
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOES
' i. H-0 FROM MIL AT 0:58:36
' 2. MAX EL. 53.5
' 3. CORK CONFI6 DELTHs UHF FREQ 296.8
JSG4	 09IiRT
JSC SCM S 0,04H	 6LTS
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 064 DAY 277
AOS 0° : 57 : 37
	 LOS 10 : 00 : 41
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 OFF ' 112,4
SSO OD IL 2287.5
	 05
SSO OF DL 22 0 5.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' I. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 10.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT;






JSC SCM S 4058	 MAD$ s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIB' 2002 ORB 064 DRY 277
ROS 10 : OJ : 45	 LOS 10 ; 15 : 48
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2196.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—R
' 2. MAX EL. 15.5
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTA. UHF FREQ 296.8
JSG#
JSC SCM S 4068	 102S s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 064 DRY 277
a0S '10 : 27 : 39
	 LOS 10 : 35 : 05
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7 	 24H ' is2
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 03
SSO DF BL 2205.0
	
M
SSO FM BL 2250.0 	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 61.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRs UHF FREQ 296,8
JSC#
JSC FORH U4078	 YRRU s	 s	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR
	 '

















JSC SCM S 408A	 ORRS
VID 05 SIC 2802 ORB 064 DRY 277
ROS 10 : 52 : 47	 LOS 10 : 57 : 25
V;N LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1i2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2245.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13
NOTk S
' 1. NONE
' 2. MRX EL. 51.2




JSC SCM S 409R	 BUCS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 065 DRY 277




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' '02
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 03
SSO DF ]L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 Tv 1UL AT 11:24:80
' 2. MAX El. 03.7
' 3. COHN CONFIG CHARLIE
A202
151;=	 Dit2<<RT
JSC SCM S 4108	 TULS
0ID 05 SIC 2002 ORE 065 DRY 27171




SSA p fi UL 2106. ,+	 24H ' 1,2
550 OD DL 2287,5	 03
SSO DF I1L 220`, i1	 M
SSO Fri DL 22511.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FRO" YUC HT 11:24:00
'	 H-0 TCt H I L MT 11:"R:'311
' t. "R EL. 19.2
' 3. COMh CONFIG DEL T A UhF FRED 2'16.8	 a
.1St;!	 0021RT
JSC SCH 5 41iR	 MILS
UID h5 SIC 2002 ORE 065 DRY 277
PAS 11 : 2 7 : 10	 L 0 S 11 : 34 :
U;H LINK FRED	 m	 PEMHRKS
SSG PH UL 2106, 4	25H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 22	 05
51 1  I1t= DL 2205. i1	 N
SS 1  Fm DL 2150. C	 13
Nt1TES
' 1. H-O FRCit! 1l_ M T 11:2:30
H-0 TA I DA RT 11:32: to
' 2. MRX EL. 14,2
' 3. COMM CONFIU II ELTni UHF FREQ 296,9
,203
JSC S('M S 4128	 PDAS ,	 •
VID 05 SIC 2001 ORB 065 DAY 277
P0S 11 : 30 : 46	 LOS 11 : 38 : 33
VIN LINK FRED?	 M	 REMARKS
SSO P11 UL 2106.4 	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 228?.5
	 05	 '
SSO PF DL 22P 15.0	 M	 '
SSO Fri Dl 2250.0	 13	 '
NOTES
' I. H-0 FPO	 MIL AT 11:32:00
' 2. M8X EL. 19.1
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 290,8
JSG#
JSC SCM S 413P	 8L T S ,	 •
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB O65 DAY ???
A OS 11 : 31 : 02
	 LOS 11 : 35 : 2'
VEH LINK FREQ
	 m	 REMARKS
S S 0 PH UL ^I^16,4
	
(OFF ' 1,2±4




 DL 2205.0	 K	 '
SSO FM DL 2250. (1 	 3
NOTES
' 1. b - P
' 2. MOO EL. 30.6
' 3. COMM
 CONFIG CHARLIE,
' 4. NAT SC H EDULED FOR SUPP;k T
'	 ENGINH-^ INO TEST'Ni ONLY.
1^1'!
JSC FORM U41 4 M	 DXRU ,
' UHF (I OICE SUP POR T DKR
' VID 05
	 SIC 2(1 02	 ORE 065	 DN}' 2??




' I-COMM CONFIG KILO, UHF FRN 296,8
,JSG4	 002/,R1
JSC SCM S 4158	 MRDS	 1	 s
VID 05 SI l; 2002 ORB 065 DRY 277
ROS it : 45 : 38	 LGS ii : 4' : 35
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M





' 2. MRX EL. 01.3; TERRAIN MASKING START
'	 AT 11:46:161 END AT 11:46:38




JSC SCM S 4160	 IO2S 1	 1	 1
VID i5 SIC 2002 ORB 065 DAY 277
ROS 12 : 03 : 47	 LOS 12 : 06 : 47
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287,5	 03
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
MOTES
' 1. N—R
' 2. MRX EL. 01.2
' 3. COMM CONI; IG HLTA1 UHF FREQ 296.8
.JSC#
JSC FORM U417H	 YARU 1	 1	 1
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR '
' VID 05 SIC 2W ORB 665 DRY 277




' 1.COMM COMFIG KILC ► 1 UHF FREQ 296.8
AN'
JSG4	 002iRT
JSC SCM S 4188	 ORRS
	 a	 ,
V13 05 SIC 2002 ORB 065 DRY 277
ROS 12 : 26 : 33	 LOS 12 : 30 : 58
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2186.4	 25H ' 1Y2
SSO OD â L 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 11 NOME
' 2. MAX EL. 24.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
U:
JSC SCM S 419A	 HAWS 1	 s	 5
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 066 DAY 277
AOS 12 . 45 : 57	 LOS 12 : 49 : 27
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1:2
SSO OD BL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0
	 M




' 2. MRX EL. 03.0
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JSC SLM S 4200	 BUCS +	 +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2002 Oki 066 DAY 277
AOS 12 : 53 : 53	 LIS 13 : 11 : 49
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 24H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF IL 221.0	 M -
SSO FM DL 2250.0 	 13
NOTES
' i. H•0 1O GIS AT 12:56:31
s 	 s
' 2. MAX EL. 33.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE
JSG4	 002/RT
JSC SCR S 4210	 GDSS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 066 DAY 277
AOS 12 : 54 : 53 	 LOS 13 : 41 : i7
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' I. HAMDOVER FROM BUC AT 12:56:30
'	 HANDOVEk TO TUL AT 13:00:30
' 2. MAX El. 33.8
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296,8
0-208
JSG4	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 422H	 TULS
V1) 05 SIC 2002 ORB 666 DAY 277
AOS 12 : 56 : 18	 LOS 13 : 03 : 42
VEH LINk FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4 	 24H ' 1o2
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM Gh AT 13:00:30
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT 13:03:36
' 2. MX EL. 43.8
' 3. COMM CONFIG â ELTRs UHF FREQ 296.8
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 4238	 MLXS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 666 DAY 277
ADS 13 : 02 : 17
	 LOS 13 : 08 : 51
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1f2
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM TUL AT 13:03:30
'	 4 -0 TO â BA AT 13:08:00
' 2. MHX EL. 08.2; WKING START AT
'	 13:02:201 END AT 13:03:05
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRi UHF FREQ 296,8
A209
002/RT
JSC SCM S 4248	 BITS	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 066 DRY 277
ROS 13 : 0 4 : 44	 LOS 13 : 09 : 26
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 OFF ' 1!2+4
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 P5
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM ll 2259.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 37.4
' 3. COHN CONFIG CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT;
'	 ENGINEERING TESTING ONLY.
JS64	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 4258	 BDRS	 s
VID S5 SIC 2012 ORB 066 DRY 277
ROS 13 : 05 : 10	 LOS 13 : 13 : 12
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287,5	 05
SSO BF BL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL RT 13:08:00
' 2. MAX EL. 24.9
' 3, COMM CONFIG DELTR9 UHF FREQ 296,8
JSC#	 002iRT
JSC FORM U426R	 DKRU
	 a
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 066 DRY 277




' 1.COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
Azio
-isco	 002/RT
JSC FORM U427A	 BOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT BOT
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 066 DAY 277




' i.COMM CONFIG KILOi UHF FREQ 296.9
JSCD	 002/R1
JSC FORM U4289	 YARU >	 >	 >
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VID O5 SIC 2002 ORB 066 DRY 277




' i.COMM CONFIG KILOi UHF FREQ 296.8
JSGD
JSC SCM S 429H	 HAWS 9	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2902 ORB 067 DAY 277
AOS 14 : 18 : 09




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0
	
M
SSO FM DL ''/250.0 	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. rAX El. 75.6
,




JSC SCM S 4308	 BUCS }
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 067 DAY 2?7
ROS 14 : 28 : 04	 LOS 14 : 35 : 59
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' I12
SSO OD DL 2257.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' t H-0 TO HS Al 14:30:00
' 2. SAX cl. 43.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE
' 4. TV SUPPORT N-R AT EUC
,1S6i	 042/RT
JSC SCM S 4318	 GDSS
QID 05 SIC 2602 ORB 067 DAY 277
AOS 14 : 28 : 33




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF â L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 23	 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM BUC 8T 14:,10:00
'	 H-0 TO TUL AT 14:34:30
' 2. MAX E" 43.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296,8
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT AOS.
' 4, TV REMOTING REQUIRED, (SUB: MEAL
'	 uREPORATION)
A212
.) 4 ,;f	 002/RT
J 14C SCh S 4329	 TU S
UID 05 SIC 2002 OU 66? DRY 277
AM 14 : 30 : 55	 LOS 14 : 3? : 54
UEH L INX FRED	 p	 Rc^Wfs
SSO 99. UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287,5	 03
S S 0 DF AL 2"n5. (1	 M	 t	 ,
SH FM DL "1250.0	 23' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM GDS AT 14:34:30
H-0 TO MiL AT 14:?7:00
MAX EL. 20.3
L. 	 CQNFIC, DELTA! UHF FREQ
' 4 . TU S IUP PO G T N - 9 RT TUL.
. 1 S' 	
rT	
{^^; /QT
r:i ccm S 4338	 MI_L;	 t	 i
liID 05	 iL" 219 01) ORk W D p Y 2;?
PH 14 ; 36 : 34	 HI S 14 : 44 ; aS
UEH LINK PPEu	 m	 REMRW
SSQ Pm UL 21 06.4	 25H ' 1 ^2
SSO OD DL 2247,5	 05
ScVO D F DL 22(x`. C	 M
SSO Fs. PL 2250.0	 23
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM! TUL AT :14:3?; 00
'	 H-O TO JDH HT 14:42:04
W EL. 15.1
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 236.8




4E1C SCh S 4148	 BITS
CH ID 05 SIC 2002 9RB 067 DRY
AOS 14 : 38 : 56	 LOS 14 : 41 : 09
VEH L INr,	 FRED	 M	 i;olRRkS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 OF F ' 1,2,4
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO D F DL 22P5. 0	 M
SSO Fm DL 2250,U	 23
NOTES
N - R
' 2. AAk EL. '`.1
' 3. COMM COV IG CHARLIE.
' 4. 4111 5 C H I P U L E D FOR SuPF'ORI
'	 ENGINEERIa6 TEST 1 11C, ONLY.
JS61	 0(l2'RT
JSC SCM S 4358
	 HAS +
,1 11) 05 SIC 2002 ORB W DAY 277
AOS 14 : 39 : 15	 LOS 14 : 47 . 31
UEH LI Nk FRED	 M	 REnaRkS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25k	 1-2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO IMF DL 2205. ^^	 m
SSO
	
M PL 2250. ii 	 23	 4
NOTES
1. H-O UOM AIL r3T 14 :42:00
2. "IX EL. 51.8
' 3. C Lo4M CON,' 16 DELTA, UHF FRE0 ?ar. 8 	 '
' 4. A C Q iN M OI'E 23 iIU N-8 AT BDH)^
'	 SNI T CH T O i? RT MIL LO` 14:44:08
.1SC1	 002%RI
JSC FORM U436R	 MU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT UKR
' UID 05	 SIC' 2082	 ORB 06l	 DRY 277	 '






' i.I:OMM COMFIG KILO, UHF FREQ 296.8
1: 14
}SGI	 002IRT
JSC SCM S 4378	 MCNS
VID 05 SIC, 2002 ORB 067 DAY 277




SSG ^F^ UL 2106.4	 25H ' Is 
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 40.4
' 3. CONN CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
.jsc#	 002/RT
JSC FORM U438A	 BOTU
' UHF VOICE 6UPPORT IOT
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORa 067 DRY 277




' 1.COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.3
.1 S C;
JSC FORM U439A	 YRRU s	 ,	 ,
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR	 '
' VID 05 SIC 2002 CP° 067 DRY 277




' i.COMN CONFIG KILOs UHF FREQ 296.3
002/RT
A2iS
-j SG 	 002lRT
JSC SCM S 4408	 GWMS
VID O r SIC 2002 ORB 067 DRY 277
ROS 15 : 41 : 31	 LOS 15 : 45 : 12
VEH LINK FRED	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13	 '
N01ES
'	 1.
' 2. MU El. 03.1; M?SKING START AT
'	 15:42:54- EMD AT 15:43:04
' 3. COnM CONFIG DELTR, UHF FREQ 296.8
.)SG;
	 002iRT
JSC SCM S L410	 HAMS
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 068 DAY 277
ROS 15 : s3 : 31
	 LOS 15 : 58 : 58
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD Dl 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR OFF AT 10:00:30
' 2. MAX EL. 07.5





JSC SCM S 442A	 BUCS +	 I	 I
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 068 DAY 277
ROS 16 : 02 : 23	 LOS 16 : 10 : 15
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1i2
SSO OD D! 2287.5	 03
SSO DF IL 2205.0 	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0 	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO US RT 16:04:00
' 2. MAX El , 37.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE
,1SG*	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 443A	 GDSS	 }
VU 05 SIC 2002 ORB 463 DAY 277
ROS 16 : 02 : 54	 LOS 16 : 69 : 47
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1Y2
SSO OD Dl 228?.5
	 05 '
SSO DF IL 2205.0
	 h
SSO FM DL 2250.0
	 13
NOTES
1. H-0 FROM IUC AT 16:04:00
'	 H-0 TO TUL RT 16:09:00
' 2. MAX EL. 42.1
' 3. COMM CONFIG BELTR9 UHF FREQ 296.8
REMOTE UHF VOICE AT ROS.
A217
.1Sli#	 002.'RT
JSC SCM S 4448	 TULS >	 >
011 05 SIC 2002 ORB 068 DAY 277




SSO PM UL 2106,4	 24H ' 1i2	 '
SSO OD BL 2287.5 	 03
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM 11 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM LDS AT 16:09:00
'	 H-0 TO MIL RT 16:11:30
MAX EL. 33.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRY UHF FREQ 296.8
,!SG;	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 4458	 MILS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 068 HY 277
ROS 16 : 10 : 28




SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205,0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
MOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL AT 16:11:30
'	 H-0 TO BIR HT 16:18:01
' 2. MAX EL. 05,1
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR9 UHF FREQ 296,8
A-21,8
.js61	 002iR1
JSC SCM S 4460	 JDRS
011) 85 SIC 2002 ORB 064 DAY 277




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2	 '
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF Pl 2285.8	 M
SSO FM â L 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL AT 16:14:00
' 2. MAX EL. 04.7
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UNF FREQ 296.8
.lSG4	 @02jRT
JSC SCM S 4 .178	 ACNS
UI â 05 SIC 2002 ORR 868 DAY 277
AOS 16 : 32 : 23	 LOS 16 : 35 : 19
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2186.4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF PL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 225@.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MAX EL. it5.4
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296,8
,1SCI1	 002%RT
JSC FORM U448A	 BOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT HT
' V1D 05 SIC 2002 ORB 063 P Y 277 	 '
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-,'SC FORM U449A	 YARU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 068 DAY 277
' AOS 17:03:17	 LOS 17:05:35
'	 MRX El.
' NOTES
' i.COMM CONFIr KILOi UHF FRED 296.8
JC.G#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 4500	 6WMS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 069 DAY 277
AOS 17 : 03 : 17	 LOS 17 : 21 : 08
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4 	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF BL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM )L 2250.0	 13
NOTES
N-A
' 2. MAX E,.. 52.4
' 3. COHN CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSG#	 002%RT
JSC SCM S 4510	 BUCS
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 069 DAY 277
AOS 17 : 36 : 34	 LOS 17 : 44 : 26
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 03
SSO DF DL 2265.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 23	 ' 4
NOTES
' i. +1-0 TO GDS AT 17:38:00
' 2. MAX EL. 53.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHRRLIE
' 4. TO SUPPORT N-0 AT BUC
A-1
J S. G 1	 0 0 2, R 
JSC SCM S 452A	 GDSS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 069 DAY 27?
AOS 17 : 37 : 00	 LOS 17 : 43 : 34
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 25H ' 1^2
SSO 01 DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM AL 1250.0	 23	 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM DUC AT 17:38:00
'	 H-O TO TUL AT 17:43:00
' 2. MRX EL. 39.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG DEL'IR! UHF FREQ 296,5
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT AOS.
' 4. TV REMOTING REQUIRED! (SUF: EVA
'	 DEMO)
JSG1	 H02%RT
JSC SCM S 453A	 TULS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 069 DAY 277
AOS 17 : 39 : 18	 LOS 17 : 46 : 30
VEH LINK F REQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO P M UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1,.2
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0
	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 23	 ' 4
NOTES
' i. H-O FROM 6DS AT 17:43:00
'	 H-O TO MIL AT 17:46:01
' 2. MAX EL. 28.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA! UHF FREN 296.5
' 4. TV SUPPORT N-A AT TUL.
A-'2-"
.1564	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 454R	 MILS	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 069 )AY 277
ADS 17 : 45 : 43	 LOS 17 : 50 : 22
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF Ill 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.5	 23	 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM 1UL RT 17:46:00
'	 CYR. OFF AT 17:50:25
' 2. MRX EL. 04.0
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTR^ UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. TV REMOTINI REQUIRED+ (SUi: EVR
'	 DEMO).
IRG*	 O02 R 
JSC: SCM S 4558	 QUIS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 069 DRY 277
ADS 17 : 50 : 29	 LOS 	 : 54 : 4J
VEH LINK FREQ	 p	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' i!2
SSO OD DL 22.7.5	 05 '
SSO IF )L 2205.0	 n	 '
SSO FM 11 2250.0	 13	 ► 	 '
NOTES
' 1. CXR ON AT 17:50:25
' 2. MAX FL. 08.f)
' 3. COMM CONFI6 CHARLIE.
IT"c#	 0u2%RT
JSC FORM U456P	 IO I U +	 !	 •
' UHF VOICE SUPPU T ROT
' VID O5 SIC 2002	 ORB 069
	
DRY 277	 '




' 1.COMM CONFI6 KILO, UHF FREQ 296.8
0223)
.JSUi	 OJ2/RT
JSC SCM S 457H	 GWMS +	 +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 070 DAY 27?
ROS 18 : 51 : 33	 LOS A : 52 : 18
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1+2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF â L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM â l 2250.0	 13
NOTES
N-A
' 2: MRX EL. 02.1
,
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTH+ UHF FREQ 296.8
-JSG#
	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 458R	 HHWS +	 ► 	 ,
VII 05 SIC 2002 ORB 070 DRY 277




SSO PM UL 1106.4	 25H ' 1+2i4
SSO OD Dl 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF iiL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0 	 :3
NOTES
' 1. N-il
' 2. MRX EL. 00.9
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR THIS PASS.
A224
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 459A	 BUCS
VID 05 SIC 202 ORB 070 DAY 277
AOS 19 : 11 : 14	 LOS 19 : 16 : 59
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF Bl 2205.0	 M
SSC FM DL 2250.6	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO GDS AT 19:13:30
,
' 2. MAX EL. 7.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
,jSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 46OR	 GDSS r	 ,
V11 05 SI. 2002 ORB 070 DAY 277
80S 19 : 11 : 58




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD BL 287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.6	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM 1:UC AT 19:13:30
'	 CXR OFF Al 19:15:00
' 2. h q X EL. 05.8	 MASKING -TART HT
'	 19:12:43 END AT 19:is:05




JSC SCM S 461R	 TULS ,	 >	 >
VID 05 SJC 2002 ORB 070 DAY 27?
AOS 19 : 15 : 12	 LOS 19 : 13 : 14
A H LINE FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO P11 UL 2106.4	 24H ' 192
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR ON AT 19:15:00
' 2. MRX L. 01.6
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR, UHF FREQ 296.8
002/RT,JSGI
JSC SCM S 4628	 QUIS ,	 ,	 a
UID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 070 D9Y 277
ROS 19 : 24 : 26




SSO PSI UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1Y2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF Dl '2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—R
' 2. MAX EL. 117.8
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE
A226
.jSCt	 002%RT
JSC FOR M U1 4638	 BOTU f	 s	 s
' UHF VO'CE SUPPORT BOT
' VI D 05 `-IC 2002 09B 070 DRY 277




' 1,COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296,8
JSG#
	 002/R1
JSC SCM S 464R	 IO2S s	 s
V I D 15 SIC 200? ORB 070 DRY 277
AOS 20 : 03 : u2
	 LOS 20 : 06 : 59
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 2s2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03 '
5S0 DF DL 2215.0
	
M	 '




' 2. MRX EL. 64.0
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSG#	 002- RT
JSC SCM S 4658	 H AWS s	 f	 ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 071 DAY 277
R0S 20 : 39 : 03
	
LOS 20 : 44 : 17
V ; H LINK rREQ
	 M	 REM1'.rKS
SSC PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1s2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05 '
SSO ^F DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2?50.0	 13
U TES
N-A
'	 MRX El. 09.6
f	 ^










JSC SCM S 466A	 A61GS
VID 6 SIC 2002 ORB 071 DAY 277
00 SO 21 : 64 : 23	 LOS 21 : 10 : 26
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 2 9WH ' lr2	 '
SSO 01) DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.1	 13
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL, 23.3
' 3. COMM COW6URPTION CHARLIE
.1SCl	 002/RT
JSC FORM U4678	 BOTU
	
a
' UMF VOICE SUPPORT BOT
' VID 05 SiC 2002 ORB 171 BAY 277




' 1,COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296,8
,]S6t	 WiRT
JSC SCM S 4688	 IO2S ,	 a
VID u5 SIC 2002 ORB O71 DRY 277
AOS 21 : 14 : 24	 LOS 21 : 42 : 26
VEH LINK "REQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 1831.7	 24H ' 1t2
SSO OD BL 2287,5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—R
' 2. MAX EL. 42.5
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTAI UHF FREQ 296,8
A229
002%RT.I^:GI
JSC SCM S 4698	 HAW; r	 ^
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 072 DAY 277




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
2. MflX El. 53.3
' J. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8
.ISG#	 002/ RT
JSC SCM S 4708	 RGOS ,	 r	 r
VID 05 3I". 2002 ORB 672 LHY 277
AOS 22 : 38 : 46	 LOS 22 : 44 : 58
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSu OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO F M PL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
'	 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 36.3
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE
A23o
l!SG#	 002/R1
JSC SCM S 4718	 MGOS s	 ,	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 073 DAY 278
AOS 00 : 13 : 31	 LOS 00 : 19 : 08
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 21u6.4	 25H ' 1s2
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N - A
' 2. MAX EL. 21.8
' 3. CORM ^uNFIGURATION CHARLIE.
'	 IMMIiiT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
;Sb#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 472H
	 ACNS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 073 DA`; 278
AOS 00 : 28 : 40




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' i92
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250,6
	 15
NOTES
' 1. N - A
' 2, MRX EL. H.6; KEYHOLE START AT
'
	
H:29:189 ENv AT 00:30:23
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.5
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5 ^ ^ N
11., 1 1
]SGT	 0021'kT
JSC SCM S 4738	 GWMS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 074 DRY 278
ROS 01 : i', : 11	 LOS 01 : 16 : 05
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD BL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF ll 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' I. N—P.
! 2. MRX EL. 05.9
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTRj UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
,JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 4748	 RGOS s	 a
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 074 lRY 278
nOS 01 : 47 : 40
	 LOS 01 : 53 : 18
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	
05
SS A) DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N—R
' 2. MAX EL. 40.5
3. COMM COW GURRTION CHBRLIE,




JSC SCM S 4750	 0CNS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 074 DAY 278
AOS 02 : 03 : 20	 LOS 02 : 09 : 41
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UI. 1106.4	 25H ' 152
SSO OD DL X287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 26.6; KEYHOLE START 0T
'	 02:08:03; END AT 02:09:12
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA; UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 UHF H-0 TO DKR AT 02:09:30.
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
JSi,4	 002iRT
JSC FORM U476A	 DKRU >	 >
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR






' 1.COPM CONFIG KILO; UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 H-0 FROM RCN AT 02:09:30




JSC SCM S 477A	 GWMS
UlD 05 SIC 2002 ORB 075 HY 278
ROS 02 : 44 : 11 	 LOS 02 : 51 : 36
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1s2
SSO OD lL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1, N—A
' 2, MAX EL. 41.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOI.
JS6#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 478R	 AGOS >	 >	 :
VID 05 SIC 2112 ORB 075 )AY 278
ADS 03 : 21 : 3?




SSO PM UL 210s.4 	 25H ' ij2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.1
	
M
SSO FN IL 2251.0	 15
NO;LS
' 1.
' 2. MRX EL. 17.7
' 3, COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE,





JSC FORM 079R	 IKRU >	 >
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 176 DRY 278




' 1.COAM CINFIG KILO, UHF FREQ 296.8































JSC SCM S 48OR	 QUIS
SID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 076 DAY 278
ROS 05 : 00 : 16	 LOS 05 : 02 : 22
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD âL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M




' 3. COMM CCOFIG CHARLIE. INHI3IT UPLINK
'	 VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP PERIOD. 	 '
,JSw"# 002%RT
JSC FORM U481B	 DKRU
'	 UMF VOICE	 SUPPORT 3KR
'	 VID	 05	 SIC	 2002 ORB 077	 BAY 278




'	 1,COMN	 COMFI6 KILO, UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 UHF	 H-^	 TO	 MAD AT	 65:19:36.
'	 2.INHX 7 UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
'	 PERIOD.
JS61	 002/R1
JSC SCM S 482B	 MADS
Ulb 05 SIC 2002 ORB 077 )A'( 278
AOS 05 : 19 : 25
	 LOS 05 : 25 : 37
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 25H ' 112
SSO OB DL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF â L 2265.;
	
M
SSO FM â L 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2, MAX EL. 14.7
COMM CONF16 DELTA UHF FREQ. 296.3







JSC SCM S 481A	 ORRS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 077 DRY 278
ROS 06 : 03 : 39	 LOS C6 : 05 : 46
VEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSC PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' i12
SSO OB h 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.8	 M
SSO FM 11 2256.0	 15
NOTES
' 2. MAX El. 12.1
' 3. COMM CONF16URATION CHARLIF.
'	 INHIBIT UPLINK VOICE FOR CREW SLEEP
JSG#	 002/0
JSC SCM S 4840	 QUIS s	 s	 s
VID 85 SIC 2002 ORB 077 DAY 278




SSO PH UL 2106.4	 25H ' i12
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0
	
M
SSO FM 5L 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 61.5
3. CBMM CONFIG CHARLIE. INHIBIT UPLINK





JSC SCM S 485A	 HAS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 078 DRY 278
AOS 06 : 43 : 37	 LOS 06 : 45 : 00
VEH LINT( FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 206.4	 OFF ' 1,2,4
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05 ' 4
SSO DF â L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 15
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MAX El. 00.3
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8




JSC SCM S 4868	 MADS
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 078 DRY 278




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL '1250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2, MAX EL. 37.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTH UHF FREQ. 296.8
,JS .' ^
	 002/RT
JSC FORM U48?A	 YARU r	 ,
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 078 DAY 278




' i.CW CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
A239
-JSG4	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 488H	 ORBS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORI 078 DRY 278
ROS 07 : 34 : 49	 LOS 07 ; 40 : 30
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1,2
SSO OD BL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSA FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—H
' 2. MAX EL. 60.2
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHRRLIE.
3564	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 4899	 MLXS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORa 079 DRY 278
80" 08 : 10 : 58	 LOS 08 : 16 : 05
QEn LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5
	 05
SSO BF DL 2205.0	 M
SSA FM BL 2256.0
	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 TO DDH HT 08:16:00
' 2. MHX EL. 24.0
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTRo UHF FREQ. 296,8
A240
JS64	 Ou2/RT
4. SC SCM S 490R	 RDRS	 >	 >
QA G5 SIC 2002 ORE 679 DRY 278
ROS 08 : 13 : 53	 LOS H : 21 : si
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 25H ' lt2
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO )F DL 2265.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1, H-0 FROK. RIL RT 08:16;00
MAX EL: 24.1
COMM COMFIC DELTRs UHF FRED 29A,8
,ISG#
	 002/RT
iSC Si.M S 49'P
	
MRDS >	 s	 t
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB V9 "9Y 278
►SOS OR : 2" : 15




SSO RM UL 2106,4	 25H ' 112
SSO OL DL 2;87,5
	 05
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MRX U. 33.8





















JSC SCM S 492A	 IO2S +	 +	 +
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 079 DAY 278
NOS 08 : 45 : 39	 LOS 03 : 51 : 52
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REM"IR"S
SSA' PM UL 1831.7	 24H 't2
SSO OD 11 2287.5	 03
SSO DF 11 2205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' t. N-A
' 2. MAX El. 06.8
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
,151'1	 002iRT
JSC FORM U493R	 YARU
	
+	 ,
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR








' i,COMN CONFIG KILO+ UHF FREQ 296.8
.1561	 002iRT
JSC SCM S 494A	 ORRS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORJ 079 DAY 278




SSO rM U( 2106.4	 25H ' 1s2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05	 '
SSO DF DL 2-205.0	 M











J 1 C SCM S 495A	 TULS ,	 ,
UID 95 SIC 2002 ORB 030 DRY 278
HOS 09	 42 : 00	 LOS 09 : 44 : 32
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRU S
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 2 4 H ' i,2	 '
SSO OP IL 2237,5	 03
SSO [IF I L 2205. 0 	M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13	 4
NOTES
' i. H-O TO Mil AT 09:,4:30
,
'	 MPX EL. 01.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG iELTH, U4F FREQ 296,8
' 4. SWITCH TO MODE 23 AT MIL AOS




JCC SCM S 4960	 MLXS
VII 15 SIC 2092 ORB 030 PA Y 278




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO OD IL 2257.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2295.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250, U	 23	 '	 '
MOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL AT 09:44:30
'	 H-0 TO BDA AT 09:50:00
' 2. MAX EL. 52.9
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8




JSC SCM S 497A	 HAS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 080 DRY 278
AOS 09 : 47 : 55	 LOS 89 : 55 : 58
VEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO BF BL 2205.8	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 23 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM MIL AT o o so:oo
' 2. MAX El. 35.2
' 3. COMM COMFIG DELTA9 UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. ACQ ICI MODE 23 (TV N-A AT IBA) THEN
'	 SWITCH TO 13 AT MIL LOS 09:52:15.
JSGB	 002/RT
JS(: SCM S 4980	 ILTS
VID 05 SIC 2082 ORI 080 DAY 278
AOS 09 : 49 : 19
	 LOS 09 : 52 : 23
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 OFF	 19294
SSO OD BL 2287.5
	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 23
NOTES
' i. N-A
' 2. MAX E ,
_. 14.0; LOS DURING THIS PASS
'	 DUE TO KEYHOLE AND TERRAIN MASKING.
COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT;




JSC SCM S 4998	 MARS ,	 ,	 ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 180 DNY 278
ROS 10 : 01 : 25	 LOS 10 : 17 : 21
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' I. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 11.2
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA UHF FREQ. 256.8
JSG4	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 500R	 1025
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 080 DRY 278
ROS 10 : 18 : 45








SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205.0 	 M




' 2. MAX EL. 25.3
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR, UHF FREQ 296.8
,JSC#	 002/RT
JSC FORM U50iA	 YARU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR





' 1,COMM CONFIG KILOi UHF FREQ 296.8
A-A o
JSGI	 OGZ%RT
JSC SCM S 502H	 ORBS
VII 05 SIC 2002 ORB 080 DRY 278
AOS 10 : 44 : 22
	
LOS 10 : 48 : 58
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSG PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX El. 66.5
' 3. COMM CONFIGURATION CHARLIE.
,iSG#
JSC SCM S 503A	 BUCS ,	 ,
VI) 05 SIC 2002 ORB 181 BAY 278
80S 11 : 12 : 40
	 LOS it : 18 : 44
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287,5	 03
SSO DF BL 2215.0	 M
SSO FN DL 2258.0 	 li
NOTES
' 1, H-0 TO TUL AT 11:16.88
' 2, MRX EL. 7,4
' 3. COMM CONFI6 CHARLIE.
002/RT
.1SG1	 002iRI
JSC SCM S 5048	 TULS
VID 95 SIC 2002 ORB 031 DRY 274
a0S 11 : 13 : 43	 LOS 11 : 21 : 10
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2100.4	 24H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2257,5	 03
SSA,. DF DL 2205.e	 M
SSO FM PL 2250.0	 23	 ' 4
NOTES
' 1. H-O FPOM PUC P( 11:16:01)
'	 H-O TO MIL RT 11:20:00
r8k EL. 32.0
' 3. COMM CONFIG DEL T A, UHF FREQ
}	 UHF H -n FRO M GDS RT 11 :1' :0Q
' 4, TU SUPPORT N -R RT TUL.
, I	 QUL RT
J S C SCM S 505H	 GDS
VID 05 SIC 2001) ORB 081 DR S' 278
ROS 11 : 14 : 35	 LO'S 11 : 17 : 40
VEH LINK FRE4	 M	 REM84S
SSi1 Ph UL 2106.4	 OFF ' 1, 2	 '
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO D F DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 2-3	 4
NOTES
' I. 3-WRY SUPPORT WITH, BUC RND TUL
MAK EL. 07,E
' 3, COMM CGNFiG DELTR^ UHF F REQ 2901
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE RT ROS.
'	 UHF H-O TO TUL RT 11:17:00
' 4. TV REMOTING RQD, (SUi: PRYLOR) IRYT
im
A248
' IS 6 
	
44^ PT
JSC SCM S 5068	 MILS ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 081 DRY 278
RCS 11 : IJ : 04	 LOS 11 : 26 : 09
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 012
M. OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 23 ' 4
N01ES
' 1. H - O FPO" TUL RT 11:20:0d
'	 H-O TO IIA RT 11:25:01
' 2. MRk EL. 11.3
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA! UHF FREQ. 296.8
' 4. TV REMOTING REQUIRED (SUB: PAYLOAD
'	 IRY TV)
uu2rRTJSfit
JSC SCE! S 5078	 ILTS ,
SID 85 SIC 2802 ORB 031 DAY 278
ROS 11 : 22 : 06	 LOS 11 : 27 : (14
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 P,EMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2100.4	 OFF ' 1,2 +4
SSO OD Dl 2247.5	 05
Ml DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' I. N-H
' 2. MAX El. 36.2
' 3. CPM CONFI6 CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEIULED FOR SUPPOR,l'





JSC SCM S 5038	 BDaS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 031 PRY 278
POS it : 22 : 33	 LOS 11 : 30 : 13
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO Pt. UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205,0	 M
SSO FN Dl 2250.0	 23	 ' 4
Nt1TES
' 1. H-O F ROM MIL RT t1:25:(10
' 2. MAX EL, 14.3
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTH9 UHF FREQ 296.8 	 '
' 4, PCQUIRE IN MODE 23 (TV N-R HT BPR)^
'	 THEN CHANGE TO MODE 13 RT MIL LOS
'	 t1:26:09.
802'RT
JSC FORM U5('9R	 DKRU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 031 DRY 278




' i.COMM CONFIG KILO , UHF FP,EQ 296,9
,JSC #	 H 02%R T
JSC FORM U510A	 BOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPOPT BOT







' i, )MM CONFIG KILO, UHF FRED 296,8
A2 So
JSC4	 002/RT
JSC FORM U511P	 YARU
	
s	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 081 DRY 278




' 1,CONN CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
-JSG4	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 512A	 ORBS	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 081 DAY 278
AOS 12 : iR : 08 	 LOS 12 : 21 : 20
VEH LINK	 REQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 210.4	 25H ' ls2
SSO OD DL 2281.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2295.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0 	 13
NOTES
' I. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 14.7
' 3. COMM CONFI6URRTION CHARLIE.
Js6#	002/RT
JSC SCM S 5138	 HUS s	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 082 DAY 27°




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' i12
SSO OD BL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF BL 220.0
SSO FM BL 2250.9	 13
MOTES
' i. CXR OFF AT 12:43:30
' 2. MAX EL. 07.5; KEYHOLE START AT
'	 12:3E:s:s END AT 12:37:50
' 3. COMM `ONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
A: S 1
nO O UO O O O OM O
V O riNNC Ln
P..
0 0






















































JSC SCM S 514R	 BUCS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 082 DRY 278




SSO Ph UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1^2
SSO OD DL 22 0%17.5	 03	 '
$SO BF DL 2285.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. CXR ON RT 12:43:30
'	 H-0 TO Gl c" RT 12:48:08
' 2. MAX EL. 56.1
COMM CONFIG CHRRLIE.
JSGI	 (!021 T
JSC SCM S 515R
	 GDSS
VID Y5 SIC 2002 ORE 082 DRY 278
ROS 12 : 46 : 53	 LOS' 12 : 52 : 54
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2166.4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO OD DL 2287,5	 05
SSO DF 9L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.6	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-O FROM tUC AT 12:40V:00
'	 H-0 TO TUL AT 12:52:30
' 2. MAX EL. 50.6
' 3. COMM CQNFIG DELTR! UHF F REQ 296,8
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE RT POS.
A253
,156#	 00211T
JSC SCM S 5160	 ILLS
VID 05 SIC 2092 ORi 082 DPI 278
ROS 12 : 48 : 01
	
LOS 12 : 55 : 17
VEH LINK FRED	 M	 REMRRK:S
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1,2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03
SSO OF PL 2205.N	 M
SSO FM DL 2258.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-1 FROM 6bS A T 12:52:30
'	 H -0 TO MIL RT 12:55:00
' 2. MRX EL. 31.3
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296,8
JSh#	 0 02 RT
JSC SCM S 517A	 ILXS
VID 85 SIC 2002 ORI @82 PRY 278
ACS U : 54 : 03	 LO:: 13 : h fl : 26
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRR.K:S
SSO Ph UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287,5	 05
SSO DF DL 2265,0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL hT 12:55:00
'	 H-0 TO IDR RT 12:59:0il
' 2. PAX EL, 88.6; KEYHOLE START RT
'	 12:54:051 END RT 12:54:40







JSC SCM S 518A	 BLTS	 a
VID 05 SIC 2002 OR? 082 DAY 278
AOS 12 : 55 : 51	 LOS 13 : 00 : 49
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO Phi UL 2;66 .4	 OFF ' 1!214
SSO OD DL 2 7 37.5	 H '
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 49.4
' 3. COhA CONFI6 CHHRLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULED FOR SUPPORT;
'	 ENGINEERING TFSTING ONLY.
TSG#
JSC SCH S 5198	 BRAS i
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 882 DAY 278
AOS i2 : 56 : 47	 LOS 13 : 0 4 : 51
VEH LINK, FREQ	 M	 REMNRKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1-2
SSO A D DL 2287.5	 M
SSO DF DL 220`.0
SSO FM DL 2254.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FRON hIL hT 12:59:60
' 2. MAX EL. :42.0
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTA! UHF W64 296,8
i;i#
JSC FORM U520R	 DKRU i	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT DKR
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 082 DRY 278






' 1.COAN CONFIG KILO! UHF FREQ 2)6.3






JSC SCM S 5210	 RCVS
Vil 05 SIC 2012 ORB 082 DAY 278
AOS 13 : 16 : 55
	




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1o2
SSO OD IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF 'JL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM l: 2250.0	 13 '
NOTES
' I. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 02.1
' 3. CORM CONFI6 DELTRs UHF FREQ 296.8
'	 UHF H-0 FROM DKR AT 13:17:11
Jscl	 002/?;
JSC FORM U5220	 IOTU
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT EOT
' VID 05 SIC 2012 ORl 182 lRY 2 713	 '




' I-CORN CONFI6 KILO, UHF FREQ 2963
,)SC=	 002%RT
JSC FORM U523R
	 YRRU ,	 a
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YRR






1.COMM CONFI6 KILOi UHF FREQ 296.8
A25O
002!RTJSGi
JSC SCM S 524A	 HAWS ,	 ,	 ,
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB ( 1 83 DAY 278
ROS 14 : 69 : 51	 LOS 14 : 16 : 35
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD DL '.287.5	 05
SSO 9F IL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2250.0 	 13
NOTES
' i. CXR OFF AT 14:18:60
' 2. MAX EL. 36.5
' 3. COMM COV IG DELTA, UHF FREQ 296.8
JSGI	 002!RT
JSC SCM S 5250	 PTTS
VID ^5 SIC 2002 ORB 083 DRY 278




SSO Ph UL 2106.4	 N-R '	 '
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03 ' 314
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 N-A
SSO FM Dl 2250.0 	 N-A
NOTES
' 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 60.6
' J. WTR OPS CONTROL SELECT AN) ROUTE
'	 PTT-VDT RT TLM IATA TO STC AND YUC.





JSC SCM S 5268	 VDTS
VID 65 SIC 2002 ORB 083 DAY 278
AOS 14 : 18 : 56
	
LOS 14 : 25 : 25
VEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 N-A '	 '
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 03 ' 3,4
SSO DF IL 2205.0 	 N-k
SSO FM IL 2250,0 	 N-R
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2, MAX EL, 24,9
' 3. WTR OPS CONTROL SELECT AN) ROUTE
'	 PTT-VDT RT TLM DRTR TO STC AND ZUC,
' 4. DATA FLOW CHECKOUT FOR REENTRY
'	 SUPPORT,
JSC# 002/RT
JSC FORM S5270	 IO2S	 ,	 >	 >
' S BAND SUPPORT SCF
' VID O5	 SIC 2002	 ORB	 083	 DRY 27S
' i. WTR R-T TLM AVAILABLE DETwEEN
' 14:18:33
	 RND	 14:26:12.
' ROUTE	 TO JSC FOR REENTRY SUPPORT
' VALIDATION.INHIBIT	 UPON	 DFE
	 REQUEST
' ONLY,
' 2, COMM	 r ONFIG	 JULIET.
A258 iI
.JS6#
JSC SCM S 5284	 BUCS
VID 05 SIC 2102 ORB 083 DRY 278
ROS 14 : 19 : 49	 LOS 14 : 27 :
VEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO Psi UL 2116.4	 24H ' 112
SSO OD IL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' I. CXR ON AT 14:18:01
'	 H-0 TO GDS AT 14:'_1:30
' 2, MAX El. 36.2
' 3, CORM CONF16 CHARLIE,
' 4, NTR RT TLM RVAILR]LE FROM i
'	 TO 14:26:12. USE FOR BATA F
'	 PRIOR TO WTR REENTRY SUPPER
,JSG#
JSC SCM S 529A	 6 âSS
Vii 05 SIC 2012 OR) 183 DAY 2'8
ROS 14 : 20 : 13
	 LOS 14 : 26 : 56
VEN LINK FRED	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD Dl 2287,5	 05
SSO DF IL 2215.8	 M
SS3 FM DL 2250.0 	 13
HATES
' 1. H-0 FROM BUC AT 14:21:30
'	 h, —O TO TUL AT 14:26:30
' 2, MI1X EL. 38.3
' 3. CORM CONFIG DELTAo UHF FREQ 296.8




JSC SCM S 530A	 TULS ,	 s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 083 TAY 278
AOS 14 : 22 : 37	 LOS 14 : 29 : 35
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 112
M OD IL 2287.5 03
SSO DF )L 2265.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM IDS AT 1 a : 'n :.ill	 ^
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT 14 :29:01
' 2. MAX EL. 20.4
' 3. COMA CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
JSGV	 002iRT
JSC SCM S 531H	 MILS s	 s
VID 15 SIC 2102 ORB 083 DAY 278
AOS 14 : 28 : 66
	 LOS 14 : 34 : 42
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2166.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD ]L 2287.5	 05
SSO DF âL 2205.6	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. H-0 FROM TUL R1 14:29:00
'	 H-0 TO 11H AT 14:34:01
' 2. MAX EL. 18.2
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTAS UHF FREQ. 296.8
A260
- l SG#	 002/RT
oSC SCM S 5320	 ILTS
VID 05 SIC 2012 ORB 083 JAY 278
ROS 14 : 30 : 25	 LOS 14 : 32 : 38
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 21#6.4	 OFF ' W14
SSO OD IL 2?87.5	 05 '	 '
SSO IF ILL X205.0	 M
SSO FM IL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1.
' 2, MAX EL. 17.6; S u- MASKING START AT
'	 14:30:389 END AT 14:32:99
' 3. COMM CONFI6 CHARLIE.
' 4. NOT SCHEDULEr FOR SUPPORT;
'	 E16IWEERING TESTING ONLY.
JS63	 002%RT
JSC SCh S 5338	 )IRS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB C83 nnY 278
ROS 14 : 30 : 53
	 LOS 14 : 38 : 55
VEH LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 192
SSO OD IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF IL 12;5.0 	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0
	 13
NOTES
H-0 FROM MIL RT 14:34:00
'	 MAX EL. 28.7
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTRY UHF FREQ 296,8
A26 
.1SG#	 001'L/RT
JSC SCM S 534H	 RCVS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 083 DRY 278




SSO PM UL 2166.4	 25H ' 1s2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0 	 13
DOTES
' i.
' 2. MAX EL. 67.1
' 3. COHN CONFIG DELTR9 UHF FREQ 296.8
.ISC#	 042/RT
JSC FORM U535R	 I;OTU
	
>	 >
' UWF VOICE SUPPORT IOT
' VID 65 SIC 2002 ORB 683 lRY 278




' . ' COMM CONFIG KILOS UHF FREQ 296.8
lISC#
	 002/RT
JSC FORM U536A	 YARU
	
a
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT YAR
' VID 05 . SIC 2002 ORD 083 DAY 278








JSC %S;VM S 5378	 6WMS 1	 1
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 083 DRY 278
BUS 15 : 31 : 55	 LOS 15 : 37 : 47
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD BL 2287.5	 05
SSO DF BL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. N-R
' 2 MRX EL. 08.4; KEYHOLE START AT
'	 15:32:301 END PT 15:33:11
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRI UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. NO BURN SCM
.JSG#
	 002/RT
JSC SCM S ,` 38R	 HRWS 1	 1	 1
VI â 05 SIC 2112 ORB 084 DRY 278
ROS 15 : 45 : 48	 LOS 15 : 50 : 28
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 05
SSO IF Dl 2285.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2256.0	 13
NOTES
' i. CXR OFF HT 15:52:00
' 2, NRX El. 04.3; KEYHOLE START AT
'	 15:48:381 END PT 15:49:20
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRI UHF FREQ 296,8
' 4, NO BURN SCH
A264
.ISGI	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 539A	 PTTS
VIP 05 SIC 2002 Oil 084 DRY 278
ROB 15 : 52 : 40	 LOS 16 : 10 : 38
VER LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4 	 N-A '	 '
SSO OD Dl 2287.5	 03 ' 3
SSO DF Dl 2205.0	 N-R
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 N-A
NOTES
,	 4
' 2. MAX EL. 72.3
' 3. WTR OPS CONTROL SELECT AN) ROUTE
'	 PTT-VDT RT TLM DRTR TO STC All BUC.
' 4. NO 1URN SCM
,iSGf	 OUNT
JSC SCH S 540R	 UDTS r
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 184 DRY 278
ROS 15 : 53 : 24
	 I.OS 15 : 59 : 14
VEN LINK FREQ
	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4 	 N-R '
SSO OD â L 2287.5	 03 ' 3
SSO DF Dl 2265.0
	 N-R
SSO P M DL 2250.0	 N-A
NOTES
' 1. N-R
' 2. MRX El. 22.3
' 3, WTR OPS CONTROL SELECT RN9 ROUTE
'	 PTT-VIT RT TLM DRTR TO STC RN) WC,





JSC FORM S5410	 IO2S
'	 S BRND SU P PORT SCF
'	 VID 05	 ;;IC 2002	 ORB	 084	 DRY	 278
,
'	 1. WTR R-T TLM AVAILABLE IETWEEN
' 15:52:40 AND	 16:01:38.




'	 3. 90 )URN SCM
JS6#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 542A	 BUCS
411 05 SIC 2002 ORB 184 DRY 278
ROS 15 : 54 : 00	 LOS 16 ; 11 : 51
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 21@6.4	 24H ' 1#2
SSO OB DL 2287.5	 03
SSO DF EL 7205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2251.0 	 13
MOTES
' t. H-0 TO dIS RT 15:56:00
' 2. MAX EL. 44.5
' 3. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE.
' 4. WTK KT TLM DRTR RVAILRILE FROM
'	 15:52:40 TO 16:00:38. USE RS BEST
'	 SOURCE TILL BUC ROS.
' 5. NO BURN SCM
A266
,1SG#
JSC SCM S 5430	 GBSS
VID 05 SIC 2102 ORB 084 DRY 278
ROS 15 : 54 : 31	 LOS 16 : 11 : 28
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2116.4	 25H ' W
SSO OD ILL 2287.5 	 65
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM BL 2251.0 	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM BUC AT 15:56:00
'	 H-0 TO TUL AT 16:01:01
' 2. MRX EL. 51.9
' 3. CONN CONFI6 DELTAS LMF FREQ 296.8
'	 REMOTE UHF VOICE AT ROS.
' 4. NO BURN SCM
JSG#
JSC SCM S 5448	 TULS P	 >
VID 05 SIC 2082 OR; 184 DRY 278
ROS t5 : 56 : 46	 LOS 1E : 04 : 19
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REPRRKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1P2
SSO OD HL 2987.5 	 03 '
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM 61S AT 16:01:00
'	 H-0 TO MIL AT 16:0"'1:01
' 2, MAX EL, 48.5
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTRs UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. NO BURN SCM
JSG4	 OD[^RT
JSC ;CM S 5450	 MILS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 084 DRY 278
ROS 16 : 02 : 06	 LOS 16 : A : 08
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112
SSO OD Di. 2287,5	 05
SSO IF ;L 2205.0	 M
SSO FM Dl 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' i. H-0 FROM TUL RT 16:03:09
' 2. MAX EL. 31.4
' 3. COMM CONFI6 DELTh UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. NO BURN SCM
,1564	 082/RT
JSC $CO. S 5460	 BDRS	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 084 DRY 278
ROS 16 : 07 : 02	 LOS ii : 10 : li
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMRRKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 OFF ' 1j2
SSG OD Dl 2287.5	 03
$SO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM I'l 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' I PMSS OVERLAPPEIi BY MIL
' 2. MAX EL. 01.4
s
' 3. CORP. CONFI6 CHARLIE.




JSC SCM S 5478	 ACWS )	 s	 s
VIP 05 SIC 2012 ORB 084 DRY 278
AOS 16 : 24 : 16 	 LOS 16 : 27 : 08
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSG PM LL 2116.4	 25H ' i12
SSO OD IL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM IL 220.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. MAX EL. 91.6
s	 )
' 3. COMM CONFIG DELTR9 UHF FREQ 296.8
' 4. NO W.% SCM
,1SC#
	 002/RT
JSC FORM U548R	 BOTU )	 s	 s
' UHF VOICE SUPPORT BOT
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 684 DRY 278




' i.COMM CONFIG KILO) UHF FREQ 296.8
' 230 TURN SCM
JSGI	 002/RT
JSC SCM S S 49R	 GWMS s	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 885 DRY 278




SSG PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' is2
SSO OD DL 2287.5 	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0 	 M
SSO FM Bl 2250.0	 13
NOTES
' 1. N—R
' 2. MRX EL. 22.1
COMM CONFIG DELTAS UHF FREQ 296.8
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' UNF VOICE SUPPOR! YAR
' UiD 05 SIC 20(12) ORB 001 DRY 273
' ROS 12:55:15	 LOS 12:54:36
'	 MAX EL.
' NOTES
' ..COMM CONFI6 KILOS UNF FREQ 296,8
' r..AOA SUPPORT
ljs6t	 002%RT
<< SC SCM S 701N	 ORBS
VID (15 SIC 200 .2 ORB 001 DAY 273
AOS 13 : 0 1 : 24	 LOS 13 : 04 : 57
UEH LINK	 REN	 M	 Rfl RKS
SSO PM UL Pj06.4	 25M	 },2
'3 S ft fl ll DL 21. ? . li	 U.
S 	 D P DL 2205,0	 M
	
u F IB DL «:0. a	 U1
n0TES
'	 H-A	 '
MRX EL. 55. 0
+. COMM CONFIG CHARLIE




JSC SCN S ?03H	 VhTS ,	 +
VI y
 i1 5 SIC 2002 ORB 001 DRY 273
AOS 13 : 34 : CC	 LOS 13 : 42 : 42
VEH LINK FRE@	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 OFF ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287,5	 03
SSO DF DL 2205,E	 M




' 3, EXIT S-BAND BLACKOUT 13:32:38
' 4, WTR OPS CONTROLY ScLECT AND ROUTE
'	 OBT RT TLM DATA TO STC AND M.
,	 +
' 5, AOA SUPPORT, EDWARDS 23 LANDING,
.1 q,  1 002/RT
JSC FORM S704H	 IO2S + 	 +
' 'S BAND SUPPORT SCF
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 001 DAY 273
,
' 1, OTR RT TM AVAi'_ABLE BETWEEN
'	 13:34:46+ AND 13:42:42. ROUTE '10
	 '
JSC,
2. AOA SUPPORT, EDWARDS 23 LANDING,
' 3, COHM CONFIGURHTION JULIET,
c2
RT
!sG SGI^ s 7u 5i+	 b''L'.S ,	 ,
VIP 05 SIC 2W ORB 001 DRY 273
NOS 13 : 33 : 22	 LOS 13 : 45 : 07
QEH LINK FREA	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1!2
SSO SID DL 2237.5	 03	 ' 4
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
S S 0 Fn DL 2250,0	 01
NOTES
' 1. H -O TO ANP FROM GDS ON RTC CUE.
' 21 hRX EL. 23.4
' 3. CORK CONFIARNTION FOXTROT THRU
ROLLOUT. THEN RECONFIGURE TO POST-
'	 L W ING CONFIGURATION GOLFS UHF
'	 FREQ. 296.3. UHF AOS 13:33:53
'	 (PAGE 1 OF 2)
,JSC0	 002iRT
JSC FORM S705t	 BUGS	 a
' (PAGE 2 OF 2)
' NOTES (COhill):
' 4. FORWARD VDT OR BUG â EST SOURCE
'	 DATA TO GSFC FROM 13:34:46 THRU
'	 ROLLOUT.
' 5. ROA SUPPORT, EDWHRDS 23 LWING,
.,
Cz
J SC $0i S 706H	 GDX'S
VID (1 5 SIC 2002 ORB 001 DRY 273
ROS 13 : 35 : 48	 LOS 13 : 43 : 49
UEH LINK FRED	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 1!2t4
SS9 OD DL 2237.5	 05
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 Ot
NOTES
' 1. RDUISE RTC WHEN CLEAR OF MASKING
'	 AND READY TO ACCEPT H -O FROM YUC,
HDUISE RTC 2 MIN. PRIOR TO RNTICI-
'	 PATED LOS AND STANktY FOR H-O TO
MAX EL. (19.6







' cPAGE 2 OF 2)
' MOTES (CONTD):
' j, COMM CONFIG FOXTROT, UHF FREQ 296.8
' a. HSR TRKG DhTA ON LINE nT ROS
'	 MINUS 5 MINUTES.





JSC FORM U70OR	 YARU
' UHF VOI C E SUPPORT YAR
' VID e5 SIC 2097 ORE 083 DAY 278




' 1. COMH CONFIG KILO+ UHF FREQ 29,8
' 2. ENTRY SUPPORT,
,TS G#	 002 R 
JSC SCM S 709	 ii4MS
VID 05 SIC 2(102 ORE 034 DAY 1278
AOS 15 : 32 : 28	 LOS 15 :	 S : 04
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SS! PM UL 2105,4	 25H	 2
SSO OD DL 2237.5	 (15
'SSO 1F DL 2205,0 	 M
S'S 1) Fn DL 2250.0	 13
NOTES
2. MOX EL. 03.9
' 3, COMM CONFIG DEL T AS UHF FREQ. 296.8
' 4. ENTRY SUPPORT
D1
.1scs	 002^PT
JSC SCM S 702A	 PTTS
VIB 05 SIC 2002 ORB 984 DAY 278
AOS i5 : 55 : 36 	 LOS 16 : 05 : 23
VEN LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
,SO PM UL 2106.4	 N-A ' 112
SSA OD IL 2287.5	 03 ' 4
SSO liF DL 2205.0	 N-A
SSO FM :L 220.0	 N-A
NOTES
' 1. N-A
' 2. MAX EL. 18.0
' 3. LANDING CW. CONFIG JULIET
' 4. EXIT S-BRND h4 KOUT 15:57:04
' 5. WTR OPS CONTROb SELECT AND ROUTE
'	 PTTS OR VDTS BEST SOURCE RT TLM
'	 DATA TO STC AND JUC.
.ISG4	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 7038	 VDTS >	 >	 >
VID C5 SIC 2002 ORB 084 DRY 278




SSO PM UL 2106.4	 N-R ' 1!2
SSO OD DL 2287.5	 03 ' 4
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 N-R
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 N-R
NOTES
'	 1.
' 2. MAX EL. 31.6
' i LANDIN6 COMM CONFIG JULIET
' 4. EXIT S-BAND BLACKOUT 15:57:04
' 5. WTR OPS CONTROL+ SELECT RND ROUTE
'	 PTTS OR VITS BEST SOURCE RT TLM
'	 DATA TO STC AND BUC.
DZ
J cl	 002/RT
JSC FORM S704R	 102$ s	 >	 >
' S BAND SUPPORT STC




, WTR RT TM W ILNBLE DETWEEN
'	 i5:55:36s AND 16:07:12.	 ROUTE TO
'	 JSC. INHIBIT UPON DFE REQUEST ONLY,
' 2, LANDING COMM CONFIG JUiItT
JSG#	 002/RT
JSC SCM S 7058	 BUCS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 084 DRY 278
ROS 1---5 : 57 : 56	 LOS 16 : 09 : 10
VE;i LINK FREQ	 M	 REMnRKS
SSO PM UL 2106,4	 24H ' is 2
SSO OD BL 2287.5	 03	 4
SSO DF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 00
NOTES
' 1, HANDOVERS TO AMB FROM GDS DURING
'	 THIS PASS ON CUES FROM RTC.
' 2. MAX EL. 34,4
' 3. COMM CONFIG FOXTROT THRU ROLLOUT,
'	 THEN RECONFIGURE TO POSiLANDING
'	 CONFIGURATION GOLF;UHF FREQ,296.8
UHF ROS 23 SEC.LRTE0L4OUT)(P6l0F2)
,1SC4	 002/RT
JSC FORM S705H
	 3UCS s	 s
' (PRGE 2 OF 2)
' NOTES (CONT W
' 4. FORWhRD VDTs P TT OR BUC BEST
'	 SOURCE HIP TO GSFI FROM 15:55:36
THRU 4LLOUT.




JSC SCM S 706A	 GDSS >	 >	 >
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 084 DRY 278
ROS 15 : 59 . 06 	 LOS 16 : 07 ; 18
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 25H ' 112j4
SSO 9D DL 2287.; 	 05
SSO DF DL 2215.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 00
NOTES
' 1. RDVISE RTC WHEN CLEAR OF MRSKIN6
'	 RWD RERDY TO ACCEPT H-0 FROM BUC.
'	 RDVISC RTC 2 MIN. PRIOR TO RNTICI-
'	 PATED L6 AND STANDBY FOR H-0 TO
'	 BUC.
' 2. MAX EL. 9.6 (NOM LEFT-HRND RPM
TO RUNWAY 123.)	 (PAGE i OF 2)
,ISC#
	 002/RT
JSC FORM S706R	 GDSS >	 >
' (PMGE 2 OF 2)
' NOTES (CONTD):
' 3. COMM CONFIG FOXTROT- UHF FREQ.
' 296.r, MHZ.
' 4. HSR TRKG DRTA ON LINE MT ROS





jSC: SCM S 739
	 PTTS
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORE 034 HY 278
AOS 15 : 54 : 42	 LOS 15 : 59 : 19
uEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 N — A ' 1,2
SSO OII DL 2257.5	 03	 ' 4
SSO DF DL 2205,0	 N—A s	 s
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 N-9 s	 s
NOTES
' 1. N—A
' 2. Max EL, 07,(!
LONDINC COMA CO NFIG JULIET
' 4. EXIT S—BHND BLHCK:OU ► 15:56:10	 F
' 5. NTR C+PS CINTROLt SELECT RNII PCiLTE	 s
'	 PTTS OR I+ DTS BEST SOURCE RT TLM
'	 D9TA TO STC RND BUG,
. i	 r, 0'2' R T
dS C SCM S 73 2A	 UDTS
VIII 05 SIC 2002 FIRE 004 DAY 27$
P.







PM UL 21 Oc . 4	 N — A 	 1 ^	 f
SSO OD BL 2237,5	 03 ' 4
SS0 D P PL 2205.0	 N — A s	 s
SH FM DL 2250.0	 N—A
NOTES
' 1. N — A
' 2, MAX EL. 31.6
' 3. LANDING COMM CONFIG JULIET
' 4. EXIT S-B AKD BLACKOUT 15:56:10
5. {QTR [IFS CON T ROL, SELECT AND ROUTE
'	 PTTS OR VDTS BEST SOURCE RT TLM




wj !-,, f. i
	 OOZiRT
JSC FORM 57338	 IO2S	 <
' S BAND SUPPORT STC
' VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 684 DNY 278
^	 s
' 1. W1R RT TM AVAILABLE EETWEEN
'	 i5:54:4b AND 16:01:04,	 ROUTE TO
'	 JSC. INHIBIT UPON DFE REQUEST ONLY,
' 2. LRNDING COMM CONFIG JULIET
' 3. UNDERRUP,N SUPPORT SCM.
,1SGi	 002%RT
JSC SCM S 7348	 BUCS	 s
VID 05 SIC 2002 ORB 084 DAY 278
ROS 15 : 56 : 27 	 LOS 16 : 02 : 4^'
VEH LINK FREQ	 M	 R;MRRVS
SS0 PM UL 2106.4	 24A
SSO OD DL 2247. 511	 03	 ' 4
SSO DF DL 2205. 0 	M
SS0 FM DL 2250, 0 	 0
NOTES
+8ND0VER Tfi GIBS ON RTC CUE,
MRX EL. 17.6
COMM C rINFIG CHApLIE.
(Pai, It' 1 OF 2?
JSC FORM S71 4A
	DUCS
' (PAGE 2 OF 2)
' NOTES (CONTD):
' 4. FORWRRD VIiT, PTT 11R BUC BEST
'	 SOURCE DMTA TO GSFC. FROM 15:`4:42
'	 TILL BUC LOS,




-4	 Y171 111 05	 SIC 2	 2 0 P B t' 0v . 11 P: :	 - ,q
P. 0 S 15 : 57 ', 30	 LOS  16 : A 3'	 2
VEH LINK P REQ	 M	 REMRRKS
tiSn PM s.;L 2105.4	 25H	 1054
SSO OD DL 228 7 ,5 05
SSO DF DL 2205,0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250.0	 80
NOT ES
i. RDVISE RTC WHEN CLERK OF MRSKING
RND RERDY TO RCCEPT H—O FROM Mr.
RIVISE RTC 2 MIN. PRIOR 
TO 
RNTICI-
PRTEll LOS RND STRMY FOR H-0 TO
TUL.
2. MRX EL.	 5
(PAGE i O F 2'
li I'D' r #	 G 0 21 R T
isc FORM S735R	 GDSS
(FRGE 2 OF 2)
NOTES (CONT1► ):
3. COMM CONFIG DELTR! UHF FREQ 296,S
REMOTE UHF VOICE RT POS.
4. HSR TR0 DATA ON LINE 8T RLIS
MINUS 10 MINUTES.





JSC SCM S 7369	 TULS	 a
UID 05 SIC 2002 ORR 084 DPY 278
9OS it') : 01 : 54	 LOS 16 : 13 : 08
UEH LINK FREQ	 M	 REMARKS
SSO PM UL 2106.4	 24H ' 1—,2	 ►
SSO OD DL 2287, 5	 (13
SSO BF DL 2205.0	 M
SSO FM DL 2250,0	 00	 '
NOTES
' 1. H—O FROM GDS 0.4 R.TC CUE. 	 ►
' 2. MHX EL. 35,9
' 3. COMM CONFIG IIELT9 THRU ROLLOUT,
'	 THEM CHANGE TO HOTEL; UHF FREQ
'	 296,8 MH?.
' 4. WERRURN EMERGENCY LANPING RT
'	 NORTHRUP STRIP; RUNWAY 17.
MASA-JSG
E:4
